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ABSTRACT
This thesis investigates MRI analysis tools with the potential to highlight structural
changes in the brain which occur as a result o f neurodegeneration. Traditional MR
volumetry was performed to identify regional volume changes associated with healthy
aging, Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and fronto-temporal lobar degeneration (FTLD).
This approach was found to be effective at identifying volumetric differences between
groups, even in the presymptomatic stages o f AD. Characteristic patterns o f atrophy
were identified in AD and FTLD groups, which has application in the differential
diagnosis o f dementia.
Techniques for automated analysis o f MR images were then examined. A
novel tool for the automated propagation o f hippocampal regions on serial imaging
using fluid registration is described. This was found to produce highly reproducible
results, greatly reducing operator time compared to manual delineation o f the
hippocampus.
A detailed comparison o f voxel-based morphometry (VBM) and volumetric
analysis was performed, which highlighted areas o f inconsistency between the two
techniques. Examination o f the VBM pre-processing steps identified inconsistencies
and biases which may be introduced by this process, which may have an impact on
resulting statistical parametric maps (SPMs).
SPM analysis o f fluidly-registered serial images was applied to examine
changes in individuals with sporadic AD compared with controls, revealing regions o f
significant difference consistent with volumetric and pathological data. The same
technique was performed on controls and groups o f AD subjects at different stages o f
the disease. The pattern o f regional atrophy was found to alter with disease
progression.

The application o f these techniques to the diagnosis and understanding o f
Alzheimer's disease is discussed. In addition, the implications for the monitoring o f
disease progression, and the assessment o f drug efficacy are considered.
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AIMS
To investigate image analysis tools o f potential value in diagnosis, measurement o f
disease progression and assessment o f therapeutic efficacy in Alzheimer’s disease by:
1. assessing current methods and developing novel techniques for cross-sectional and
longitudinal analysis o f brain magnetic resonance images;
2. applying these to identify regional and longitudinal patterns o f atrophy;
3. providing detailed information on the structural differences between AD patients
and a) normal age-matched controls and b) individuals with related disorders.

PROBLEM
MRI has potential as both a diagnostic tool, and a means to monitor disease
progression in degenerative diseases. The recent development o f therapeutic agents
for dementia has increased the need, firstly, for early and accurate diagnosis, and
secondly, for a surrogate marker o f disease progression in order to assess drug
efficacy.
Clinical trials involve large numbers o f scans, making traditional image
analysis techniques relatively impractical. In addition, highly sensitive techniques are
required in order to detect subtle treatment effects. This need for robust image
analysis tools, coupled with increasingly advanced image acquisition techniques and
improved computing power, has led to the development o f automated methods for
MR scan analysis.
Automated image analysis techniques provide the opportunity to interrogate
MRI data in an unbiased and robust manner in order to detect regional and global
disease effects. Nevertheless, these techniques have a number o f problems associated
with them. Most rely on characterisation o f a ‘standard’ brain image in a defined

17

space. Individual scans can then be transformed into the same spatial framework as
the reference brain, or vice versa. This process aims to ensure morphological
correspondence, either for group comparisons, or the automated delineation o f brain
sub-structures. However, the considerable amount o f inter-individual variation in
brain size and shape makes the development o f a ‘typical’ brain template problematic.
In addition, the transformation process must aim to eliminate normal inter-individual
variation, whilst maintaining the disease-related effects which are under investigation.
A number o f automated tools involve many more pre-processing steps, such as tissue
classification and smoothing. Consequently, it is important when interpreting results
produced by these methods to be certain that they are reflecting true disease effects,
rather than artefacts or biases introduced by the technique itself. Extensive validation
o f these techniques is required before they are accepted either into clinical practice, or
for the assessment o f drug treatment effects. This thesis aims to address some o f the
problems associated with automated image analysis techniques, and provide
validation by comparison with traditional manual volumetry in order to assess the
current utility o f these methods.
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1

DEMENTIA

1.1

BACKGROUND AND HISTORY OF DEMENTIA

Dementia may be defined as an acquired deficit in multiple domains of cognitive
function, including memory, in the presence of normal consciousness (Rossor, 1993).
This broad clinical syndrome may be produced by a large number of causes including
importantly the neurodegenerative diseases, many of which become increasingly
common with advancing age. Figure 1-1 shows the change in prevalence of dementia
with increasing age, based on a study by Hofman et al (Holman et al, 1991).
Dementia poses a major health concern as numbers of elderly individuals in the
population continue to grow.

Figure 1-1: Age-specific prevalence o f dementia in Europe
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L I. 1

Alzheim er’s disease

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the commonest cause o f dementia, and affects up to 20
million people worldwide (Allen, 2001). The prevalence o f AD increases rapidly with
age, increasing from 0.05% in the under-sixties, to 20% in the over-eighties (Allen,
2001 ).
The disease was first described by Alois Alzheimer in 1907, and is defined by
its characteristic pathology: the presence o f amyloid plaques and neurofibrillary
tangles (NFTs) in brain tissue. This pathology is thought to start in the entorhinal
cortex (EC) and spread to the hippocampus and other portions o f the medial temporal
lobe, finally affecting all the temporal lobe structures as well as other cortical regions
(Braak and Braak,

1991). Definitive diagnosis o f AD is only possible by

histopathological examination o f brain tissue. With the exception o f brain biopsy,
which may be used in unusual circumstances, this diagnosis will inevitably be post
mortem.
Early AD is characterized clinically by the insidious onset o f episodic memory
deficits which gradually expand to other domains resulting in global cognitive
impairment. In addition to clinical information, neuroimaging can aid in diagnosis by
revealing global brain atrophy. The typical disease duration is approximately six years
after diagnosis (Allen, 2001).
The most common form o f AD is late-onset sporadic AD (SAD), which
accounts for in excess o f 95% o f all cases (Holmes, 2002). Although the presence o f a
positive family history o f the disease is a risk factor, generally there is no clear
autosomal dominant pattern o f inheritance in these cases. No single gene appears to
be responsible for SAD and it is likely that a combination o f genetic and
environmental factors contribute to the development o f the disease (Schott et al,
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2002). One such genetic risk factor is the e4 allele o f the apolipoprotein (APOE) gene.
Studies have shown a dose-dependant effect, with homozygotes having an increased
chance o f developing the disease compared with individuals with no e4 alleles
(Corder er a/, 1993).
In addition to these sporadic cases, a small number o f subjects have autosomal
dominant familial AD (FAD). These individuals possess a genetic mutation, which
generally results in development of symptoms under the age o f 60, and in some cases
individuals may still be in their 20s (Wisniewski et al, 1998). To date, causative
mutations have been identified in three genes: amyloid precursor protein (APP)
(Goate et al, 1991), Presenilinl (P S l) (Sherrington et al, 1995) and PS2 (Levy Lahad
et al, 1995; Rogaev et al, 1995). These three mutations account for 30-50% o f all
autosomal dominant cases (Holmes, 2002). Consequently up to 50% o f patients with
FAD do not possess any identified genetic mutation (Holmes, 2002).
Currently there is no treatment that can reverse the effects o f the disease, but a
group o f drugs, the acetylcholinesterase inhibitors, have been shown to be successful
at reducing cognitive decline, as measured by standard neuropsychological tests, for a
short time in some AD patients (Corey Bloom et al, 1998; Knapp et al, 1994; Rogers
et al, 1998). More recently the development o f a vaccine which appears to give some
protection against the build-up o f amyloid plaques in transgenic mice has provided
hope that this treatment might be successful in humans (Schenk et al, 1999). Initial
trials were halted due to the development o f encephalitis in a number o f subjects
enrolled in the study (Munch and Robinson, 2002). Nevertheless, further work is
being carried out to investigate the mechanism o f this response (Hock et al, 2002;
McLaurin et al, 2002), and this approach still has great potential for future treatment.
In parallel with this, a number o f other therapeutic strategies (e.g. 13-secretase
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inhibitors) are being actively pursued, giving hope o f disease-modifying treatments
for AD (Citron, 2002).

1.1.2

Frontotemporal lobar degeneration

Frontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTLD) is a heterogeneous condition with varied
pathology. A number o f different terms have been used to describe this spectrum o f
diseases, some o f which have referred to pathology, and others to clinical syndromes.
In recent years FTLD has been divided into three variants based on clinical
presentation: frontotemporal dementia (FTD), semantic dementia (SD) and primary
progressive aphasia (PPA). Typically onset is earlier than in AD and a recent
epidemiological study suggested that it may account for up to 18% o f dementias in the
under 65s (Harvey et al, 1998).
There is no one-to-one correspondence between pathology and clinical
syndromes. The most common type o f pathology involves neuronal loss and
microvacuolation (McLean et al, 2002). FTLD may also be caused by the presence o f
Pick bodies (tau-positive inclusion bodies) and/or Pick cells (swollen neurones). This
pathology can produce both the frontal and temporal variants o f FTLD. More
recently, a third histopathologic variant has been described which is associated with
ubiquitin-positive tau-negative bodies (Rossor et al, 2000). Typically pathology and
atrophy is concentrated in the frontal and temporal lobes and may be markedly
asymmetric with the left side being preferentially affected. More rarely pathology is
focused in the right temporal lobe.
This distribution o f pathology is reflected in the clinical presentation o f FTLD.
Usually individuals exhibit very focal deficits in the earliest stages o f the disease. In
the case o f FTD (otherwise termed frontal variant FTLD), patients usually display
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behavioural disturbances, becoming disinhibited and antisocial. They may also have
difficulty with planning and organisation, so called ‘executive’ functions.
Semantic dementia was first described by Warrington in 1975 (Warrington,
1975) and involves the loss o f word comprehension and difficulties with naming and
object recognition. Individuals with PPA show problems with speech production, but,
in contrast to SD patients, tend to retain their word-comprehension skills, at least in
the early stages.
The majority o f FTLD cases are sporadic. However, it has been estimated that
approximately 40% o f individuals have a strong family history o f the disease, most o f
which show autosomal dominant inheritance (Hodges and Miller, 2001). Mutations in
the tau gene, located on chromosome 17 have been identified as a cause o f FTLD,
often with parkinsonism (Wilhelmsen et al, 1994). Other kindreds have been
identified with FTLD linked to chromosome 9 (Kovach et al, 2001) and chromosome
3 (Brown et al, 1995).
There is no treatment currently available to alter the natural progression o f the
disease, although behavioural disturbances can be treated pharmacologically.

1.1.3

Other dementias

Dementia with Lewy bodies
Post mortem examinations suggest that Dementia with Lewy bodies (DLB) may
account for up to 20% o f dementia cases in elderly patients (McKeith, 2002). This
disorder is characterised by the presence o f Lewy bodies, the main constituent o f
which is the protein alpha-synuclein. These bodies are found in neurones o f the
substantia nigra and cerebral cortex and are associated with cell loss in these areas.
DLB is closely associated with Parkinson’s disease, with patients exhibiting similar
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clinical features, as well as synuclein pathology (McKeith et al, 2003). Often this
pathology is accompanied by Alzheimer-type plaques, but rarely NFTs (Weiner,
1999). Clinical symptoms include fluctuating but progressive dementia, parkinsonism
and visual hallucinations. Harrington el al have shown that, as is the case with AD,
the presence o f an APOE eA allele increases the risk o f developing the disease
(Harrington et al, 1994). There is increasing evidence that cholinesterase inhibitors
produce some symptomatic benefit in individuals with DLB (McKeith et al, 2002).

Vascular dementia
Vascular dementia may be the second most prevalent form o f dementia in the under65 age group (Harvey et al, 1998). Neuropathology is varied, and is often
accompanied by Alzheimer-type changes; the combination o f pathologies is often
termed mixed dementia and is arguably the most common pathological substrate for
late onset dementia. Diagnosis is problematic as symptoms may be similar to those
seen in AD. The presence o f vascular risk factors such as hypertension,
hypercholesterolaemia or smoking, as well as a more abrupt onset o f a sub-cortical
presentation may be suggestive o f a diagnosis o f vascular dementia. Managing these
risk factors may be successful in reducing the disease progression.

Other dementias such as Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, corticobasal degeneration and
progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP) are relatively rare and will not be considered
further in this thesis.
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1.1.4

M ild Cognitive Impairment

Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) is a condition where individuals exhibit a
significant memory deficit but intact function in other cognitive domains, and
therefore do not fulfil the clinical criteria for dementia. It has been suggested that this
is a preclinical phase after which subjects will go on to develop dementia. Post
mortem analysis reveals neuronal loss in the EC in individuals with MCI (Kordower
et al, 2001). This is similar to the changes seen in the earliest stages o f AD (Braak and
Braak, 1991). A recent study estimated the rate o f conversion o f MCI subjects to AD
as 8.3% per year, compared with 1.7% in normal subjects (Larrieu et al, 2002).
Another study reported that individuals with M CI may also have a higher risk for
developing vascular dementia (Meyer et al, 2002). However, not all subjects with
MCI do subsequently develop dementia (Jack et al, 2000; Larrieu et al, 2002). They
appear to be a heterogeneous group with increased risk o f developing AD, but who
may alternatively develop another form o f dementia or remain stable.
Clinical trials are currently being undertaken to determine whether treatment
with acetylcholinesterase inhibitors can delay the onset o f dementia. Further study o f
this important group may be useful in understanding the earliest changes in dementia.

1.2

DIAGNOSIS OF DEMENTIA

At present, definitive diagnosis o f AD and other dementias requires histological
examination o f brain tissue and is therefore usually only possible post mortem.
However, the use o f clinical, biochemical, neuropsychological and neuroimaging
assessments can help to create a profile o f an individual which can guide the clinician
towards a particular diagnosis. In recent years, accurate diagnosis has become
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increasingly important, as potential disease-modifying agents for specific conditions
have been identified.
Establishing a diagnosis o f dementia firstly involves the exclusion o f other
potential causes o f memory impairment; dementia-like symptoms can be seen in cases
o f depression, focal brain pathologies such as tumours, and metabolic disorders.
Secondly, the differential diagnosis involves detailed examination o f all investigations
in order to establish which type o f dementia the patient is likely to have.

1.2.1

Clinical assessment

All subjects with a suspected diagnosis o f dementia should undergo a full medical and
neurological examination. A full medical and family history should be taken with a
close informant present. Further investigations such as blood tests, neuroimaging and
neuropsychology are also desirable.
In order for the diagnosis of dementia to be made subjects should fulfil
standard criteria such as those in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual o f Mental
Disorders (4^^ Edition) (DSM-IV) criteria (American Psychiatric Association, 1994)
(see appendix one). This requires that individuals must show a deficit in memory and
one other cognitive domain (aphasia, apraxia, agnosia or disturbance o f executive
function). These cognitive deficits should cause disruption o f social or occupational
functioning and represent a significant decline from a previous level o f functioning.
Individuals with AD are typically elderly and present with episodic memory
impairment with insidious onset. There may be early subtle personality changes such
as becoming less spontaneous and more dependent on others. Depression is common,
and may occur prior to diagnosis. Occasionally abnormalities may be seen on
electroencephalograms (EEGs). Neurological examination is usually normal in the
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early stages. However, the early symptoms are heterogeneous and non-specific to AD.
The most widely accepted criteria for the clinical diagnosis o f AD are those specified
by the Work Group o f the National Institute o f Neurological and Communicative
Disorders (NINCDS) and the Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Disorders Association
(ADRDA) (McKhann et al, 1984) (see appendix one). There are three categories:
definite, probable and possible.
FTLD also has an insidious onset, but typically occurs earlier than AD, usually
before the age o f 65. Neurological examination can reveal a return o f primitive
reflexes such as the grasp reflex and utilisation behaviour, where a patient will
automatically use any object placed in their grasp. Individuals with FTLD may exhibit
rigidity and tremor. Criteria for the diagnosis o f FTLD were proposed by Neary et al
(Neary et al, 1998) (see appendix one), which outline characteristics o f the three
syndromic variants.
FTD is typified by early behavioural problems and changes in personality,
together with a loss o f insight. Individuals may become either withdrawn and
apathetic, or alternatively disinhibited with a lack o f control and loss o f empathy.
They often exhibit rigid ritualistic behaviour, unusual food habits and changes in
religion or sexuality.
Patients with PFA usually show early loss o f speech output. They often
become mute and have writing difficulties. In contrast to those with FTD, individuals
with PPA typically have preserved social skills at the earliest stages o f the disease.
SD subjects generally show fluent speech, but have word-finding difficulties.
They may also show loss o f sympathy and empathy.
DLB is typified by a triad o f symptoms: progressive cognitive decline,
parkinsonism features and hallucinations. These hallucinations are well-formed, non
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threatening and involve animate rather than inanimate objects. As is the case with AD,
depression is common (Ballard et al, 1999). Patients with DLB often show a high
sensitivity to neuroleptics resulting in adverse side effects (Ballard et al, 1998).
Consequently, identification o f this disorder is critical if appropriate medication is to
be prescribed. Diagnosis is typically made using the criteria adopted by the
International Consortium on DLB (McKeith et al, 1996) (see appendix one), who
recommended that probable DLB could be diagnosed if two o f the three symptoms are
present, and possible DLB if only one is seen.
The clinical diagnosis o f vascular dementia is difficult as early signs may be
heterogeneous and non-specific. Diagnosis requires fulfilment o f the DSM-IV criteria
for dementia and criteria for vascular dementia such as those given by National
Institute

of

Neurological

Communicative

Disorders

and

Stroke-Association

Internationale pour la Recherche et L ’Enseignement en Neurosciences (NINDSAIREN) (Roman et al, 1993) (see appendix one). Subjects may exhibit slow
movement and gait disorders. Visuospatial and visuoperceptual skills may be
impaired. Individuals may also present with frontal problems and exhibit rigid
behaviour.
A diagnosis o f MCI can be made if individuals show an isolated memory
complaint in the context o f normal activities o f daily living and other cognitive
functions. There should also be an absence o f psychiatric symptoms. These criteria
were proposed by Petersen et al (Petersen et al, 1999) (see appendix one).

1.2.2

Neuropsychology

One o f the most widely used bedside tests in clinical practice for the grading o f
dementia severity is the Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) (Folstein et al,
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1975) (see appendix two). This gives a rough indication o f global cognitive function
and includes tests o f orientation, concentration, recall, language and praxis. Subjects
with dementia are known to show progressive decline in MMSE scores, and this
progression has been correlated with the rate o f brain atrophy estimated using MRI
(Fox et al, 1999a). However, this examination can be insensitive at picking up the
very earliest signs o f disease and is not specific to any particular type o f dementia
(Mathuranath et al, 2000).
In contrast, detailed neuropsychology can provide information about deficits
in a variety o f specific cognitive domains. Neuropsychological testing can highlight
problems with, for example, comprehension, language production, topographical
memory and executive functions. In this way it can provide a characteristic profile
which may be valuable for the differential diagnosis o f dementia.
Individuals with AD typically present with early loss o f episodic memory. In
addition these subjects often have problems naming routine objects, and in the early
stages o f the disease these deficits may be limited to specific categories e.g. animals.
Reading ability is generally well preserved in early AD. As the disease progresses
calculation and visuoperceptual deficits are seen increasingly and eventually there is
global cognitive impairment. A subtype o f the disease, known as bi-parietal AD, is
characterized by early calculation difficulties, apraxia, dyslexia and memory deficits.
FTLD subjects often have relatively preserved memory and visuospatial and
visuoperceptual skills, but exhibit different focal deficits depending on the disease
subtype. Individuals with frontal variant FTD usually show poor performance on
frontal executive and attention tasks. Executive deficits can be detected using
assessments such as sorting tests (Nelson, 1976), which involves sorting cards
according to colour, shape or number. Typically subjects with FTD are inflexible and
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have difficulty adapting to different sorting strategies. Semantic memory is often
preserved early in the disease.
Individuals with SD typically have word-finding difficulties, which is most
prominent in low frequency words. Speech is usually fluent, but often ‘empty’;
subjects may use function words rather than nouns and often repeat stereotypical
phrases. Visual memory may be impaired, but most other functions remain intact until
the later stages o f the disease.
In contrast to the fluent speech seen in individuals with SD, those with PPA
have difficulty in speech production and an increased tendency to make grammatical
errors. Most difficulty is seen in low frequency and polysyllabic words. Word and
picture comprehension are usually preserved.
The rare subset o f the FTLD group with preferential right temporal lobe
atrophy tends to have difficulty in recognising faces. They perform poorly when asked
to recognise famous people from pictures, although they tend to perform better when
presented with names or voices (Evans et al, 1995).
Subjects with DLB often have early visuoperceptual and visuospatial deficits,
performing poorly in tests requiring processing o f 3D objects and perception o f visual
stimuli (Calderon et al, 2001). Cognitive impairment often fluctuates, and this
disorder may be distinguished from AD by the presence o f deficits in attention
(Calderon et al, 2001; Doubleday et al, 2002) and working memory (Calderon et al,
2001). Individuals with DLB tend to have better recall than AD subjects for a similar
level o f ftmctional impairment (Weiner, 1999).
Vascular dementia has a heterogeneous presentation and may be difficult to
differentiate from AD on clinical grounds. Episodic memory may not be as severely
affected as in AD and these subjects may show letter rather than category-specific
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fluency problems (Salmon and Hodges, 2002); deficits in vascular dementia tend to
have a greater sub-cortical and frontal flavour and cognitive domains are affected in a
patchy manner.
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2

N EU RO IM A GIN G

Since the development of disease-specific therapies in dementia, neuroimaging has
played an increasing role in clinical practice. Firstly it can aid in early diagnosis,
which is vital if treatment is to have maximal effect. Also, it is being considered as an
outcome measure in clinical trials of new treatments. Two studies have shown that
robust MRI-based measurements may reduce the numbers o f subjects required for
clinical trials when compared with traditional outcome measures (Fox et al, 2000;
Jack et al, 2003).
Neuroimaging relevant to dementia can broadly be divided into structural and
functional techniques. Structural imaging is made up o f two modalities, computed
tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and can provide a detailed
image o f the brain which allows differentiation o f tissue types and the identification o f
different cerebral structures. In addition to these modalities the technique o f Magnetic
Resonance Spectroscopy (MRS) can be used to provide a measure o f metabolite
concentration. Functional imaging provides a measure o f cerebral metabolism and
blood flow. The functional imaging modalities are Positron Emission Tomography
(PET), Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT) and functional MRI
(fMRI). This thesis provides data based on structural MRI and consequently the other
imaging modalities will only be considered briefly in reference to their contribution to
the diagnosis o f dementia.

2.1

IMAGE ACQUISITION AND QUALITY

A detailed discussion regarding MRI acquisition and the artefacts associated with MR
scans are outside the scope o f this thesis. A brief account o f the principles involved
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follows, but a more comprehensive account is provided by Haacke et al (Haacke et al,
1999).

2.1.1

Image acquisition

Structural MR images are formed from the emission o f radio signals by protons, or
hydrogen nuclei. A strong magnetic field (Bo) is generated by the scanner which
typically varies from 0.3 to 1.5 Tesla (T), although much higher field strengths are
starting to be used. Unpaired protons become aligned with this external field,
depending on both the strength o f the magnetic field and their thermal energy. When a
short pulse o f radioffequency (RF) at the resonant frequency o f the protons is
transmitted, these protons absorb energy and move away from their original alignment
with the external magnetic field. The protons re-emit this energy in the form o f radio
waves, as they re-align with the magnetic field. These radio waves are collected and
used to construct an image.
Spatial information is acquired by the presence o f a magnetic field gradient
across the scanner so that the emission o f radio waves is also dependent upon the
position o f the proton within this field.
A range o f images can be obtained utilising the different properties o f
hydrogen nuclei within the brain, which allows different tissue contrasts. For
example, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) appears dark in T1-weighted images, but light in
T2-weighted images. Examples are shown in Figure 2-1.
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Figure 2-1: a) T I-weighted and b) T2-weighted axial MR image
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2.1.2

Scan quality

Image analysis tools generally rely on the intensity o f each point, or voxel, within the
image to provide information about the underlying tissue. However, voxel intensities
may reflect not only the signal from brain tissue, but also the presence o f noise and
artefacts arising from the properties o f both the subject and the scanner. These areas
of spurious signal may be misleading and interfere with the diagnosis, and can
seriously reduce the sensitivity o f automated intensity-based image analysis
algorithms. The following figures show a range o f artefacts. A detailed discussion of
such artefacts can be found in other texts (Haacke et al, 1999; Hill and Jarosz, 2001;
Oatridge et al, 2001; Pietrzyk, 2001).

Figure 2-2: Coronal TI-weighted image showing movement artefact.
Note the blurring o f the image and appearance o f ringing
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Figure 2-3: Sagittal T1-weighted MRI showing wraparound.
Note the signal from the nose appearing in the occipital lobe

Figure 2-4: Coronal Tl-weighted image with susceptibility artefact.
Note the areas o f high signal intensity marked by the arrows
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Figure 2-5:Coronal T l-weighted image a) showing intensity gradient and b) after
correction with the N3 inhomogeneity correction algorithm (Sled et al, 1998)
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2.1.3

Scaling factors

Longitudinal imaging is being used increasingly both for research, and for the
monitoring o f progression in clinical trials. For this reason, it is vital that imaging
parameters are stable over time so that changes can be attributed to a disease process
rather than differences produced by the scanner. Despite calibration o f scanners on a
regular basis, it is apparent that there are subtle changes in voxel dimensions over
time (Freeborough et al,

1996b). Volumetric measurements are particularly

vulnerable, and the ability o f a technique to pick up the small changes seen at the
earliest stages o f the disease may be seriously confounded by these changes in voxel
sizes.
A recent paper by Whitwell et al (Whitwell et al, 2001) used longitudinal
measures o f total intracranial volume (TIV) to illustrate these voxel changes, and also
to make a correction to volumetric measures o f whole brain. TIV provides a
maximum estimate o f pre-morbid brain volume; this measure is assumed to be stable
over time, in the absence o f trauma to the skull or bone disease (e.g. Paget’s disease).
Figure 2-6 shows the variation in TIV over time in a normal control, which mirrors
the variation in whole brain volume. For this reason, when considering volumetric
measurements, it is important to correct for change over time which may be due to
factors other than disease-related differences.
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Figure 2-6: Variation in brain volume and TIV over time in a normal healthy control
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2.2

NEUROIMAGING IN THE DIAGNOSIS OF DEMENTIA

Whilst both structural and functional imaging techniques have been used for research
in dementia, structural modalities have been introduced much more widely into
clinical practice. The American Academy o f Neurology recommends a CT or MRI
assessment in all cases o f dementia. CT is less expensive than MRI and is less likely
to produce claustrophobia, but the X-ray irradiation necessary for acquisition makes
its use for longitudinal studies unadvisable. In addition, as discussed above, MRI
provides images with high spatial resolution, with good contrast between the grey and
white matter o f the brain and consequently this modality has proved useful for
accurate quantification o f cerebral structures. However, the longer acquisition time
increases the probability o f movement artefact and it may not be possible to scan
individuals with certain metallic implants due to the strong magnetic field involved.
Generally MRI has been considered to be extremely safe, but a recent study showed
that noise created by the scanner may have a detrimental effect on cochlear function if
earplugs are not fitted correctly (Radomskij et al, 2002).
The detailed images MRI provides, by their ability to show in vivo brain
changes, have the potential to improve diagnosis as well as increase our understanding
o f disease processes. The best way to analyse this information remains undecided.
Increasingly sophisticated techniques are being developed, but to date these have not
become accepted into routine clinical practice. These tools need to undergo extensive
validation if their application is to extend beyond research, and they must also be
user-friendly if they are to be widely employed for diagnosis and the monitoring o f
disease progression.
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2.2.1

Qualitative assessment

Visual assessment of images by an experienced neuroradiologist continues to play an
important role in the diagnosis o f dementia. Careful inspection o f CT or MR scans
should reveal structural lesions such as cerebral tumours or subdural haematomata.
These are relatively rare, but are nevertheless important, as they are potentially
surgically treatable lesions that may present as dementia.
Histopathological changes arising from neurodegenerative conditions are
clearly

associated

with

atrophy,

with

brain

weights

significantly

reduced.

Furthermore, this atrophy can be visualised with imaging and has been taken to have a
direct relationship to the underlying disease process. In addition to assessing
generalised cortical atrophy, imaging studies have focused on region-specific atrophy
and in particular, atrophy o f the hippocampus and adjacent regions. Neuroimaging
reveals medial temporal lobe atrophy in the early stages o f AD, while generalized
temporal lobe and global cerebral atrophy are characteristic o f advanced disease
(Figures 2-7a and b). There is widening o f the sulcal spaces and ventricles,
accompanied by thinning o f the cortical gyri. These in vivo changes in medial
temporal lobe structures correlate with post mortem findings (Bobinski et al, 2000).
Qualitative ratings o f global atrophy have been made based on the size o f
ventricles or the degree o f cortical atrophy. However, there is considerable overlap
between disease groups and normal controls, and a significant number o f patients are
rated as having no atrophy on CT or MRI. A review by DeCarli et al suggested the
sensitivity o f qualitative assessments o f generalised cerebral atrophy on CT for
differentiating AD and controls are no better than 60%, with a specificity o f 90%
(DeCarli et al, 1990).
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Figure 2-7: Coronal T1-weighted images o f an individual with FAD
a) shows the subject when mildly affected (MMSE = 23/30) and b) when severely
affected (MMSE = 7/30). These images are registered to show the same slice at
different time points. Initially atrophy is focused in the medial temporal lobe
structures, but spreads to other cortical areas by the time the disease is advanced.
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Qualitative assessments o f regional atrophy, such as temporal horn enlargement,
reductions in the size o f the hippocampus, medial and lateral temporal cortex, result in
improved sensitivity and specificity. Ratings o f medial temporal lobe (MTL) atrophy
on MRI have shown significant differences between patients with AD and controls
(Barber et al, 1999a; Scheltens et al, 1992; Scheltens et al, 1997; Wahlund et al,
2000). Barber et al (Barber et al, 1999a) used visual ratings o f MTL atrophy and
showed 100% sensitivity at distinguishing individuals with moderately severe AD
from normal controls. However, this measure had a much lower specificity (38%)
when comparing DLB with AD and vascular dementia cases. Similarly, Wahlund et al
(Wahlund et al, 2000) found MTL atrophy did not add anything to the differential
diagnosis o f dementia, when compared with the use o f MMSE score alone. Another
study reported that ratings o f hippocampal atrophy gave a specificity o f 87% for
discrimination o f AD subjects and depressed subjects, and 89% when they were
compared with subjects with other dementias (O’Brien et al, 1997).
Focal left temporal lobe atrophy is commonly found in the neuropsychological
syndrome o f semantic dementia (Hodges et al, 1992). Figure 2-8 shows severe
asymmetrical temporal lobe atrophy in an individual with pathologically proven
Pick’s disease. Gallon et al (Gallon et al, 2001a) showed that visual rating scales
closely correlated with results from more detailed volumetric analysis, but were less
time-consuming. They found that hippocampal atrophy was not useful for
differentiating subjects with SD and those with AD, but that the polar and
inferolateral portions o f the temporal lobe were more severely atrophied in semantic
dementia cases than in AD.
The differentiation o f DLB from AD on the basis o f clinical information
remains one o f the most problematic in the diagnosis o f dementia (Scheltens et al,
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2002). DLB typically shows less hippocampal and MTL atrophy than AD (Barber et
al, 1999a). However, another study by the same group concluded that degrees of
ventricular enlargement, frontal lobe atrophy or white matter changes are similar in
these two diseases (Barber et al, 2000).

Figure 2-8: Coronal Tl-weighted image o f an individual with postmortem-confirmed
P ick’s disease

Structural imaging now has an established position in the diagnosis of vascular
dementia, since clinical differentiation from AD or DLB is difficult without imaging,
due to the considerable overlap of features. A diagnosis o f vascular dementia is
supported by the presence o f “relevant” vascular changes on CT or MRI (Roman et al,
1993). Hyperintensities in the basal ganglia are much more common in vascular
dementia than in AD and, together with the extent o f deep white matter
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hyperintensities, are the best imaging markers o f vascular dementia (Barber et al,
1999b). The absence o f vascular change on imaging, particular if proton density and
T2-weighted MRI are employed, essentially excludes a diagnosis o f vascular
dementia. However, individuals with vascular dementia may also have Alzheimer
pathology, and this ‘m ixed’ presentation results in overlap o f imaging features.
Despite this evidence for the ability o f visual ratings scales to improve
diagnosis, one study concluded that while the presence o f atrophy on visual inspection
makes the diagnosis o f AD more likely, the absence o f atrophy does not preclude the
diagnosis (Erkinjuntti et al, 1993). It would appear that the variable estimates o f
specificity for visual rating scales in AD limit their use in the differential diagnosis o f
dementia, with one study suggesting that at least 20% o f subjects are incorrectly
classified (George et al, 1990). Qualitative assessments o f images are critically
dependent upon the skill and experience o f the raters and these indices often have
poor inter-observer reliability (Scheltens et al, 1997). The Consortium to Establish a
Registry for Alzheimer’s Disease (CERAD) concluded that inter-rater agreement on
M R scans was unsatisfactory and that ‘eyeball’ interpretation o f M R scans was highly
subjective, and that more objective techniques were required (Davis et al, 1992).

2.2.2

Quantitative assessment

Both linear and cross-sectional areas have been used to discriminate subjects with AD
from controls. One study showed a significant difference between the widths o f the
lateral ventricles and the third ventricle based on CT, but sensitivity was no better
than 70% (DeCarli et al, 1990). Another group used both cross-sectional (Jobst et al,
1992b) and longitudinal (Jobst et al, 1994) measures o f the minimum width o f the
temporal lobe to discriminate individuals with AD and controls. They reported
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sensitivity and specificity of 92% and 95% respectively. However, Frisoni and
colleagues (Frisoni et al, 2002b) failed to reproduce these findings and suggest that
the variability in this measure reduces the ability to detect change. This group
proposed a linear measure o f the radial width o f the temporal horn, which gave 93%
sensitivity and 97% specificity for the discrimination o f mild AD subjects from
controls.
Cross-sectional area measurements o f CSF spaces using CT have been used to
distinguish AD patients from controls and are more sensitive than linear measures
(DeCarli et al, 1990). In one o f the first quantitative MRI studies, Seab et al (Seab et
al, 1988) used coronal images to measure the cross-sectional area o f the hippocampus
at the level o f the lateral geniculate body and found a 40% reduction in mean
normalised hippocampal area in AD patients compared with controls. Ikeda et al
(Ikeda et al, 1994) showed significant differences between both probable and possible
AD cases and controls using a single normalised area measurement o f the
hippocampal formation and parahippocampal gyrus, although there was some overlap.
One study examined the use o f a cross-sectional measurement o f the corpus
callosum:skull ratio for the differential diagnosis o f dementia (Yamauchi et al, 2000).
They found significant differences between subjects with FTD, PSP and AD in the
anterior, middle and posterior sections o f the corpus callosum respectively. However,
there was considerable overlap between the three disease groups as well as between
these groups and the normal controls.
Generally, linear measures show a high degree o f overlap between disease
groups and controls, and therefore have limited use for classifying individual patients.
Cross-sectional area assessment involves measurement on a single slice and, although
landmarks can be used to identify consistent areas between individuals, different
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positioning within the scanner may lead to inaccuracies. Nevertheless, these methods
do have the advantage that they are less time-consuming than more detailed
volumetric analysis.
Volumetric measurements are made by delineating a structure on a series o f
slices, then summing the area measurements and multiplying by the inter-slice
distance. CT-based measures o f CSF volume appear to increase with severity o f AD
resulting in significant differences in CSF spaces when AD patients were compared
with normal controls (sensitivity and specificity almost 90%) (DeCarli et al, 1990). O f
the CSF spaces, measures o f the Sylvian fissure and temporal horn are the most
discriminating (Sandor et al, 1992; Sullivan et al, 1993). When comparable CSF
regions in the same subjects are assessed, MRI is better than CT at separating AD
from controls (Sandor et al, 1992), and in particular MRI gives better separation o f
extra-ventricular (sulcal) CSF. Validation studies suggest reasonably high accuracy
and low inter-observer variability (Jack, 1991). Concomitant with increasing
ventricular and sulcal spaces, total MRI brain volume measurements are reduced in
AD compared with controls (DeCarli et al, 1996; Hashimoto et al, 1998), and this loss
correlates with severity o f cognitive impairment (Murphy et al, 1993).
Due to their prominent pathological involvement in AD, atrophy o f the
temporal lobes and the hippocampal formation has been extensively studied. Several
studies have shown reduction in temporal lobe volumes to be disproportionately
greater than reduction in whole brain volume in AD (Jemigan et al, 1991; Rusinek et
al, 1991). Numerous studies have shown that in AD both the amygdala (Cuenod et al,
1993; Maunoury et al, 1996; Pearlson et al, 1992) and the hippocampus (Jack et al,
1992; Kesslak et al, 1991; Pearlson et al, 1992) are reduced by 40% in advanced
cases. Measurements o f these structures have also shown differentiation o f mildly
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affected individuals from normal controls (Jack et al, 1997; Killiany et al, 1993).
Lehericy et al (Lehericy et al, 1994) showed a 36% reduction in the amygdala and
25% reduction in the hippocampal formation in mildly affected patients (mean
MMSE o f 24/30) compared with normal controls. Differences in hippocampal
volumes have even been detected in presymtomatic familial AD cases (Fox et al,
1996) (see also chapter five), and also individuals with early memory impairment who
did not fulfil criteria for AD (Mega et al, 2002; Soininen et al, 1994). Most studies
found overlap between groups o f individuals with AD and normal controls, but there
was better differentiation when a combination o f measures was used (Krasuski et al,
1998; Lehericy et al, 1994). A recent review article concluded that atrophy o f the
MTL is relatively sensitive for AD, but the absence o f such atrophy is more specific
for normal aging (Scheltens et al, 2002).
Previous functional imaging studies have highlighted the role o f the cingulate
gyrus in the Alzheimer’s disease process (Minoshima et al, 1997). This has now been
substantiated by volumetric studies, which have found significant reductions in
volumes o f the cingulate in individuals with AD compared with controls (Callen et al,
2001 ; Killiany et al, 2000).
A study by Galton et al (Galton et al, 2001b) has confirmed the presence o f
focal left-sided temporal lobe atrophy in patients with semantic dementia. They
examined a variety o f temporal lobe structures and found that significant differences
between AD and semantic dementia subjects could be seen in the left and right
temporal pole, and in the amygdala, parahippocampal, fusiform and middle and
inferior gyri, on the left hand side only. Chapter five describes an investigation into
the antero-posterior gradient o f atrophy in subjects with semantic dementia.
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In agreement with data from qualitative analysis, one volumetric study found
that DLB and AD patients showed similar reductions in whole brain and amygdalar
volumes when compared with controls (Hashimoto et al, 1998). However, a number
o f studies have shown comparative sparing o f the hippocampus when patients with
DLB were compared with those with AD (Barber et al, 2000; Harvey et al, 1999;
Hashimoto et al, 1998).
Volumetric studies have shown reductions in temporal lobe structures in MCI
subjects when compared with controls (Convit et al, 1997; Du et al, 2001; Xu et al,
2000). Jack et al (Jack et al, 1999) found that hippocampal volume at baseline
assessment was a good indicator of conversion to AD. Another study concluded that
the EC provided better discrimination than the hippocampus in preclinical AD
(Killiany et al, 2002). Nevertheless, differences between subjects with MCI and AD
remain relatively small and consequently differentiation o f these two groups is
particularly difficult.
Although numerous studies have shown significant differences in both global
and regional volumes between groups of subjects with dementia and normal healthy
controls, considerable overlap may still be present at a single time point. Normal
aging is also associated with a reduction in brain volume and increases in ventricular
and sulcal volumes (Blatter et al, 1995) (see also chapter five), making differentiation
o f groups potentially more difficult with advancing age (Gur et al, 1991; Resnick et
al, 2000). Discrimination may be particularly problematic in the earliest stages o f the
disease, before pathology is widespread. In this situation large individual differences
may mask the small, localised changes associated with the disease process.
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2.2.3

Measurement o f disease progression

An alternative approach involves the use o f serial scanning to quantify changes in
brain volume over time. The fact that this technique relies on the detection o f change
in the same subject avoids many o f the problems o f inter-individual variability in
whole brain size. Progressive atrophy over time can give strong support to a diagnosis
o f a degenerative condition, as opposed to normal age-related changes, or other causes
o f dementia-like symptoms.
Rate o f ventricular enlargement has been shown to be significantly greater in
subjects with AD than in normal controls when individuals are rescanned after an
interval o f a year or more (de Leon et al, 1989; DeCarli et al, 1992; Luxenberg et al,
1987). Rates o f temporal lobe atrophy have been used to discriminate individuals with
AD from normal controls (Jack et al, 1998; Jobst et al, 1994). Increased rates o f
global (Fox et al, 1999b) and hippocampal (Fox et al, 1996; Kaye et al, 1997) atrophy
have also been seen in individuals prior to symptom onset (see also chapter five). Jack
et al (Jack et al, 2000) compared rates o f hippocampal atrophy in normal controls, AD
subjects and patients with MCI who subsequently developed AD. They report the
highest rates o f atrophy in the MCI group who converted to AD (3.7%), followed by
AD (3.5%), followed by normal controls (1.7%). By contrast, Kaye et al (Kaye et al,
1997) found, in a longitudinal study o f elderly subjects, that volume losses in the
temporal lobe, but not the hippocampus distinguished those individuals developing
cognitive impairment. Automated techniques have proved particularly useful for
examining longitudinal change within the individual, and these are described in detail
in chapter three.
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2.2.4

Conclusions

The increasing use o f neuroimaging has produced a greater demand for more sensitive
and robust image analysis techniques. Visual assessment remains the most widely
used technique in clinical practice. However, whilst experienced neuroradiologists
may be very sensitive at detecting non-degenerative causes o f dementia, and have the
ability to identify diseases once they are well established, a more quantitative
approach may be required to detect the very earliest signs o f a degenerative condition.
Linear and cross-sectional measures provide a relatively rapid technique for assessing
regional and global atrophy, but slice selection is subjective and dependent upon
positioning within the scanner, and this can greatly reduce the sensitivity o f these
measures. Manual and semi-automated techniques for delineation o f brain structures
are the current gold standard for assessment o f atrophy in dementia. Detailed
volumetric studies have shown significant differences between groups o f individuals
with AD and healthy controls, although there are relatively few studies investigating
these techniques for the differential diagnosis o f AD. Cross-sectional studies have
generally shown considerable overlap between groups, limiting their sensitivity to
detect change in the earliest stages o f the disease. Longitudinal studies have the
potential to provide improved sensitivity at detecting dementia, as well as the ability
to track disease progression. Whilst they remain primarily research tools, these
techniques are being used increasingly to provide supportive evidence for diagnosis,
and have even been included as outcome measures in clinical trials.
However, there are disadvantages associated with volumetric analysis. Firstly
it is time-consuming and requires highly-trained operators. Consequently, it is not
practical for manual delineation of all brain sub-structures, so that inevitably a priori
decisions have to be made as to which areas are to be included. In addition,
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measurement error may reduce sensitivity in detecting the very earliest signs o f
degenerative disease. With the increasing use o f neuroimaging in clinical trials, there
is a growing demand for automated tools to analyse the large numbers o f scans
involved. These provide the opportunity to considerably reduce operator time, and
also improve reproducibility. However, before these are widely accepted, it is
necessary to provide extensive validation against the gold standard o f volumetric
analysis. Chapter five gives an assessment o f manual and semi-automated techniques
for the detection o f regional and global atrophy in normal aging, AD and FTLD
subjects. These volumetric analyses are used for validation o f the automated
techniques described in subsequent chapters.
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3
3.1

AUTOM ATED IM A G E ANALYSIS TEC H N IQ U ES
INTRODUCTION

As outlined in the previous chapter, there is growing interest in the development o f
automated image analysis techniques. Automated regional segmentation provides the
opportunity to considerably reduce operator time, and also improve reproducibility. A
further advance is the development o f whole brain analysis techniques, which have
the potential to highlight volumetric differences in an unbiased manner. This chapter
describes some o f the current methodologies in this area, and discusses some o f the
problems associated with these techniques.

3.2

REGISTRATION

A pre-requisite for many automated techniques, either for the examination o f inter
individual differences, or within-subject change over time, is the need to match scans
positionally so that they are in a common spatial framework. This alignment, or
registration, aims to ensure approximate morphological correspondence, which allows
meaningful comparisons between scans, and may also be used for automatic labelling
o f anatomical structures. Although registration can be used for matching between
modalities, as this is not within the scope o f this thesis, only alignment o f MR images
will be considered.
There are a large number o f packages available for the spatial alignment o f
scans (Ashbumer and Friston, 1999; Collins et al, 1994; Woods et al, 1998a).
Registration may aim to align scans only approximately, so that morphological
differences can be visualised, or alternatively may aim to achieve an exact mapping o f
one scan onto another. In this case all the differences would theoretically be removed,
and all the information about these differences would be contained within the
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deformation field. Registration algorithms may use linear or non-linear matching
techniques, both o f which are considered below. The selection o f registration
technique will largely depend on the types o f scan being aligned, and the questions
being addressed by a particular study. The selection o f technique to be used will
influence the validity and sensitivity o f the results achieved.
Registration relies on first determining the transformations necessary to match
a source image onto a target image. This is generally performed by successive
iterations, which incrementally improve the match. In order to achieve this
incremental improvement some measure o f mismatch between the source and target
image is required. Generally this mismatch can be based on differences between
points or contours within the image, or intensity differences over the whole image.
Points, often referred to as fiducial markers may be external, for example, those
attached to the skull, or manually defined homologous points within the brain. Greater
registration accuracy is achieved with increasing numbers o f markers (Hawkes, 2001).
However, alignment o f external markers, by maximising the match between skulls,
may result in registration inaccuracies within the brain. Matching o f internal markers
requires identification o f homologous structures which may introduce subjectivity.
Improved matches may be achieved when contours rather than landmarks are aligned,
e.g. the skull or brain surfaces. Alternatively, differences between voxel intensities
within the scan may be used (Freeborough et al, 1996b), and registration using
optimisation o f voxel-intensity matching has proved to be more accurate than these
previous methods (Strother et al, 1994).

Recent work combined voxel-intensity

matching with a feature-based approach and found further improvement in
registration accuracy (Hartkens et al, 2002).
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Recently the concept o f mutual information has been used in the assessment o f
registration accuracy. This process aims to maximise the amount o f shared
information in two images (Hill and Batchelor, 2001), so that the optimum match will
be found when there is a high degree o f overlap between scans.
Successive iterations will be performed until the registration is terminated,
usually determined by a cost function. This cost function is a measure either o f the
similarity or differences between the two scans, which will be maximised or
minimised respectively. For example, some algorithms use cross-correlation as a
measure o f similarity. Examples o f difference measures are the sum o f squared
intensity differences (SSD), or ratio image uniformity (RIU), which minimises the
standard deviation o f a ratio image, created from the source and target scans. Most
algorithms utilise a multi-resolution approach, firstly finding a coarse match and then
refining this to an increasingly local level, which reduces the likelihood o f finding
false minima.
Once the optimum transformation parameters have been determined, the
source image is finally re-sampled to create a new image which is spatially aligned
with the target image. Both during the parameter estimation stage, and image re
sampling, it is necessary to estimate intensities at positions which are ‘in between’
those o f the voxels in the original image. There are several approaches to this
problem, ranging in accuracy from simply taking the intensity value o f the nearest
neighbouring voxel, to taking a weighted average o f values from a range o f voxels.
Tri-linear interpolation generates new values based on the mean o f adjacent voxels
alone, weighted by their distance from the estimated point. However, tri-linear
interpolation is prone to errors, and can therefore reduce sensitivity to detect subtle
changes between scans (Hawkes, 2001). Sine interpolation is a more complex
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approach which uses a weighted average o f neighbouring voxels, determined by a
Gaussian kernel. In theory all voxels within the image should be used, as the Gaussian
curve extends to infinity. In practice it is necessary to use a cut-off, and Hajnal et al
(Hajnal et al, 1995b) suggest that the sine function be truncated using, for example, a
Hamming window. They argue that the nature o f MRI acquired in 3D means that
there is a theoretical advantage to using sine interpolation. However, this method is
computationally expensive. A possible compromise is to use tri-linear approximations
early on, and apply sine interpolation in the later stages o f the registration process.
Intra-subject registration o f serial scans allows the change in an individual
over time to be assessed. This can be performed post-acquisition using matching
algorithms, which align subsequent scans to a baseline image, despite different
positioning o f a subject within the scanner at each MRI assessment. This type o f
registration is comparatively simple, as the complexity o f the brain means that there is
essentially only one registration solution.
The alignment o f scans from several different individuals presents more o f a
challenge, due to the large variation in head size and shape which exists in the normal
population. This is illustrated in Figure 3-1. Inter-subject registration is generally
achieved by aligning all individual scans to a standard reference space. The idea o f a
standard reference brain was developed by Talairach and Toumoux (Talairach and
Toumoux, 1988). They mapped out brain regions from a single healthy young
individual and established a co-ordinate reference system. This was intended to be a
standard frame o f reference, which would be applicable to all brains. More recently,
brain atlases have been developed which are composed o f many individuals, so that
bias towards one particular head shape or size is reduced. Nevertheless, these
templates are often transferred into standard Talairach space, so that the same
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reference points can be used to identify brain sub-structures. The Montreal
Neurological Institute (MNI) have developed a probabilistic brain atlas (Mazziotta et
al, 1995), which is composed o f seans from large numbers of healthy individuals.
This is the default template used within the Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM)
(Friston et al, 1995) normalisation package (see below).

Figure 3-1 : Variation in head size and shape in healthy control subjects
a) 43 year old male b) 63 year old fem ale c) 55 year old male d) 42 year old fem ale

i
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3.2.1

Linear registration

Linear registration generally refers to an algorithm that applies exactly the same set o f
parameters to all image voxels in order to transform them either onto a standard
template, or, for example, a previous scan from the same individual. A rigid body
registration applies translations in each o f the x, y and z directions, and rotations
about these axes. For this reason it is referred to as having six degrees o f freedom
(dof). It is also possible to add scaling factors, increasing the degrees o f freedom to
nine. Finally, a 12 dof, or affine registration, includes shears in addition to the
previous transformation parameters.
One widely used example o f linear registration is the Automated Image
Registration (AIR) algorithm developed by Woods et al (Woods et al, 1998a), which
gives registration to sub-voxel accuracy. This employs a multi-resolution approach,
matching images using an RIU cost function, with tri-linear interpolation for re
sampling. This algorithm has been adapted by Freeborough et al (Freeborough et al,
1996b), who implemented a modified sine interpolation, known as fast sine for image
re-sampling. This gave greater accuracy than tri-linear interpolation, but with reduced
computational demands compared with full sine. Freeborough and colleagues found
that matching intensities only within a defined brain region, rather than over the
whole image gave an improved match. This may be due to the fact that the brain may
move within the skull, so that a sub-optimal match will be achieved if all intensities
are taken into account. Using this technique they were able to visualise intra
individual changes over time, with significant differences evident between individuals
with AD and healthy controls. Hajnal et al (Hajnal et al, 1995b) describe a 6dof
registration algorithm which also gave intra-subject registration to sub-voxel
accuracy. They used truncated sine interpolation, and used SSD as a cost function.
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They also found improved matching when scalp was excluded from the registration
process. They applied this technique to serial M R scans to highlight brain changes
over time in patients with a variety o f conditions (Hajnal et al, 1995a).

3.2.2

Non-Iinear registration

Non-linear registration allows more accurate matching o f gyral anatomy by providing
more freedom to warp one image onto another. There are a variety o f approaches to
non-linear matching. Firstly, there are high-dimensional mapping techniques which
aim to define an exact match between source and target image, eliminating
morphological differences between scans. In theory any shape can be warped into
another, but it is important that solutions are biologically plausible, so that the
topology o f brain tissue is maintained. This type o f non-linear matching algorithm is
generally based on a physical model, which includes some type o f constraint to limit
‘unlikely’ deformations. For example, elastic registration (Dann et al, 1989;
Davatzikos et al, 2001a) aims to minimise the mismatch between images, whilst also
minimising the elastic energy o f the deformation. Deformations are constrained to be
smooth in order to maintain topology. Fluid registration (Christensen et al, 1996;
Freeborough and Fox, 1998) provides an alternative approach with similar aims where
deformations are confined by the properties o f a viscous compressible fluid.
However,

both

these

high-dimensional

matching

techniques

are

computationally expensive and may be inappropriate for inter-individual spatial
registration. Other non-linear techniques aim to reduce the number o f degrees o f
freedom defining the registration and approximate the transformation using a series o f
functions, such as polynomials (Woods et al, 1998b) or discrete cosine transforms
(DCTs) (Ashbumer and Friston, 1999). Registration using splines aims to identify a
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number o f control points within the source and target images and calculate the
deformations necessary to match these homologous points. Many spline algorithms
rely on basis functions which have a global effect, with each control point
contributing to the final solution. In this case it may be difficult to model local
deformations. B-Splines are a subgroup o f this family o f non-linear algorithms which
use freeform deformations, allowing functions to be controlled locally (Rueckert et al,
1999). A detailed discussion o f non-linear matching algorithms is provided by
Rueckert (Rueckert, 2001). Although there is a wide range o f non-linear registration
techniques available, only those used in this thesis, namely SPM and fluid, will be
considered fully.

SPM non-linear registration
The default normalisation procedure within SPM uses an initial affine 12-parameter
transformation, matching the whole head, including scalp. Following this step, a
series o f DCTs are applied to match brain tissue alone, by applying a mask which
excludes the scalp. The algorithm aims to minimise the cost function, which is based
on the sum o f squared differences between image intensities. A régularisation term,
which penalises transformations which are not smooth, is also included during
parameter estimation, to protect against implausible transformations.
Although many studies use the default normalisation settings within SPM,
there is considerable freedom to customise the algorithm depending on the subject
group being examined. For example, the standard MNI template can be replaced with
a customised template which is specific to the subject group and scanner used for a
particular study. It is likely that spatial normalisation will be less accurate for elderly
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individuals with a degenerative condition if a template based on young healthy
controls is used for alignment.
The freedom allowed by non-linear registration may in some cases produce
inappropriate matching. For example, individuals with focal lesions show large
differences in intensity compared with equivalent areas in healthy brains. The cost
function in this area will be high due to intensity mismatching, and consequently
further transformations may be performed at the point o f the lesion at the expense o f
accuracy elsewhere in the image. Brett et al (Brett et al, 2001) describe a cost function
mask used within SPM normalisation which results in the area defined by the lesion
being excluded from the parameter estimation. This significantly improved spatial co
localisation when compared with an affine-only normalisation.
The number o f DCTs can be varied according to how much non-linear
warping is desired. In principle, the more DCTs included in the registration algorithm,
the closer the match between individual and template image. In addition to varying
the number o f DCTs and degree o f régularisation, the registration can be run for
varying numbers o f iterations.

Fluid registration
Fluid registration is a high-dimensional warping algorithm which models the
transformations from one scan to another as a viscous compressible fluid. This
technique was first described by Christensen et al (Christensen et al, 1996), and has
been developed by Freeborough et al (Freeborough and Fox, 1998) for intra-subject
registration o f serial scans. Following a 9dof linear registration, the model aims to
find an exact match between the source and target scan. A displacement vector is
generated

for each voxel

within

the

image.

Large

displacements

can be
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accommodated, but movement is confined to the limits o f a viscous fluid, so that
‘unlikely’ warps are penalised. In addition, the determinants o f the partial derivatives
o f the deformation field, the Jacobian values, give a measure o f contraction or
expansion at each point. The solution is determined iteratively and uses a multi
resolution approach. The cost function aims to maximise the cross-correlation
between voxels intensities in the two images.
There are a number o f parameters defining the fluid algorithm which can be
varied to determine the optimum match. The viscosity term influences the time taken
for the registration to run, with lower viscosities resolving much faster. Secondly, the
time step can be varied. This limits how far a voxel can move within a single time
frame. Lower viscosities generally require smaller time steps to prevent movements
which are too great. During the matching process, regridding may be needed. When
the Jacobian values approach zero, the accumulated deformation is stored and all the
parameters are re-set. This step is incorporated in order to ensure the smoothness o f
the final solution. In the model described by Freeborough et al it was determined that
regridding should occur when a voxel is less than 50% o f its original volume.
Figure 3-2 shows the difference images obtained for intra-subject registration
using rigid-body and fluid registration. Rigid-body registration achieves gross
matching o f brain structures, but change is seen at the edges, e.g. surrounding the
ventricles and medial temporal lobe structures. This change is greatly reduced when
fluid registration is used to match the images.
It is possible that, as is the case with SPM non-linear registration, fluid
registration will not achieve correct matching when pathology such as a lesion is
introduced into the image. However, the effect o f lesions on the performance o f fluid
registration has not been assessed to date.
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Figure 3-2: Coronal T1-weighted image o f an individual with AD showing a) baseline
image h) rigidly-registered repeat image c) difference image fo r rigid registration d)
difference image fo r flu id registration

%

Linear and fluid registration have both proved useful for accurate alignment of intra
individual scans. Even in subjects undergoing severe atrophy, fluid registration
appears to achieve accurate matching. In the case o f intra-subject registration, the
matching algorithm can aim to model the biological process o f atrophy. This is not the
situation with inter-subject registration, as differences between scans cannot be
attributed to a pathological process. Indeed, the differences between healthy
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individuals may be much greater than the changes produced by a degenerative process
in its early stages. Consequently, determining the optimum registration for inter
individual alignment remains problematic,

as there may not be

a natural

correspondence between subjects. In order to identify pathological effects these
changes need to be differentiated from the natural variability between individuals.
This differentiation may, in theory, be achieved either at the registration stage or at a
later analysis stage which aims to account for confounding effects. Registration could
reduce differences between individuals which are due to normal variation, whilst
maintaining those differences which are due to, for example, a disease effect.
Approximate alignment can be achieved using linear registration. However,
considerable variation in gyral positioning remains, making regional comparisons
difficult. Non-linear registration allows warping so that gyri can be matched more
exactly, but may remove differences that are attributable to disease. Chapter eight
describes a detailed investigation into intra- and inter-subject registration within SPM,
and the effect o f parameter selection on registration accuracy.

3.3

AUTOMATED REGIONAL SEGMENTATION

Previous volumetric work has illustrated the utility o f regional measures, such as
hippocampal volume, for the diagnosis o f dementia (see chapter two). However, these
techniques are invariably time-consuming, with hippocampal segmentation taking on
average one hour. As a result, many groups have attempted to automate this process,
both to reduce operator time and also to improve reproducibility.
In 1996 Andreason et al (Andreasen et al, 1996) described an algorithm for
the automated segmentation o f brain sub-regions. This technique transforms
individual scans onto a Talairach atlas, with previously defined brain regions. A direct
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comparison o f manual and automated segmentation techniques showed very similar
volumes, although smaller structures were more prone to volumetric error. This
method is relatively quick, but may be inadequate for quantification o f regions such as
the hippocampus, which are likely to be important in early diagnosis.
Haller et al (Haller et al, 1996) used a landmark-based technique to outline the
hippocampus on 2D scans, which was subsequently extended by Csemansky et al
(Csemansky et al, 1998) to include 3D images. The hippocampus is delineated on a
template image, based on a single individual. Twenty landmarks are then identified on
an individual scan and these are coarsely aligned with those on the template image.
Non-linear registration, based on a viscous fluid model, is then applied to achieve
more accurate local alignment. This technique can provide information on both
hippocampal volume and shape. They found that the difference between automated
and manually-derived volumetric measures varied from 1 to 15%, with the computer
generated volumes generally being smaller. This technique has been applied to
highlight

volumetric

differences

between

normal

controls

and

those

with

schizophrenia (Csemansky et al, 1998) and individuals with AD (Hsu et al, 2002).
Shen et al (Shen et al, 2002) generated a surface model on a single-subject
template, which was then deformed onto individual images. This mapping is
constrained by a number o f factors. Firstly, the template hippocampus must intersect a
number o f manually defined landmarks on the individual image. Secondly, the
mapping must maximise the match o f attributes o f both images, such as curvature and
spatial positioning. Thirdly, the deformations are constrained by statistical priors
which characterise the normal variation between individuals. They achieved good
agreement between template-derived and manual segmentations.
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W hilst both these approaches reduce operator time and produce consistent
results, they still rely on identification o f a number o f landmarks on individual scans
by an expert operator. Collins et al (Collins et al, 1996) describe a technique known
as ANIMAL (Automated Non-linear Image Matching and Anatomical Labelling)
which only requires delineation on the template image. The individual image is
mapped onto the template using a linear, followed by a non-linear, registration
algorithm. Deformations are determined throughout the image, and the inverse
transformation is applied to the template image, allowing automatic labelling o f
structures on the source image. This approach gave good agreement between manual
and automated measures. Duchesne et al (Duchesne et al, 2002) used principal
components analysis o f the deformation fields generated by the ANIMAL model to
characterise the grey-level intensity as well as the shape characteristics o f each image.
This information can be incorporated into an appearance-based segmentation
algorithm, in which the appearance o f an individual scan is matched with a pre
labelled reference image. As with the ANIMAL model, automatic segmentation o f the
source image is achieved by application o f the inverse deformation field to the
labellings on the template image. The technique described gave segmentations that
were slightly less accurate than those produced by ANIMAL, but processing time was
approximately six times faster.
A study by Tisserand et al (Tisserand et al, 2002) made a direct comparison
between a semi-automated Talairach segmentation algorithm, similar to that used by
Andreasen et al (Andreasen et al, 1996), and volumes derived from manual
segmentation and VBM. They found that age-related volumetric differences varied
according to the method employed for segmentation, and they concluded that.
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although semi- and fully-automated techniques provide approximate estimates o f
regional volumes, they could not serve as a substitute for manual volumetry.

3.4

WHOLE BRAIN ANALYSIS

Analysis o f the whole brain removes the need for a priori decisions about which brain
regions are to be analysed, allowing an unbiased assessment o f the distribution o f
global atrophy.

3.4.1

Cross-sectional analysis

One o f the most widely-used techniques for automated whole brain analysis o f
structural MR scans is voxel-based morphometry (VBM) (Ashbumer and Friston,
2000). This technique is performed using the SPM package, and applies robust
statistics at each point within an image to highlight regions o f significant difference
between groups. Firstly, scans from all individuals are registered, or spatially
normalised, as described in section 3.2.2. Grey matter is extracted from the image,
and then smoothed. A variety o f voxel-level statistical tests can then be performed to
highlight group differences. This technique has been applied to highlight age-related
reductions in grey matter (Good et al, 2001), stmctural changes from childhood to
adolescence (Sowell et al, 1999), grey matter reductions in patients with temporal
lobe epilepsy (Keller et al, 2002), and even increased hippocampal grey matter in taxi
drivers (Maguire et al, 2000).
A number o f VBM studies have recently been used to examine differences
between dementia patients and normal controls. Grey matter reductions in AD
subjects, compared with controls, have been reported in the hippocampi (Baron et al,
2001; Frisoni et al, 2002a; Rombouts et al, 2000) and the cingulate gyrus (Baron et al,
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2001; Frisoni et al, 2002a), which concurs with previous volumetric work (Callen et
al, 2001; Jack et al, 1992; Killiany et al, 2000). A similar pattern o f atrophy was even
detected in individuals with MCI (Chetelat et al, 2002). However, some studies
unexpectedly highlighted grey matter reduction in the caudate nucleus (Baron et al,
2001; Frisoni et al, 2002a; Rombouts et al, 2000). One volumetric study found the left
caudate nucleus significantly reduced in AD subject compared with controls (Barber
et al, 2002). However, the caudate did not appear to be disproportionately affected,
when compared to whole brain volume reductions. It is also possible that apparent
atrophy o f the caudate nucleus may be reflecting shifts in grey matter due to
ventricular expansion; this is supported by a study which demonstrated significant
regions o f tissue displacement surrounding the ventricles (Janke et al, 2001). One
VBM study examining patients with herpes simplex encephalitis (HSB) found that a
comparison o f the spatial normalisation in patients and controls showed misalignment
o f the caudate, which subsequently reduced the accuracy o f grey matter segmentation
(Gitelman et al, 2001). They suggest that VBM-detected caudate atrophy was more
likely to be reflecting the fact that the caudate in the controls was aligned with the
ventricles in the patient group, and consequently showed a reduction in grey matter
density.
Two studies by Mummery et al (Mummery et al, 1999; Mummery et al, 2000)
examined differences in a small number o f patients with semantic dementia compared
with controls, and found decreased grey matter in the left temporal pole, as well as the
infero-lateral portions o f the temporal lobe and the fusiform gyrus. However, there are
some inconsistencies between findings from different groups. A recent study by
Rosen et al (Rosen et al, 2002) compared subjects with SD and a combined group o f
controls and FTD subjects, and detected grey matter reductions in the anterior
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hippocampal region. Mummery et al failed to detect significant grey matter
differences in the hippocampi, which does not concur with other published volumetric
data. Indeed, a careful volumetric analysis by Gallon et al (Gallon et al, 2001b)
including the subjects in the study by Mummery et al showed considerable atrophy
(-20% ) o f the hippocampus, which suggests that the VBM protocol used for this
study was not able to detect true grey matter losses within the hippocampus.
Burton et al (Burton et al, 2002) applied VBM to examine changes in subjects
with DLB. They found widespread reductions in grey matter in the frontal and
temporal cortices when patients were compared with controls. When they compared
DLB patients with subjects with AD, they found the DLB subjects had relative
preservation o f grey matter in the hippocampus, amygdala, parahippocampal gyrus
and thalamus, which is consistent with previous volumetric work (Barber et al, 2000).
There are a number o f reasons which might explain why there are
inconsistencies both between different VBM studies, and this technique and
traditional volumetric analysis. VBM involves a series o f pre-processing steps (see
chapters seven and eight for a detailed discussion), all o f which have the potential to
introduce errors. The flexibility within SPM allows the selection o f different
parameters at each o f these stages, as well as the use o f different statistical tests.
Differences between

VBM

studies may be

due in part to pre-processing

methodologies. Also, as it relies on parametric statistical tests, the sensitivity o f VBM
to detect differences is greatly reduced in areas o f high variability. This may mean
that results obtained are critically dependent on, for example, the number o f subjects
included in a study, and the heterogeneity within a particular sample.
Another example o f a whole brain analysis technique is that o f cortical pattern
matching, described by Thompson et al (Thompson et al, 1998). Three-dimensional
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cortical surfaces are created using triangulated tiles, following normalisation to a
customised template in standard space. Consistent landmarks are then identified on
each scan by an expert observer. Sulcal features are aligned using a high-dimensional
elastic model, and the deformations required to make this matching are analysed. This
has the potential to highlight differences between groups in terms o f cortical patterns
and shapes. Using this technique, grey matter reductions, predominantly in the
temporo-parietal regions, were identified in subjects with AD when compared with
normal controls (Thompson et al, 2001a). This reduction in grey matter was also
found to correlate to MMSE score. However, this technique has limited application to
the diagnosis of dementia, as it has mainly been applied to identifying group
differences, and also requires the identification o f sulcal features by an expert
observer.

3.4.2

Longitudinal analysis

Cross-sectional comparisons have generally been limited by the large inter-individual
differences in brain morphology. Serial imaging from a single individual, especially
when these images are consistently acquired and then accurately spatially aligned, can
provide a means o f visualising and quantifying change over time. Measures o f change
may be more sensitive than cross-sectional volumes at detecting a degenerative
process (Du et al, 2003). Freeborough and Fox (Freeborough and Fox, 1997) showed
that, following a linear registration, volume change over time could be quantified
using the brain boundary shift integral (BBSI). This measure can be visualised using a
colour overlay to indicate tissue loss over time (see Figure 3-3a). The BBSI has
shown subjects with AD to have rates o f global cerebral loss that are significantly
greater than those o f age-matched controls, with individual rates o f atrophy in mild to
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moderate AD being many times the mean for the controls (Fox and Freeborough,
1997). Figure 3-4 shows the overlap in cross-sectional brain volumes between AD
subjects and controls, and Figure 3-5 the complete separation between these two
groups when BBSI-based measures o f atrophy are used. In addition, rates o f global
atrophy measured with this technique have been shown to correlate closely with
cognitive decline (Fox et al, 1999a).
As shown in Figure 3-3a rigid-body registration highlights tissue loss at the
boundary between brain and CSF. Volume loss may actually have occurred at a
distance to this boundary, but is only visible at these interfaces due to positional re
adjustment o f brain tissue. However, in some cases a more accurate localisation o f
atrophy may be required. Non-linear matching techniques such as fluid registration
have the ability to localise regional atrophy on a voxel-by-voxel basis. Using a colouroverlay to signify contraction and expansion, voxel-compression maps can be created,
as shown in Figure 3-3b. This illustrates that, rather than atrophy occurring in the
areas immediately surrounding the ventricles, the focus is actually in the temporal
lobe regions. This is an effective tool for highlighting regions o f atrophy in
individuals with neurodegenerative conditions, and has been used to show changes in
the brain prior to symptom onset in subjects with Alzheimer’s disease (Fox et al,
2001) and fronto-temporal dementia (Janssen et al, 2002). Fluid registration may also
have application in the differential diagnosis o f dementia, with markedly different
patterns o f atrophy being seen in different disease types. For example. Figure 3-6
shows a voxel-compression map from an individual with Pick’s disease. In contrast to
the diffuse atrophy seen in Figure 3-3b, atrophy is concentrated in the temporal lobes,
and is most prominent on the left hand side.
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Cortical pattern mapping has recently been applied longitudinally to map brain
changes in early-onset schizophrenia (Thompson et al, 2001b). This study showed
emerging patterns o f grey matter loss correlated closely with psychotic symptoms.
Recently this group have applied the same technique to highlight the changing pattern
o f grey matter loss in patients with AD (Thompson et al, 2003).
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Figure 3-3: Colour overlays fo r a) rigid body registration and b) fluid registration
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Figure 3-4: Cross-sectional brain volumes in controls and individuals with AD
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Figure 3-J: Rates o f whole brain atrophy in controls and individuals with AD
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Figure 3-6: Voxel-compression map o f an individual with Pick's disease
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3.5

CONCLUSIONS

Automated techniques show considerable potential for segmentation o f brain sub
structures. However, current methods generally rely on the identification o f a
significant number o f landmarks by an experienced operator. In addition to
introducing subjectivity, this is also time-consuming and therefore impractical for
large numbers o f scans. A technique for automated propagation o f baseline regions
onto serial scans using fluid registration is described in chapter six.
Automated tools for whole brain analysis, such as SPM and cortical pattern
matching, may also prove useful for the unbiased assessment o f cross-sectional group
differences. Whilst providing a powerful source o f information to improve our
understanding o f disease processes, currently these have limited application in the
diagnosis o f dementia. Whole brain atrophy measured using longitudinal imaging
may provide additional information for the diagnosis o f dementia, and is useful in the
tracking o f disease progression. The BBSI is already being employed as an outcome
measure in a number o f clinical trials. Fluid registration provides the opportunity to
localise atrophy, even in the earliest stages o f a disease process. Distinctive patterns o f
atrophy highlighted using this technique may help in the differential diagnosis o f
dementia.
The further development o f automated tools with the ability to distinguish
individuals with dementia from normal healthy subjects would provide a significant
advance in the contribution o f neuroimaging to the diagnostic process. However,
extensive validation o f these techniques is required before they become widely
accepted, particularly for clinical use. Chapter seven makes a direct comparison
between results obtained using SPM and traditional volumetry. Chapters eight and
nine examine the effect o f parameter selection on SPM results for both cross-sectional
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and longitudinal data. Chapter ten applies these findings to highlight changes in
individuals with AD, from the presymptomatic through to established stages o f the
disease.
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4

M ETH O D S O V ER V IEW

4.1

SUBJECTS

Subjects for the studies described in this thesis were recruited from the following
sources:

4.1.1

The Specialist Cognitive Disorders Clinic

This clinic is based at the National Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery, Queen
Square, London. This is a tertiary referral centre, and consequently these subjects tend
to represent younger patients and those where there is more diagnostic uncertainty
than a typical elderly population. The subjects recruited from the clinic included
individuals with sporadic or familial AD, FTLD and other more unusual dementias.
All subjects underwent full clinical and neuropsychological assessment. Diagnosis
was made according to the criteria detailed in appendix one.

4.1.2

Familial AD project

This is an ongoing longitudinal research project following individuals with a strong
family history o f histologically proven AD. These families have, in many cases,
subsequently been found to have mutations in the P S l or APP genes. Affected
individuals and asymptomatic family members at risk o f developing the disease
undergo armual assessments. These include a full history and neurological
examination, MMSE, detailed neuropsychology and an MRI study. This provides
valuable information about presymptomatic individuals who subsequently go on to
develop the disease, aiding in the understanding o f the earliest signs o f the disease.
This cohort currently includes 30 affected and 48 at-risk individuals under follow-up
with clinical and imaging assessments.
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4.1.3

MIRIAD

The Minimum Interval Resonance Imaging in AD (MIRIAD) project aims to
determine the shortest interval required to detect volumetric change based on MRI, to
distinguish AD subjects from normal controls. To date, 46 individuals with sporadic
AD and 23 control subjects have been recruited and followed over a period o f at least
one year. These subjects mainly consist o f individuals over the age o f 55 attending the
Specialist Cognitive Disorders Clinic and their spouses. Individuals with AD had
MMSE scores in the range o f 12-26 at baseline assessment.
Subjects are assessed at baseline and at 2, 6, 14, 26, 38 and 52 weeks. At
baseline all subjects undergo a full history, neurological examination, MMSE and
detailed neuropsychology. Speed tests are performed at each visit and MMSE
repeated at 26 and 52 weeks. At 52 weeks the initial clinical diagnosis is reassessed
and neuropsychology repeated. APOE genotyping and EEGs are performed on
patients alone. A volumetric M R scan is performed at each visit. At baseline, 6 weeks
and 38 weeks two scans are acquired on the same day. In addition, MRS is performed
at weeks 2, 26 and 52.

4.1.4

Normal control study

Neurologically healthy individuals with no family history o f dementia are recruited to
act as normal controls. These are largely recruited from spouses o f affected or at-risk
study members and a number o f normal volunteers. All subjects have a detailed
history taken and undergo a neurological examination, MMSE and a brief memory
test, as well as MRI assessment. The spouses o f study subjects are usually scanned on
the same day as their partners and therefore have as closely comparable MR
acquisitions as possible.
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All subjects gave written informed consent for involvement in imaging studies and the
Local Ethics Research Committee had given approval for all studies.

4.2

CLINICAL ASSESSMENT

All

subjects

attending

the

Specialist

Cognitive

Disorders

Clinic

undergo

comprehensive diagnostic evaluation. A full history, including family history, is taken
together with a close informant. A full medical examination is performed as well as a
neurological assessment. In addition, almost without exception, the following
investigations are usually performed:
1. Detailed neuropsychology, as outlined in chapter one in order to establish the
nature and severity o f any cognitive deficits.
2. Standard screening blood tests to exclude other treatable causes o f cognitive
problems such as impaired renal or liver function, B12 and thyroid function.
3. EEC to exclude seizures, or identify patterns indicative o f a particular type o f
dementia.
4. Neuroimaging. Typically, this will involve at least one MRI assessment. This can
exclude treatable causes such as tumours and subdural haematomas, or may
indicate progressive neurodegeneration suggestive o f some type o f dementia
pathology.

In the appropriate setting individuals may also undergo:
1. Genetic testing. In the case o f individuals with a known genetic mutation in the
family, genetic testing may be offered to determine whether a subject is carrying
the mutation. This is supported by a full genetic counselling service.
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2. Lumbar puncture and CSF analysis. This investigation can be used to detect
inflammation due to e.g. meningitis or encephalitis, or to detect local CNS
immune responses due to e.g. MS.

In a small number o f subjects a brain biopsy may be performed. This is an invasive
procedure which involves taking a small amount o f brain tissue usually from the right
(or non-dominant) frontal lobe. Definitive diagnosis can be obtained in this way by
identifying a particular pathology. This technique is not used routinely, but may be
suggested in the case o f young individuals with dementia where it may be more likely
that there are other treatable causes, especially if cerebral vasculitis is considered.

4.3

IMAGING

4.3.1 Acquisition
All images were acquired on a 1.5T Signa MRI scanner (General Electric, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, USA) using a spoiled gradient echo technique. Scans generally included a
sagittal T1-weighted scout sequence, an axial dual-echo sequence (T2-weighted and
proton-density weighted) and a T1-weighted volumetric image. Imaging parameters
varied according to the study, and details are given in appendix three.
Scans consisted o f 124 contiguous 1.5mm slices and digitised images were
transferred to a Sun workstation (Sun Microsystems Inc., Mountain View, CA) for
analysis. Images which were judged on visual inspection to show a significant
intensity gradient were corrected using the N3 correction algorithm (Sled et al, 1998)
outlined in chapter two.
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4.3.2

Software

MIDAS
The MIDAS (Medical Information Display and Analysis System) software was
developed by Freeborough et al in 1996 (Freeborough et al, 1996a; Freeborough et al,
1997). The package runs on a Unix platform and is implemented in the C
programming language.
This software allows simultaneous multiplanar display o f 3D data. Brain
structures can be outlined using both semi-automated and manual techniques. The
whole brain segmentation tool within MIDAS is semi-automated and uses interactive
thresholding, together with a series o f erosions and dilations, to isolate brain tissue
from other structures such as scalp and dura (see appendix four).
Manual segmentation o f brain sub-structures, such as the hippocampus, can be
performed using a mouse-driven cursor. The simultaneous display o f orthogonal
views allows the operator to outline the structure in the coronal view whilst the
segmentation is updated in real time in the sagittal or axial view. This aids in
decisions about where boundaries should be defined (see appendix four).
Both rigid-body and fluid registration, as described in chapter three, can be
implemented within the MIDAS software.

Statistical Parametric Mapping
SPM was developed by the functional imaging laboratory at the Institute o f
Neurology, London in 1995 (Friston et al, 1995).

SPM99 was used rurming on a

Matlab platform (MathWorks, Natick, Mass., USA).
This package applies voxel-level statistical tests, based on the general linear
model. Images are registered into standard stereotaxic space (see chapter three). Once
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individual scans are spatially aligned the package allows a variety o f statistical tests to
be performed in order to determine statistically significant differences between groups
o f subjects. Originally developed for functional imaging data to detect significant
differences in brain activation, it has more recently been applied to structural imaging.
The technique o f cross-sectional comparison o f grey matter densities in different
groups o f subjects has been termed voxel-based morphometry (VBM) (Ashbumer and
Friston, 2000).

4.3.3

Statistical analysis

SPSS version 8.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, Illinois, USA) and ST AT A version 6 (Stata
Corporation, College Station, Texas, 1999) were used for statistical analysis o f
results. These packages perform both parametric and non-parametric tests and were
used to investigate linear regression and test group differences.
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5

VOLUMETRIC

MRI

ANALYSIS

USING

MANUAL

AND

SEMI

AUTOMATED TECHNIQUES

5.1

INTRODUCTION

The development o f new therapies for AD has increased the need for an early
diagnosis, so that suitable treatment candidates can be identified. The possibility that
therapies now in development might slow the disease has led to new interest in the
monitoring o f disease progression to determine treatment efficacy.
In order to improve early diagnosis it would be useful to be able to identify the
brain sub-structures showing the most prominent early loss. In addition, it is necessary
to establish the patterns o f regional atrophy that are characteristic o f AD, with the aim
o f differentiating these patterns from those that typify the normal aging process, as
well as other neurodegenerative conditions.
Monitoring o f disease progression requires robust techniques for establishing
either global and/or regional rates o f atrophy. These need to be sensitive enough to
detect potential modification o f disease progression due to treatment effects.
This chapter uses traditional manual and semi-automated volumetric analysis
to examine global and regional atrophy in a variety o f conditions. Firstly, it assesses
cerebral volume changes associated with normal aging, in particular those regions
which are known to be vulnerable in AD. Secondly, it investigates measures o f medial
temporal lobe structures in order to detect early change in AD and predict how long
prior to symptom onset these structural alterations may he occurring. Thirdly, the
effect o f Alzheimer’s disease on the hippocampus is examined. Rates o f atrophy in
the left and right hippocampus are compared in order to investigate whether
hippocampal asymmetry is a reliable marker o f disease. Finally, this chapter describes
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volumetric analysis which may have potential for the differential diagnosis o f AD.
By looking at both cross-sectional and longitudinal differences in AD and FTLD, it
attempts to establish patterns o f regional atrophy which typify these conditions.

5.2

A

LONGITUDINAL

STUDY

OF

BRAIN

VOLUME

CHANGES

IN

NORMAL AGING USING SERIAL REGISTERED MRI

5.2.1

Introduction

The proposal to use rates of regional or global atrophy as surrogate markers o f disease
progression in clinical trials (Black, 1999) makes it increasingly important to
understand the natural progression o f Alzheimer’s disease. For diagnostic purposes it
is important to understand the structural aging process in order to differentiate
pathological rates o f atrophy from normal age-related changes. Equally, for trial
purposes, the best one could reasonably expect o f a drug designed to slow disease
progression in AD is to reduce the rate o f atrophy to that seen in normal aging. As a
result, normative longitudinal data are needed for sample size calculations for
progression trials.
Numerous cross-sectional imaging studies have shown a correlation between
increasing age and decreasing brain volumes (Blatter et al, 1995; Coffey et al, 1992;
Good et al, 2001; Gur et al, 1991; Mu et al, 1999; Mueller et al, 1998; Murphy et al,
1992; Resnick et al, 2000). Some studies have shown specific age-related decreases in
hippocampal (Bhatia et al, 1993; Jack et al, 1997; Mu et al, 1999), temporal (Jack et
al, 1997; Mueller et al, 1998) and frontal lobe volumes (Coffey et al, 1992; Coffey et
al, 1999; Cowell et al, 1994) and increases in CSF spaces (Blatter et al, 1995; Coffey
et al, 1992; Forstl et al, 1995; Gur et al, 1991; M u et al, 1999; M urphy et al, 1992;
Resnick et al, 2000). However, there is some contradictory evidence from other
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studies showing no significant association between age and ventricular CSF (Mueller
et al, 1998), whole brain (Bhatia et al, 1993), temporal lobes (Bhatia et al, 1993;
DeCarli et al, 1994) or hippocampi (Jack et al, 1989; Ohnishi et al, 2001). The causes
o f age-related cerebral atrophy remain unclear: it is possible that a gradual
accumulation o f pathology in apparently healthy individuals leads to volume losses.
Certainly, amyloid plaques and NFTs, the typical hallmarks o f Alzheimer’s disease,
have been found in non-demented elderly subjects (Ball, 1977; Dayan, 1970;
Giannakopoulos et al, 1994).
Previous studies are limited by the large inter-individual variation in brain
morphology inherent in cross-sectional comparisons, which reduces the sensitivity o f
methods to detect true cerebral volume differences between groups o f subjects o f
different ages. For example, there is a large biological variation in head size between
sexes, with men having brain volumes that are on average 10% larger than women
(Dekaban, 1978). This inter-gender variation can only partly be adjusted for by
normalising to TIV (Whitwell et al, 2001). Secondly, there may be cohort effects so
that caution must be exercised when drawing conclusions about true age-related
changes. In much the same way that there have been secular changes in heights over
the last century, cerebral volumes may also be changing as maternal health and
nutrition has improved. In addition, the variety o f age spans covered in these studies
may account for some o f the discrepancies in findings. For example. Jack et al (Jack
et al, 1989) found no significant association between age and hippocampal volume in
a group o f 20-40 year olds, but a more recent study o f 51-89 year olds by the same
group did detect a significant age-related change (Jack et al, 1997). These findings are
entirely consistent if there is a non-linear relationship between age and brain atrophy.
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Such non-linear relationships make comparisons between different cross-sectional
studies problematic.
There is a lack o f consensus about the age-related changes that occur in the
brain over the whole range o f adult life. Due to the large differences in methodology
and sample groups between centres it is not clear whether the probable decline in
cross-sectional brain volume is a result o f consistent low-level atrophy, or whether
there is an acceleration in the rate o f atrophy after a certain age. In order to establish
this it is necessary to examine rates over the whole adult age range.
This study examines the effect o f normal aging on global and regional brain
volumes across an age range o f 31-84 years. A direct comparison is made between
predicted rates based on cross-sectional volumes and longitudinal rates o f atrophy in
the whole brain, ventricular CSF, temporal lobes and hippocampi.

5.2.2

Methods

Subjects
Thirty-nine subjects with an age range o f 31-84 years were used for this analysis.
These subjects had no history o f neurological problems and no memory complaints or
impairment, but were not screened to exclude risk factors for vascular disease, such as
smoking, diabetes or hypertension, and so were relatively representative o f the typical
aging population. They were divided into five age groups, the demographics o f which
are shown below. All subjects underwent two MRI assessments.

The mean (SD)

MMSE score at baseline assessment for the whole group was 29.6 (0.7) out o f 30.
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Table 5-1: Subject demographics according to age group
Mean (dSD)

AGE GROUP

Mean age
(years)

Interval between
scans (days)

30-39

40-49

50-59

60-69

70-84

(4M, 4F)

(5M, 5F)

(5M, 5F)

(3M, 3F)

(IM , 4F)

36.1

45.6

53.9

62.7

76.8

(±2.5)

(±2.9)

(±3.5)

(±2.3)

(±5.5)

575

667

698

754

356

(±435)

(±318)

(±406)

(±443)

(±153)

Imaging
The standard imaging protocol described in appendix three was used for acquisition o f
T1-weighted images. Whole brain, TIV and ventricular segmentation were performed
using the protocol described in appendix four. Rates o f global brain change were
calculated using the BBSI (Freeborough and Fox, 1997) (see chapter three).
The hippocampus and temporal lobes were outlined using the technique
described in appendix four. Prior to regional measurement, the follow-up scans were
accurately registered onto the baseline images, using a nine degrees o f freedom
registration algorithm (Freeborough et al, 1996b). Left and right structures were
measured separately. All scans were presented twice each, once conventionally and
once flipped across the mid-sagittal plane. This technique is referred to as mirrorimage volumetry. The baseline and registered repeat scans were presented
simultaneously in a random order. The first region was pasted onto the second scan to
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ensure consistency o f arbitrary boundaries between scans. This region was then
manually edited where necessary. Analysis was performed blind to the subject’s
name, diagnosis, left-right orientation o f the scan and whether measurements were
being performed on the baseline or registered repeat image.

Statistical analysis
Data were analysed using STATA. Whole brain and regional volumes were
standardised to the group mean TIV to account for differences in head size. This was
done by fitting a linear regression model relating each volume to TIV, with all
variables on a logarithmic scale.
All analysis o f volume reductions was carried out using logarithmic scales.
Expansion o f ventricular volumes were analysed on an arithmetic scale.
Left and right volumes o f the temporal lobes and hippocampus were
combined. The geometric (arithmetic for ventricles) mean o f the TIV-adjusted
baseline and repeat measurements were used as a cross-sectional measurement.
Regression models were employed to investigate the effects o f age and gender on the
cross-sectional volumes both before and after TIV correction.

Rates o f ventricular enlargement were calculated as the difference between the
TIV-adjusted baseline and repeat volumes, expressed as mm^ per year. Rates o f
atrophy for all other structures were expressed as a proportional rate.

The data were tested for the presence o f a continuous acceleration in rates
across the whole age range by regressing atrophy rates on age, weighting by the
square o f the follow-up time. In addition, rates o f atrophy in the over-70 age group
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were compared with those under the age o f 70. Similar techniques were used to relate
atrophy rate to gender.

5 .2 3

Results

Cross-sectional data
Regression analysis showed a significant effect o f gender on all volumetric
measurements, with men having larger volumes than women for the whole brain
(15%; p<0.001), ventricles (44%; p<0.001), temporal lobes (14%; p<0.001) and
hippocampi (8%; p=0.009). When TIV was used to correct for head size this gender
effect was removed and there were no significant differences in total brain (p=0.95),
ventricular (p=0.62), temporal lobe (p=0.67) or hippocampal (p=0.33) volumes. There
was no significant relationship between age and TIV (p=0.70).
Figure 5-la shows the cross-sectional volumetric data for each age group.
Regression analysis showed a significant reduction in total brain (p<0.001), temporal
lobe (p<0.001) and hippocampal volume (p=0.003) associated with age. This was
accompanied by a significant increase in ventricular volume (p<0.001).
The mean rates o f atrophy predicted by the cross-sectional data are shown in
Table 5-2. Adding quadratic terms to the regression models provided directional
evidence o f continuous acceleration in rate o f change, but the effects were not
statistically significant over the whole age range for the whole brain (p=0.5S),
ventricles (p=0.28), temporal lobes (p=0.051) or hippocampi (p=0.44).
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Longitudinal data
Figure 5 -lb shows the rates o f volume change for each age group. Regression-based
annualised rates o f volume change for the whole group are shown in Table 5-2. For
whole brain volume the mean (Cl) rate o f atrophy over the whole age range was 0.32
(0.10, 0.54)%/ year which is very similar to the rate estimated from the cross-sectional
data. There was no evidence o f a significant continuous acceleration in the rate o f
global atrophy with increasing age (p=0.54), or o f an increase after the age o f 70
(p=0.51).
The mean (Cl) rate o f ventricular volume change was 650mm^/year, which is
consistent with that seen cross-sectionally. The test o f continuous acceleration was
statistically significant (p=0.02), as was a comparison o f rates between the under and
the over 70 age groups (p<0.0001).
For the temporal lobes and hippocampi the mean (Cl) longitudinally-derived
rates o f atrophy were 0.68 (0.42, 0.93)%/year and 0.82 (0.53,

1.1 l)% /year

respectively. The hippocampal rate in particular was somewhat larger than that seen
cross-sectionally. There was no significant acceleration in rates o f atrophy with
increasing age in the hippocampi (p=0.11) or the temporal lobes (p=0.21). A
comparison o f rates before and after the age o f 70 was statistically significant for
hippocampi (p=0.01), but not for temporal lobes (p=0.80). There was no significant
effect o f gender on the rates o f change in any o f the brain structures (p>0.2).
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Figure 5-1: Age-related differences in a) cross-sectional volumes and b) longitudinal
rates o f change
Mean (Cl) in (i) whole brain (ii) temporal lobes (Hi) hippocampi and (iv) ventricles,
plotted against the mean age fo r each o f the five age groups
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Table 5-2:

Annualised mean (CI) percentage rates o f atrophy (whole brain, temporal lobes and hippocampi) and enlargement

(ventricles) based on cross-sectional (C) and longitudinal (L) data.

W H O L E BRAIN

TEM PO R A L LOBES

H IPPO C A M PI

LA TER A L V EN TRICLES

(% /yr)

(% /yr)

(% /yr)

(mm^/yr)

c

L

c

L

C

L

C

L

0.33

0.32

0.35

0.68

0.35

0.82

521

650

(0.25, 0.41)

(0.10, 0.54)

(0.20, 0.51)

(0.42, 0.93)

(0.13,0.57)

(0.53, 1.11)

(323,719)

(333,968)
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5.2.4

Discussion

Using a combination o f semi-automated and manual assessment o f MRI this study has
demonstrated a highly significant age-associated difference in cross-sectional volumes
which concurs with several previous studies (Blatter et al, 1995; Coffey et al, 1992;
Gur et al, 1991; Jack et al, 1997; Mu et al, 1999; Mueller et al, 1998; M urphy et al,
1992; Resnick et al, 2000). Cross-sectional age-related volume differences were seen
at both a regional and global level. There was no evidence o f a relationship between
TIV and age, which concurs with previous results from a similar subject group
(Whitwell et al, 2001), and with a very large (n = 532) recent study (Bigler and Tate,
2001). This suggests that cross-sectional differences in cerebral volumes are not due
to a cohort effect (e.g. smaller head sizes in adults bom earlier in the last century), but
are more likely to be reflecting real volume loss during the aging process.
There was a highly significant and well-recognised gender effect on volume,
with men having larger brain volumes. This effect was removed when a correction for
head size, TIV, was included in the regression analysis, which again concurs with
previous data (Blatter et al, 1995; Whitwell et al, 2001). This suggests that studies
considering the effect o f gender on cross-sectional volumes should include a
correction for head size in order to reduce this potential confounding effect.
It is possible that atrophy rates are constant throughout adult life and that the
differences seen cross-sectionally are the accumulation o f this low-level atrophy.
Alternatively, there may be accelerating atrophy with increasing age. The longitudinal
results from this study did not show a significant consistent continuous age-related
acceleration in rates o f global or regional brain atrophy, which concurs with previous
longitudinal studies (Mueller et al, 1998; Resnick et al, 2000). However, a significant
acceleration in ventricular expansion with age was observed, which is in agreement
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with recent work (Resnick et al, 2000). Although the study by Resnick et al was
based on much older subjects, the rates o f ventricular enlargement reported here in the
over 60s are entirely consistent with this much larger study. Nevertheless, it is also
possible that ventricular expansion may not be linearly related to brain atrophy. Other
factors, such as CSF dynamics, change the relative distribution o f CSF in ventricular
and sulcal spaces and thereby may be influencing these observations.
Although no consistent acceleration in rates across the whole adult age range
was observed, these results were strongly suggestive o f a non-linear pattern, with rates
remaining comparatively stable before the age o f 70, but accelerating thereafter. The
small sample sizes make it difficult to determine the point at which this acceleration
occurs. In addition, the small number o f subjects may contribute to the larger variance
in the over 70s age group. It is also possible that this variability is reflecting
heterogeneity within this older group. Some o f these subjects, although apparently
cognitively normal, may have been in the very early presymptomatic stages o f a
degenerative disease, and consequently show elevated rates o f atrophy. Larger sample
sizes are needed to show significant changes in rates o f atrophy as opposed to simple
volume differences with age.
The rates o f whole brain atrophy and ventricular expansion predicted from the
cross-sectional and

longitudinal data were

consistent.

However,

there were

discrepancies between cross-sectional and longitudinal rates o f regional atrophy, with
higher rates o f atrophy o f the hippocampus and temporal lobes being seen using the
longitudinal data. Again, this may be due to the small number o f subjects in each age
group, or the presence o f individuals in the earliest presymtomatic stages o f disease,
which arguably might first manifest itself with increased rates o f hippocampal atrophy
on longitudinal analysis.
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5.2.5

Conclusions

This study has demonstrated significant declines in brain volumes with increasing
age, across the adult age range. There was no significant cohort effect in these
Caucasian subjects from southern England. There was some evidence o f a non-linear
increase in rates o f atrophy with increasing age, with an apparent acceleration after
the age o f 70. These data show the importance o f taking into account age-related
changes when considering rates o f atrophy as a diagnostic marker or as a surrogate
marker o f disease progression in clinical trials. There is a need to establish reliable
cross-sectional volumes and rates of atrophy in normal aging using a larger number o f
subjects, in order to quantify more effectively the difference between degenerative
conditions such as AD, and the normal aging process, both for diagnostic purposes
and for the design o f disease modification trials. Nevertheless, these results provide
some reference ranges, albeit with wide confidence intervals, for regional and global
rates o f cerebral atrophy in cohorts o f “typical aging”, against which pathological
rates o f atrophy may be compared.
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5.3

CEREBRAL ATROPHY IN EARLY FAMILIAL ALZHEIM ER’S DISEASE:
ASSESSING THE ONSET OF STRUCTURAL CHANGE

5.3.1

Introduction

W ith the prospect o f disease-modifying drugs (Kelly et al, 1997), reliable diagnosis o f
AD at its earliest stages is increasingly important, as treatment effects may be most
beneficial before the pathological progress is well advanced. Post mortem studies
have suggested that the sites o f earliest change in AD are the medial temporal lobe
structures, and in particular the EC and hippocampus (Braak and Braak, 1991). This
finding has been corroborated by MRI studies which have demonstrated that medial
temporal lobe atrophy occurs fi*om the very earliest stages o f Alzheimer’s disease (Du
et al, 2003; Jack et al, 1997; Jack et al, 1998) and may have diagnostic utility.
The at-risk family cohort enrolled in the longitudinal imaging study (see
chapter four) provides a valuable group in which presymptomatic change can be
studied. By obtaining serial imaging from the presymptomatic stage through to the
development o f earliest symptoms it may be possible to determine the earliest
structural changes occurring at the onset o f familial AD.
This study examines changes in cerebral volumes and atrophy rates using
global (whole brain and ventricle) and regional (temporal lobe, hippocampus and EC)
measures in cohorts o f subjects at risk for familial AD, and age-matched controls. By
comparing these groups over the period that the patients developed symptoms it was
hoped that those regions undergoing change at the earliest stages o f AD could be
identified. By extrapolation, making some assumptions about how rates o f atrophy
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change, the minimum length of time prior to symptom onset that pathological medial
temporal lobe atrophy had originated could be estimated.

5 3 .2

Methods

Subjects
At-risk individuals were assessed as described in chapter four. Five subjects who
exhibited early symptoms o f the disease were included in this study. All have since
been shown to carry genetic mutations pathogenic for AD (2 in APP; 3 in P S l) and
eventually went on to fulfil NINCDS-ADRDA criteria for the diagnosis o f probable
AD (see appendix one). Two patients had four M R and clinical assessments, one
patient had three assessments and two patients had two assessments. Twenty agematched controls had two serial volumetric MR scans and MMSE assessments. The
subject demographics are shown below.

Table 5-3: Subject demographics fo r FAD and control subjects
Mean ( ^ D )

AGE

B A S E L IN E

F IN A L

IN T E R V A L

(Y E A R S )

M M SE

M M SE

(D A Y S )

42.9

28.4

25.6

864

(±4.5)

(±2.3)

(±4.3)

(±244)

Controls

45.8

29.4

29.3

515

(lOM, lOF)

(±6.8)

(±0.8)

(±0.8)

(±293)

Cases
(3M, 2F)
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Imaging
T1-weighted images, acquired using the standard imaging parameters described in
appendix three, were used in this study. Whole brain, TFV and ventricles were
measured according to the protocols outlined in appendix four. Repeat scans were
registered onto the baseline images using a nine degrees o f freedom rigid body
registration (Freeborough et al, 1996b), and rates o f whole brain atrophy were
calculated directly from the TIV-corrected brain volumes, and using the BBSI
(Freeborough and Fox, 1997).
Temporal lobes, hippocampi

and entorhinal cortices were segmented

according to the protocols in appendix four. The technique o f mirror-image
volumetry, described in section 5.2, was used to ensure segmentation was performed
blind to laterality o f the hippocampus, as well as to whether the scans were baseline
or repeat images.

Statistical Analysis
All statistical analyses were carried out using STATA. W hole brain and regional
volumes were standardised to the geometric mean TIV in controls. This was done by
fitting linear regression models to the control subjects (both visits) relating each
volume (whole brain, ventricular, left and right temporal lobe, left and right
hippocampal, left and right entorhinal) to TIV, with all variables on logarithmic
scales.
Analyses o f all TIV-adjusted volumes other than those o f the ventricles were
carried out on a logarithmic scale. Baseline TIV-adjusted volumes were compared
between cases and controls using unpaired t-tests, allowing for unequal variances in
cases and controls. Comparisons were made for whole brain, ventricle, left and right
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temporal lobe, left and right hippocampus and left and right EC volumes, together
with the geometric mean o f all four hippocampal and EC volumes. Ratios o f left to
right EC volumes and left to right hippocampal volumes were calculated for each
subject and compared between cases and controls, as was the ratio o f the geometric
means o f the (TIV-adjusted) EC volumes and hippocampal volumes.
Percentage changes in whole brain volume were estimated both as the ratio o f
the BBSI to the baseline brain volume, and directly from the TIV-corrected brain
volumes. Absolute changes in ventricular volume, percentage changes for the other
structures, the geometric mean for the combined hippocampal and EC volumes, the
ratios o f the left to the right EC and hippocampal volumes and the ratio o f the
geometric mean o f the EC volumes to that o f the hippocampal volumes were
calculated from the directly measured volumes. Atrophy rates were calculated by
relating changes (on a log scale for proportions) to follow-up time. Atrophy rates were
compared between cases and controls using unpaired t-tests, allowing for unequal
variances in cases and controls. The ratios o f left to right EC atrophy rate, left to right
hippocampal atrophy rate and EC to hippocampal atrophy rates were also compared
using unpaired t-tests, allowing for unequal variances in cases and controls. The
significance level was set at 0.05.
Mean baseline levels and atrophy rates in cases and controls were used to
extrapolate to ‘points o f divergence’. If it is assumed that rates o f atrophy in the
presymptomatic period either were constant or accelerated (i.e. did not slow down),
then a minimum estimate o f the length o f time from the ‘point o f divergence’ can be
obtained by extrapolating back the first measured rates o f atrophy to the point where
adjusted absolute volumes would diverge. Under this assumption the point o f
divergence is equal to the ratio o f the difference in mean levels at baseline to the
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difference in atrophy rates. A slightly modified version o f Fieller’s theorem
(Buonaccorsi, 1998; Fieller, 1940) that allows for the relatively small number o f
subjects, was used to calculate a confidence interval for these ratios. The modification
involved the replacement o f the 97.5 percentile o f the Normal distribution with that
from a t-distribution, with the same number o f degrees o f freedom as used in the t-test
comparing baseline levels for each structure in the confidence interval formulae.

5.3.3

Results

Cross-sectional analysis
Mean (95% confidence intervals (Cl)) whole brain volumes, and volumes o f
substructures (ventricles, temporal lobes, hippocampi and EC) were calculated from
the baseline scan, and are shown, corrected for differences in TIV, in Tables 5-4 and
5-5. There were no significant differences in ventricular, left temporal lobe and right
temporal lobe volumes between patients and controls. Both left and right hippocampal
volumes were lower in cases than controls, although only the 18% difference in right
hippocampal volumes achieved statistical significance (p=0.002). EC volumes were
significantly lower in patients than controls (left, p=0.009; right, p=0.04). There was
no evidence o f EC asymmetry (p=0.55) and the difference between disease-associated
reduction in hippocampal and EC volumes was also not statistically significant
(p=0.14). Averaging results from the four hippocampal and EC volumes resulted in an
estimated overall difference o f 16.6% (p=0.03) between patients and controls.
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Table 5-4: Cross-sectional brain measures in cases and controls

Geometric mean volume (95% Cl) in cases as a percentage o f that in controls, at
baseline, after adjustment fo r differences in TIV

Whole brain

98.2 (95.1, 101.5)

Left temporal lobe

101.3 (93.9, 109.2)

Right temporal lobe

98.9 (92.4, 105.9)

Left hippocampus

92.1 (81.4, 104.1)

Right hippocampus

81.9 (70.9, 94.6)

Left entorhinal cortex

76.7(55.0, 107.0)

Right entorhinal cortex

83.7 (71.1,98.6)

MEAN

83.4 (71.8,97.0)

(L & R EC and H ippocam pus)
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Table 5-5: Cross-sectional ventricular measures in cases and controls

Mean

Cl) ventricular volume (ml) in cases and controls, after adjustment fo r

differences in TIV

Ventricles

CASES

C O N TR O LS

13.2 (9.9, 16.4)

14.3 (10.2,18.4)

D IFFER EN C E
-1.1 (-5.9, 3.6)

Longitudinal analysis
Figure 5-2 shows the TIV-adjusted volumes for each subject at baseline and each
follow-up visit. Subject specific volumes are expressed relative to mean baseline level
in cases and controls. In the three subjects with more than two scans, there is little
indication o f non-linearity.
Table 5-6 shows atrophy rates and Table 5-7 ventricular expansion rates for
patients and controls and the differences between them for each brain region. In
controls, there was a small but statistically significant reduction in whole brain
volume. Using both BBSI and TIV-corrected brain volumes, whole brain annual
atrophy rates were 1% greater in patients than in controls; this difference was
statistically significant (p=0.004) for the BBSI-derived atrophy rates, but not for the
TIV-corrected brain volumes (p=0.17). There was a significant increase in the
measure o f ventricular volume increase for both controls (0.44ml per year, p=0.03)
and patients (2.35ml per year, p=0.02). The difference between the rates in cases and
controls was also significant (p<0.05).
For all measured brain regions, atrophy rates were significantly increased in
the patients compared with controls (p<0.05). For both left and right temporal lobe
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volumes, the difference in rates was around 2% per year, whilst for both the left and
right hippocampus it was around 3% per year, with no evidence o f asymmetry in
rates. The largest differences were observed for the EC. The atrophy rate for the right
EC (8.9% per year) was greater than that for the left (4.9% per year) but this
difference did not achieve statistical significance (p=0.1). Combining results from the
left and the right (TIV-adjusted) volumes, EC atrophy rates were statistically
significantly greater than hippocampal rates in the AD cases (5.7% per year greater,
p=0.02). However EC atrophy rates were also statistically significantly greater than
hippocampal rates in controls (1.7% greater, p<0.0001) and comparison o f the excess
rate in cases with that in controls gave a borderline statistically significant result
(p=0.056). Averaging results for the four hippocampal and EC atrophy rates, resulted
in an overall difference o f 5.05% (p=0.002) between cases and controls.
Figure 5-3 illustrates the construction o f the point o f divergence for the
averaged medial temporal lobe measurements. At baseline, measurements in cases
were on average already 16.6% below that in controls with a rate o f decline that was
5.05% greater than that in controls. Making the assumption that atrophy rates were
constant prior to the start o f follow-up this suggests an average point o f divergence
3.5 years prior to the start o f the study, at which time all patients were asymptomatic.
Confidence intervals around this and the points o f divergence for whole brain and the
individual structures are however wide (Table 5-8).
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Figure 5-2: Volume changes in cases and contrais relative to mean baseline levels
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Table 5-6: Rate (95% CI) o f brain volume change in cases and controls (%/yr)

ADDITIONAL
CASES

C O N TR O LS

CHANGE IN CASES

Whole brain (using

-1.23

-0.28

-0.96

baseline + BBSI)

(-1.72,-0.74)

(-0.41,-0.14)

(-1.44, -0.48)

Whole brain (using

-1.08

-0.12

-0.96

TIV correction)

(-2.64, 0.49)

(-0.63, 0.39)

(-2.48, 0.58)

Left Temporal

-2 0 8

-0.13

-1.95

Lobe

(-3.37, -0.78)

(-0.54, 0.27)

(-3.21,-0.68)

Right Temporal

-1.95

0.05

-2.00

Lobe

(-3.10, -0.79)

(-0.27, 0.37)

(-3.13,-0.86)

Left

-2.76

0.45

-3.19

Hippocampus

(-4.66, -0.82)

(-0.26, 1.17)

(-5.05,-1.30)

Right

-3.31

-0.21

-3.11

Hippocampus

(-5.98, -0.57)

(-1.51, 1.12)

(-5.76, -0.38)

Left

-5.97

-1.16

-4.86

EC

(-7.63, -4.24)

(-2.34, 0.03)

(-6.64, -3.05)

Right

-10.73

-1.99

-&92

EC

(-16.21,-4.89)

(-3.10, -0.86)

(-14.44, -3.04)

M EAN

-5.74

-0.73

-5.05

( L & R E C and

(-7.83, -3.62)

(-1.24, -0.22)

(-7.11,-2.95)

H ippocam pus)

Table 5-7: Rate o f ventricular volume change (95%) Cl) in cases and controls (mls/yr)
ADDITIONAL

Ventricles

CASES

C O N TR O LS

CH AN G E IN CASES

235

0.44

1.91

(0.71,4.00)

(0.04, 0.84)

(0.31,3.52)
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Table 5-8: Estim ated points o f divergence (yrs) relative to start offollow up (95% Cl)

-1.83
Whole Brain

(-4.05,2.55)
0.59

Ventricles

(-1.78, 5.87)
0.64

Left Temporal Lobe

(-3.70, 5.88)
-0.54

Right Temporal Lobe

(-4.05, 3.85)
-2.55

Left Hippocampus

(-7.75, 1.60)
-632

Right Hippocampus

(-409.12,-1.48)
-5.32

Left Entorhinal Cortex

(-17.42, 1.19)
-1.90

Right Entorhinal Cortex

(-5.63, -0.15)

M EAN

-3.50

(L & R E C and

(-7.54, -0.66)

Hippocampus)
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Figure 5-3: Construction o f the ‘p oint o f divergence 'for the average o f the fou r medial temporal lohe volumes
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5.3.4

Discussion

These results show that measures o f temporal lobe sub-structures, and atrophy rates
derived from longitudinal scanning, are significantly different in groups o f patients
with very early AD when compared with matched controls.
At the commencement o f the study, both left and right hippocampal and left
and right EC volumes were already smaller in cases than in controls. Combining
results from these four medial temporal lobe regions showed that volumes were
16.6% lower in cases than controls. By contrast, whole brain volumes and ventricular
size were similar between patients and controls. These findings imply that medial
temporal lobe atrophy must be occurring prior to symptom onset, and as such are in
concordance with previous studies (Fox et al, 1996) (see also chapter ten).
Pathological studies suggest that the EC should be expected to show more prominent
volume changes than the hippocampi early in the disease process (Braak and Braak,
1997b), a finding inferred in a recent imaging study (Killiany et al, 2002). These
results were directionally consistent with this hypothesis but the effect was not
statistically significant. The lack o f statistical significance probably reflects a lack o f
power resulting from the small numbers in our study, the relatively large inter-subject
variability and errors inherent in boundary definition, reflected by the wide
confidence intervals. The higher measurement error for EC volume measures (mean
absolute percentage difference o f 5%) compared with that for the hippocampus (3%)
is evidence for the increased difficulty in reliably defining the EC. Differences in
measurement reliability

led Xu

et al to

conclude that despite

theoretical

considerations, there was no practical benefit o f EC over hippocampal measures in
distinguishing patients with MCI, early AD and controls (Xu et al, 2000); such a
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conclusion may be altered if improved image acquisition and analysis make the EC
easier to measure.
This longitudinal study has demonstrated significant decreases in whole brain
volume as measured using both the BBSI and a measure o f increased ventricular
volume in normal controls. These findings are in agreement with the findings in
section 5.2 and are likely to reflect the inevitable mild global atrophy (secondary to
neuronal loss) associated with normal aging, even in this age-group (Pakkenberg and
Gundersen, 1997). However, such changes are clearly different in scale to the
significantly greater atrophy rates seen in AD. Excess global atrophy in AD compared
with controls has been demonstrated in several previous longitudinal imaging studies
(Fox and Freeborough, 1997; Luxenberg et al, 1987). This is confirmed by the
assessment o f younger subjects with familial AD, with excess whole brain atrophy
occurring in the pre-symptomatic AD group at a rate o f around 1% per year.
These results have demonstrated significantly increased rates o f temporal lobe,
hippocampal and EC atrophy in patients compared with controls, indicating that
regional atrophy, particularly affecting medial temporal lobe structures occurs early in
the disease process. Such longitudinal comparisons, by using patients as their own
controls, are less likely to be influenced by inter-individual differences than crosssectional analyses, even if in the latter, corrections are made for TIV. Although not
significantly different, the fact that rates o f atrophy for the EC are considerably higher
than those from the hippocampus or temporal lobe, suggests that EC atrophy rates
might be the most sensitive method o f discriminating early AD from controls.
This study was not designed to assess all candidate regions within the brain.
Whilst it is recognized that medial temporal lobe structures bear the brunt o f the
disease process in early AD, recent imaging studies have highlighted that neocortical
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areas, and in particular the posterior cingulate cortex may also be involved from the
earliest stages o f the disease (Baron et al, 2001; Callen et al, 2001; Killiany et al,
2000) (see also chapters nine and ten). Such regions may be more difficult to delineate
and quantify reliably, and at present medial temporal lobe volumes and atrophy rates
continue to be more widely assessed as potential diagnostic and disease progression
measures in AD.
There is some evidence to suggest that rates o f atrophy accelerate in the
earliest stages o f the disease (Jack et al, 2000). This is the most biologically plausible
model given that there must be a transition from the atrophy rates o f normal aging to
the increased rates described here. If rates o f atrophy increase very gradually, then this
accelerating degenerative process may have begun many years earlier. A minimum
estimate o f the onset o f pathological atrophy may be calculated assuming that the
initial rates o f atrophy had been constant in the period prior to the start o f volume
measurement. Using this model, it was calculated that the mean time from the start o f
medial temporal lobe atrophy to the start o f the study was 3.5 years. The 95%
confidence interval around this estimate is wide and this result must be interpreted
cautiously. O f the patients reported here, two had baseline MMSE scores below 27;
these scores probably represent the presence o f early cognitive impairment. However,
all subjects were thought to be asymptomatic at the start o f follow-up, and would not
have come to medical attention without a family history o f young onset AD. The wide
confidence intervals reported are therefore likely to in part reflect subtle differences in
disease stage, even prior to symptom manifestation.
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5.3.5

Conclusions

This study demonstrates that it is possible to identify the sites o f earliest change, even
prior to symptom onset, using volumetric MRI. These results support previous
findings that both EC and hippocampal atrophy are early features o f AD. From this
study, it is not possible to conclude which o f these measures is most effective at
discriminating AD from normal aging. Improved MR acquisition, with accurate
(ideally automated) segmentation methods may reduce EC measurement error; with
such advances, a combination o f measures, including the EC, may prove to be a
reliable way o f distinguishing patients with AD from controls at the very earliest
stages o f the disease.
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5.4

DOES

ALZHEIMER’S

ASYMMETRY?

EVIDENCE

DISEASE
FROM

AFFECT
A

HIPPOCAMPAL

CROSS-SECTIONAL

AND

LONGITUDINAL VOLUMETRIC MRI STUDY

5.4.1

Introduction

The previous study demonstrated the early involvement o f the entorhinal cortex and
the hippocampus in the Alzheimer’s disease process. AD has even been described as a
‘hippocampal dementia’ (Ball et al, 1985). The hippocampus remains the most widely
used regional measure in volumetric studies o f AD, probably due to the ease o f
delineation in comparison to the EC. Nevertheless, there have been few longitudinal
MRI studies o f hippocampal volumes; these have shown that rates o f hippocampal
atrophy in patients with AD are significantly increased compared with controls (Jack
et al, 1998; Jack et al, 2000; Laakso et al, 2000).
In contrast to focal neurodegenerative conditions such as semantic dementia,
AD is usually considered to involve generalized symmetrical cortical atrophy (see
section 5.5). However, even prior to the onset o f neurodegeneration, the normal
human brain is not entirely symmetrical. Right-greater-than-left asymmetry has been
reported in normal subjects when whole hemisphere (Gur et al, 1991), temporal
(DeCarli et al, 1994; Howard et al, 1995; Jack et al, 1989) or frontal lobes (Howard et
al, 1995; Weinberger et al, 1981) are compared. Several MRI studies have shown the
right hippocampus to be larger than the left in normal subjects (Csemansky et al,
1998; Csemansky et al, 2000; Geroldi et al, 2000; Jack et al, 1989; Laakso et al,
2000; Mervaala et al, 2000; Pmessner et al, 2000; Soininen et al, 1994; Wang et al,
2001), with some estimates o f the magnitude o f this asymmetry up to 8% (Geroldi et
al, 2000) or 10% (Soininen et al, 1994). However, not all studies report significant
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hippocampal asymmetry (Bhatia et al, 1993; Golebiowski et al, 1999; Kaye et al,
1997) and two studies have reported the left hippocampus to be marginally larger than
the right (Ashtari et al, 1999; Cook et al, 1992).
The effect o f AD progression on hippocampal asymmetry is not clear. Whilst
one study suggested that the natural right-greater-than left asymmetry in brain
structures can be reduced or even reversed in AD (Geroldi et al, 2000), another
reported considerable heterogeneity in the degree and direction o f hippocampal
asymmetry in a small number o f patients with early AD (Fox et al, 1996).
Remarkably, two studies have reported a dose dependent reduction in the degree o f
hippocampal asymmetry associated with the APOE e4 allele, with homozygotes
exhibiting reversal o f the normal asymmetry (Geroldi et al, 2000; Soininen et al,
1995), although another study failed to reproduce this finding in a group o f
cognitively normal subjects homozygous for APOE e4 (Reiman et al, 1998). Soininen
et al (Soininen et al, 1994) demonstrated a reduction in the degree o f hippocampal
asymmetry in subjects with age-associated memory impairment. If hippocampal
asymmetry does alter in early AD, the implication is that asymmetric atrophy must be
occurring at some stage o f the disease.
In addition to being o f possible diagnostic value, measures o f hippocampal
volume and atrophy are likely to be used increasingly as surrogate markers o f disease
progression in trials o f novel disease-modifying therapies in AD. This study aimed to
establish whether there is true asymmetry in hippocampal volumes or atrophy rates in
both patients and controls. In turn, this could determine whether such measures
(which are operator-intensive) could be confined to one hippocampus, or whether
measures o f both are required. The technique o f mirror-image volumetry is used, in
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which the investigator is blinded to the right-left orientation o f the scans, thereby
preventing laterality bias.

5.4.2

Methods

Subjects
Fifty-seven controls and 21 patients with AD were included in this study. All subjects
underwent clinical assessment including the MMSE, as well as two serial volumetric
MRI assessments. All patients in the AD group fulfilled standard NINCDS-ADRDA
criteria for the diagnosis o f probable AD, as outlined in appendix one. The AD group
comprised 15 FAD and six SAD cases. Subject demographics are shown below.

Table 5-9: Subject demographics fo r cases and controls
Mean (dSD)

AGE

BASELINE

SCAN

(YEARS)

MMSE

INTERVAL

(MAX = 30)

(DAYS)

Controls

58.1

29.4

514

(30M, 27F)

(± 15.2)

(±0.8)

(± 266)

54.1

19.4

505

(± 10.4)

(± 5.5)

(± 377)

AD
(lOM, IIF )
(6 SAD, 15 FAD)
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Imaging
T1-weighted images were acquired using the standard imaging protocol
described in appendix three. Measures o f TIV and left and right hippocampi
were performed using the methods outlined in appendix four. The technique
described in section 5.2 was used to ensure segmentation was performed blind
to laterality o f the hippocampus, as well as to whether the scans were baseline
or repeat images.

Statistical analysis
Data

were

analysed

using

STATA.

Hippocampal

measurements

were

standardized to the group mean TIV, as described in section 5.2, to account for
differences in head size.
A measure o f intra-subject percentage differences in hippocampal size,
the asymmetry volume index (AVI) was calculated using the log o f the ratio o f
the right to left hippocampus. Annualised rates o f atrophy were calculated
assuming a constant proportionate rate o f brain loss.
Student’s two-tailed t test was used to investigate whether there was
significant asymmetry in either the hippocampal volumes, or the rates o f atrophy in
the two groups, as well as determining significant differences between the disease and
control groups. An F test was used to compare variances between the two groups.
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5.4.3

Results

C ross-sectional volum es

Cross-sectional hippocampal volumes, corrected for TIV, are shown in Table 5-10.
Hippocampal volumes were significantly smaller in patients with AD compared with
controls for the left and right hippocampi at both baseline and repeat assessments
(p<0.0001). Using the geometric mean o f the measurements at the two assessments,
volume reduction o f the AD group compared with the controls was 18% (95%CI: 15
to 22%) for the left and 17% (12 to 23%) for the right hippocampus.
Table 5-10 and Figure 5-4 show the hippocampal asymmetry volume index for
patients and controls. In controls there was no evidence that the degree o f right-left
asymmetry differed between assessments (p=0.28). Using the geometric mean o f the
measurements at each assessment the right hippocampus was larger than the left by
1.7% (-0.1 to 3.5%), a difference which approached statistical significance (p=0.07).
In the AD cases there was some suggestion that the degree o f asymmetry was greater
at baseline than at follow-up, but this did not achieve statistical significance
(p=0.055). Using the geometric mean o f the measurements at each assessment the
right hippocampus was larger than the left by a non-statistically significant 2.1% (-2.5
to 6.9%) (p=0.36); this was very similar to the 1.7% seen in controls. There was no
significant difference in the AVI between patients and controls at baseline or repeat
assessment (p>0.5). However, there was a statistically significant difference in the
variance o f the mean AVI between AD and control subject groups (p=0.03).
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Table 5-10: Mean (95% CI) hippocampal volumes, asymmetry volume index (AVI) and rates o f atrophy in controls and subjects with AD

Controls

Baseline

Repeat

AD

Baseline

Repeat

RIGHT

LEFT

AVI

(mm^)

(mm^)

(% )

2771

2723

1.86

(2696,2845)

(2641,2805)

(-0.03, 3.78)

2723

2688

1.47

(2650, 2797)

(2604, 2772)

(-0.25, 3.22)

2368

2272

3J8

(2151,2584)

(2099,2444)

(-1.41,8.81)

2193

2156

0.60

(1973,2413)

(2000, 2312)

(-4.03, 5.47)

A TR O PH Y (% /Y R)

R IG H T

L E FT

1.4

1.0

(0.8, 1.9)

(0.4, 1.6)

6.4

4.5

(4.5, 8.2)

(2.7, 6.3)
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Figure 5-4: Asymmetry volume index fo r controls and subjects with AD at baseline (B) and follow -up assessment (R)
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Rates o f atrophy

Rates o f hippocampal atrophy are shown in Table 5-10. Rates o f atrophy were
significantly greater than zero for both the left and right hippocampi in both subject
groups (p<0.001). Both left and right hippocampi showed significantly higher rates o f
atrophy in patients compared with controls (p<0.001); the combined rate o f
hippocampal atrophy was 5.4% (4.2 to 6.6%) in the AD subjects and 1.2% (0.7 to
1.6%) in the controls. There was no significant difference between rates o f atrophy in
the right and left hippocampus in either the controls (p=0.31) or the AD subjects
(p=0.17).
There was no evidence for a consistent reversal o f right-left asymmetry. O f 12
subjects showing reversal o f R/L or L/R hippocampal volume asymmetry, seven were
controls, and five were patients. O f the five patients, two changed from R > L, and
three from L > R.

5.4.4

Discussion

Using mirror-image volumetry, a technique that should remove any potential laterality
bias, this study has demonstrated a trend towards right-greater-than-left hippocampal
volume asymmetry in healthy controls, which concurs with previous studies (Howard
et al, 1995; Jack et al, 1989). There was an average R>L asymmetry o f approximately
2% in normal controls, which is somewhat lower than previous studies (Geroldi et al,
2000; Soininen et al, 1994). One possible cause o f this discrepancy might be the
different segmentation methodologies employed by different research groups
(Pruessner et al, 2000). In particular, there may be variations in the boundaries chosen
for delineation o f the hippocampus. The majority o f studies use manual volumetry,
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and for a right (or left) handed investigator, there may be an inherent bias associated
with whether a structure is outlined on the right or left hand side o f the presented
image. There may also be differences in the composition o f groups selected for such
studies.

O f two studies assessing elderly cohorts, one reported no significant

hippocampal asymmetry (Kaye et al, 1997), whilst another found a minor L>R
asymmetry (Ashtari et al, 1999), raising the possibility that hippocampal asymmetry
may be affected by age.
The finding o f hippocampal volume reductions in individuals with AD
compared with controls is consistent with previous reports (Jack et al, 1997; Jack et
al, 1998; Jack et al, 2000; Laakso et al, 1995). The finding o f increased variability in
hippocampal volumes in patients with AD might reflect the fact that this sample
consisted o f patients with a range o f disease severities. The longitudinal results show
that hippocampal atrophy was greater in patients than controls, in keeping with the
relatively small number o f previous longitudinal studies (Jack et al, 1998; Jack et al,
2000; Laakso et al, 2000), although the combined hippocampal atrophy rate o f 5.4%
per annum in patients with AD is somewhat higher than those described in other
studies (4.0% (Jack et al, 1998) and 3.5% (Jack et al, 2000)). The majority o f these
patients had familial rather than sporadic AD, providing a homogeneous group with a
relatively certain diagnosis. These subjects were also younger than the subjects
included in some other studies. It is possible that both o f these factors may
independently affect rates o f hippocampal atrophy.
Several cross-sectional studies have suggested that alterations in right-greaterthan-left asymmetry in hippocampal volume may be associated with age associated
memory impairment (Soininen et al, 1994), the possession o f the APOE e4 allele
(Geroldi et al, 2000; Soininen et al, 1995), or the process o f AD (Geroldi et al, 2000),
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and that such changes reflect altering rates o f lefl/right hippocampal atrophy as the
disease progresses. However, in a large longitudinal series (28 subjects with AD),
Jack et al concluded that annual rates o f volume change for the left and right
hippocampus did not differ (Jack et al, 1998). Other studies have suggested that
Alzheimer’s disease may be associated with preferential atrophy o f the left
hemisphere (Thompson et al, 1998; Thompson et al, 2001a). Metabolic deficits have
also been shown to be higher on the left than the right in individuals with increased
genetic risk o f developing AD (Small et al, 2000). This study found non-significant
right>left asymmetry in the subjects with AD at both time points. Although rates o f
atrophy were higher in the right hippocampus, this result was non-significant. In
addition, there was no evidence for a consistent reversal o f normal right-left
asymmetry in AD subjects over this interval.
Whilst these findings might suggest a disease-related reduction in asymmetry,
it may simply be that the increased hippocampal atrophy occurring during the
progression o f AD results in a greater variability in hippocampal volumes and in MRI
measures o f those volumes. Certainly this study showed that there was significantly
greater variability in hippocampal asymmetry in the AD subjects when compared with
the control group. This is supported by the finding o f increased cortical gyral
variability in subjects with AD compared with controls (Thompson et al, 1998).
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5.4.5

Conclusions

This study uses mirror-image volumetry, a technique which reduces potential
laterality bias, to demonstrate a non-significant right>left asymmetry in hippocampal
volumes in healthy subjects. Alzheimer’s disease is associated with both a reduction
in hippocampal volumes and increased variability in these volumes. Despite slightly
higher rates o f atrophy in the right hippocampus, there was no evidence to support the
contention that there is a consistent reversal o f hippocampal asymmetry in AD. This
finding would suggest that alterations in the normal right-left asymmetry o f the
hippocampus are not a reliable indicator o f disease progression in AD.
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5.5

PATTERNS

OF

TEMPORAL

LOBE

ATROPHY

IN

ALZHEIMER’S

DISEASE AND SEMANTIC DEMENTIA

5.5.1

Introduction

The studies outlined above concur with a large body o f published work, which have
demonstrated some utility o f volumetric measures in the early diagnosis o f AD, and in
tracking disease progression. However, global and temporal lobe volume reductions
are not specific to AD, having also been observed in other dementias (Frisoni et al,
1999; Gabon et al, 2001b; Mann et al, 1993; Perry and Hodges, 2000).
There have been relatively few studies investigating cerebral atrophy in SD,
most o f which are based primarily on visual MRI assessment involving small numbers
o f subjects. In contrast to the typical pattern seen in AD (generalised, diffuse,
symmetrical atrophy o f much o f the brain), these studies have reported SD to be
associated with focal temporal lobe atrophy that was usually bilateral and often
asymmetrical, with greater left-sided atrophy, although in a few instances the atrophy
was noted to be apparently unilateral (Gabon et al, 2001b; Gabon et al, 2001a;
Mummery et al, 1999; Mummery et al, 2000; Tyrell et al, 1990).
This study aims to examine the differences in patterns o f regional atrophy seen
in SD and AD patients, and to compare both o f these with a normal control group. In
addition, it examines detailed neuropsychological data from these two disease groups
with the aim o f investigating correlations between regional atrophy and cognitive
deficits.
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5.5.2

Methods

Subjects
The two patient groups consisted o f ten patients with probable AD and ten patients
with SD. AD patients and FTLD patients were identified on the basis o f the clinical
criteria described in appendix one. The SD patients were selected from the group o f
FTLD patients on the basis o f neuropsychological findings. All had histories o f
progressive cognitive decline and were chosen such that the groups were
approximately matched in terms o f full scale IQ.
A control group o f ten subjects consisted o f age-matched individuals with
normal cognitive function and no history o f neurological disorder.

Subject

demographics are shown below.

Table 5-11: Subject demographics fo r controls, AD and SD subjects
Mean (±SD)

AGE

HANDEDNESS

MMSE SCORE

(YEARS)

R/L

(MAX 30)

59.7 (±6.3)

9/1

29.8 (±0.4)

63.5 (±5.7)

9/1

21.2 (±5.0)

60.1 (±7.6)

9/1

21.8 (±4.9)

Controls
(5 M ,5 F )
AD
(6 M ,4 F )
SD
(6 M ,4 F )
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N europsychological assessm ents

Neuropsychological assessments were performed around the time o f the MRI scans.
The tests administered were the shortened W echsler Adult Intelligence Scale Revised
(WAIS-R) (Wechsler, 1981), the Incomplete Letters (IL) visuoperceptual subtest o f
the Visual Object & Space Perception Battery (Warrington and James, 1991), the
National Adult Reading Test (NART) (Nelson, 1982), the Graded Difficulty Spelling
test (GDS) (Baxter and Warrington, 1994), the Graded Difficulty Naming Test (GNT)
(McKenna and Warrington, 1983), the Oldfield picture naming test (Old) (Oldfield
and Wingfield, 1965), the Recognition Memory Tests (RMT) (Warrington, 1984) and
the Short Recognition Memory Test (Warrington, 1996).

Imaging
T1-weighted images were acquired using the standard protocol outlined in appendix
three. The techniques for measuring individual temporal lobe structures are as
described in appendix four (see Figure 5-5). Left and right structures were measured
separately. All scans were presented twice each, once conventionally and once flipped
across the mid-sagittal plane. Measurements were performed blind to the subject’s
diagnosis and structure laterality.
All measurements were normalised to TIV which was measured according to
the protocol described in appendix four. All volumes are therefore expressed as
fractions o f the TIV.
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Figure 5-5: Coronal section through the brain o f a control subject at the level o f the
amygdalohippocampal junction.
The left temporal lobe (inset, magnified) is used to highlight the segmentation o f
individual structures. Note that the parahippocampal gyrus segmentation is inclusive
o f the entorhinal cortex.

■ A m y g d a la
□ H ip p o c a m p u s
PNG
Fusiform gyrus
MiTG
STG
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Statistical analysis
SPSS was used for statistical calculations. Analysis o f variance (ANOVA) between
the three subject groups was performed for each measured structural variable. In
addition, Tukey posthoc analysis was employed to determine the significance o f mean
differences between group pairs.

5.5.3

Results

Neuropsychological assessments
Table 5-12 summarises the neuropsychological test results o f the SD and AD groups
in terms o f mean correct scores, except in the case o f the RMT. For these tests,
percentile scores were converted to grades, in order to facilitate comparisons between
groups. A score below the

percentile (grade 2) was considered to indicate

significant impairment. The two patient groups obtained comparable full scale IQ
scores, although AD and SD patients had higher verbal and performance IQ scores
respectively. Visuoperceptual skills were generally weak in the AD patients and
preserved in the SD patients. AD patients had significantly higher scores on the
NART than the SD group, reflecting the higher incidence o f surface dyslexia in SD
(Patterson and Hodges, 1992). Similarly, SD patients performed significantly worse
on the graded difficulty spelling test, in keeping with the higher incidence o f surface
dysgraphia. Auditory short term memory was assessed by the forward digit span and
was well preserved in both patient groups.
All SD patients had severe word finding difficulties. All scored very poorly on
the GNT and the Oldfield picture naming test. By contrast, the majority o f the AD
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patients had relatively spared nominal skills. All SD patients also presented with very
severe deficits o f word comprehension.
The RMT scores revealed marked differences between the two patient groups.
All AD patients had recognition memory deficits, with global (verbal and visual)
impairment in six out o f ten patients, and impairment was generally severe, with
scores predominantly between the D* and 5^^ percentiles o f performance (grades 1-2)
on both verbal and visual subtests. In contrast, only three o f the SD patients revealed
deficits on both subtests, with five impaired only on the verbal subtest. The SD
patients were less severely impaired than the AD patients, with test scores
predominantly at the 5^^ percentile (grade 2) for the RMT words subtest and above the
5^^ percentile for the RMT faces subtest.
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Table 5-12: Mean (±SD) neuropsychological test scores

S E M A N T IC D E M E N T IA

AD

81.6

90

(±11.5)

(±12.7)

98.1

83.4

(±10.1)

(±14.8)

89.8

86.4

(±7.9)

(±12.8)

19.6

17.4

(±0.5)

(±2.9)

18.1

31.1

(±14.9)

(±14.3)

8.0

17.3

(±7.6)

(±11.9)

0

19.5

(±0)

(±8.9)

5.0

19.0

(±4.0)

(±0.0)

6.4

5.7

(±1.4)

(±0.5)

1.9

1.4

(±0.6)

(±0.5)

2.9

2.0

(±1.3)

(±0.8)

VIQ

PIQ

FSIQ
IL
NART

GDS
GNT
Old

Dspan fw d
RM W*
RMF*

* Mean recognition scores presented as grades
VIQ = verbal IQ; PIQ = performance IQ; FSIQ = full scale IQ; IL = incomplete letters; NART =
National Adult Reading Test; GDS = Graded Difficulty Spelling; GNT = Graded Naming Test; Old =
Oldfield picture naming test; Dspan fwd = digit span forward; RMW = recognition memory for words;
RMF = recognition memory for faces.
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Im aging
Visual inspection o f MR images revealed significant atrophy o f medial temporal lobe
structures in the AD and SD cases, compared with controls (Figure 5-6). This atrophy
was noticeably asymmetrical in the SD subjects.
ANOVA calculations (summarised in Table 5-13) showed that there were
significant differences in the volumes o f the structural variables across the three
groups. Posthoc analysis revealed that, for all structures measured, there was a
significant difference between the SD and control groups. There was no significant
difference in either o f the two global measures between the SD and AD groups. With
regard to the disease groups, the SD group had lower or similar measurements for all
temporal lobe substructures on both the left and the right, relative to the AD group.
There was a statistically significant difference in both right and left whole temporal
lobe volumes. All left-sided temporal lobe structures were significantly different, in
contrast with the right-sided measures, o f which only the lower amygdala and STG
volumes in the SD group reached statistical significance.
In order to estimate the degree o f atrophy o f individual structures in SD and
AD, the mean volumes for each structure were compared with the control mean
volumes. The left EC was by far the most severely atrophied structure in SD (21% o f
control volume), with the left amygdala reduced to 40% o f control volume and the left
MITG and fusiform gyrus both reduced by approximately 50%. There was a marked
asymmetry in the distribution o f atrophy in the temporal lobe, with greater left-sided
atrophy noted for all structures. By comparison, AD was associated with symmetrical
atrophy o f the EC, the amygdala and the hippocampus, with the former being most
severely atrophied.
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Figure 5-6: Coronal M RI showing the temporal lobes o f three subjects
(top to bottom: control, AD, SD)
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Table 5-13: Volumetric results showing mean (SD) expressed as a percentage o f TIV

Control

SD

AD

1427400

1368200

1410600

(182600)

(148200)

(182200)

83.7

77.8

77.9

(4.1)

(4.5)

(3.2)

1.32

2.64

3.04

(0.59)

(0.90)

(1.69)

0.121

0.050

0.096

(0.013)

(0.011)

(0.016)

0.132

0.076

0.105

(0.017)

(0.013)

(0.017)

0.19

0.12

0.15

(0.02)

(0.03)

(0.02)

0.24

0.20

0.20

(0.03)

(0.03)

(0.04)

0.024

0.005

0.017

(0.005)

(0.003)

(0.004)

0.025

0.010

0.015

(0.007)

(0.005)

(0.006)

L temporal

4.90

2.67

4.39

lobe

(0.31)

(0.61)

(0.57)

R temporal

5.03

3.76

4.53

lobe

(0.22)

(0.63)

(0.53)

LP H G

0.21

0.13

0.19

(0.05)

(0.04)

(0.05)

0.25

0.18

0.18

(0.04)

(0.03)

(0.04)

L fusiform

0.29

0.14

0.34

gyrus

(0.06)

(0.04)

(0.11)

R fusiform

0.38

0.27

0.36

gyrus

(0.09)

(0.10)

(0.08)

TlV(mm')

Whole brain

Ventricles

L amygdala

R amygdala

L hippocampus

R hippocampus

LEG

REG

R PH G

ANOVA

% SD

% AD

/CON

/CON

0.003’^^^

93.0

93.1

0.007'*^^

203.0

23.0.3

< 0.001

41.3

79.3

< 0 .0 0 l’^^^^^

57.6

79.5

< 0.001

63.2

78.9

0.020’*^*

83.3

83.3

<0.00l'*^^^^

20.8

70.8

<0.001’*^^

40.0

60.0

<0.001’^^*

55.3

89.6

<0.001’^^^

76.1

90.1

0.001'^^*

62.2

91.2

< 0.001

76.5

88.2

< 0 .0 0 l’^^^

51.7

117.2

0.020’*

71.1

94.7

0.62
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1.78

0.82

1.53

(0.12)

(0.25)

(0.32)

1.77

1.30

1.51

(0.12)

(0.30)

(0.20)

1.41

0.90

1.34

(0.15)

(0.22)

(0.16)

1.53

1.22

1.50

(0.16)

(0.19)

(0.18)

LM ITG

R M ITG

LSTG

R ST G

%

S D /C O N

=

< 0.001

46.6

86.0

<o.ooT^^*

74.6

85.3

<0.001'*^*

64.5

95.0

0.001’^^^

81.0

98.0

mean SD volume as fraction o f mean con trol volume; % A D /C O N

=

mean A D volum e as

fraction o f mean con trol volume.

The volumes for selected structures are plotted in Figure 5-7. There was no significant
difference between the groups in total brain volume and the AD and SD groups were
associated with a similar degree o f ventricular enlargement. The asymmetrical atrophy
o f temporal lobe structures in SD is shown, in contrast to the symmetrical atrophy
observed in AD. These graphs also highlight the hippocampal damage and the severe
atrophy o f the amygdala and EC in SD, as well as the lesser degree o f atrophy o f all
medial temporal structures in AD, with relative preservation o f other temporal gyri
including the MITG.
The distribution o f atrophy along the antero-posterior (AP) length o f the
temporal lobes in SD and AD was assessed by plotting the cross-sectional areas along
the lengths o f both temporal lobes. In order to minimise inter-individual differences in
temporal lobe orientation, the brains were re-registered onto a brain template in
standard stereotactic space (Mazziotta et al, 1995) and cross-sectional areas in the
coronal plane were measured along the entire AP length o f the temporal lobes (Figure
5-8).
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Figure 5-7: Volumes o f brain structures fo r controls, AD and SD subjects
All volumes are expressed as percentages o f TIV
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Figure 5-8: Mean cross-sectional areas through the rostrocaudal extents o f the temporal lobes and selected structures
All areas (mm^) are corrected for TIV
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The SD group was associated with an AP gradient o f atrophy across the whole
temporal lobe, with much greater atrophy in the anterior temporal lobes. This gradient
was more prominent in the more severely affected left temporal lobe but was also
discernible on the right side. By contrast, the AD group was associated with a
relatively even distribution o f atrophy along the entire AP extent o f both temporal
lobes.
Individual temporal lobe structures were also analysed. In SD patients, the AP
atrophy gradient in the hippocampus and MITG was similar to that observed in the
whole temporal lobe. Atrophy was more marked anteriorly, with relative posterior
preservation. The less affected right hippocampus and MITG also displayed atrophy
that was predominantly anterior. By comparison, there was little evidence o f an AP
gradient o f atrophy in the AD group: instead, the distribution o f atrophy was uniform
along the AP extent o f both hippocampi and MITG.

5.5.4

Discussion

This study demonstrates a clear difference in the pattern o f regional atrophy between
the SD and AD groups, despite similar amounts o f global atrophy; both disease
groups had total brain volumes that were 6% smaller than the control group, after
adjusting for TIV.
The finding o f reduced temporal lobe volumes in AD compared with controls
is consistent with section 5.3 and other published data (de Leon et al, 1993; Jack et al,
1992; Jack et al, 1997; Jobst et al, 1992b). Temporal lobe atrophy was most severe for
the EC, hippocampus and amygdala, with volume reductions o f 20-30%, in keeping
with those observed in previous studies o f patients with mild to moderate AD (Jack et
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al, 1992; Kesslak et al, 1991; Killiany et al, 1993; Lehericy et al, 1994; Seab et al,
1988). The demonstration that the EC is more severely atrophied than the
hippocampus in AD parallels the findings o f Juottonen and colleagues (Juottonen et
al, 1999), and are also in keeping with their observation that the EC measurements
had slightly poorer reproducibility and greater variance than the hippocampal
measurements. Killiany et al (Killiany et al, 2002) found that EC measurements were
more effective than hippocampal at discriminating individuals destined to develop
dementia. Different opinions exist as to the relative utility o f EC volumetric
measurements in very early AD (Killiany et al, 2000; Xu et al, 2000) (see section
5.3), but in this study o f moderately affected AD and SD patients, hippocampal and
EC measurements were found to be o f similar diagnostic utility.
The AD group showed an even distribution o f atrophy along the AP extent o f
the whole temporal lobe as well as individual temporal lobe structures. As expected,
all AD patients showed impairment o f recognition memory, with global deficits and
severe impairment in the majority o f cases. This was associated with bilateral atrophy
o f the hippocampus and EC, in accordance with the postulated roles o f these regions
in episodic memory (Squire and Zola-Morgan, 1991).
The SD group likewise showed significant reductions in temporal lobe
volumes, in agreement with other published data (Frisoni et al, 1999; Gallon et al,
2001a; Gallon et al, 2001b). However, one voxel-based morphometric study
(Mummery et al, 2000) did not find significant atrophy o f the hippocampus or EC in
SD. This may reflect the lack o f resolution o f the voxel-based morphometry technique
used in their study. Methodological issues associated with the use o f VBM are
discussed in chapters seven to nine.
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In contrast to the AD group, the SD patients showed preferential left-sided
temporal lobe atrophy, with the left EC, amygdala, MITG and fusiform gyrus being
the most severely affected structures. SD was also associated with a gradient o f
atrophy along the AP axis, with progressively more atrophy towards the anterior end
o f the temporal lobe. Although this gradient was more prominent in the more severely
affected left temporal lobe, it was also detectable on the right side. Further analysis o f
individual structures such as the hippocampus and the MITG revealed the existence o f
similar AP atrophy gradients, and these AP gradients were also more marked on the
left side. This pattern o f focal anterior temporal lobe atrophy is entirely consistent
with previous data (Galton et al, 2001b).
A number o f anterior temporal lobe regions were found to be particularly
atrophied in SD. Hence, in terms o f identifying the source o f the relatively greater
disruption o f semantic memory in SD, two main possibilities might be considered.
The first is that semantic memory is subserved by a network o f anterior temporal
regions, disruption o f which causes semantic memory impairment. The second
possibility is that there exists within the anterior temporal lobe individual region(s)
that are critical to semantic memory function, and that damage to these region(s) gives
rise to impairment.
The most severely damaged temporal lobe regions in the SD group were the
left amygdala, EC, anterior fusiform gyrus and anterior MITG. The functions o f the
amygdala (Morris et al, 1998), EC (Squire and Zola-Morgan, 1991) and fusiform
gyrus (Meadows, 1974) have been widely investigated and are not believed to be
associated directly with semantic memory. The left MITG was atrophied (>3 S.D.
below the control mean) in every SD patient. Consequently, it is tempting to speculate
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that the left anterior MITG may play a key role in semantic dementia, either in terms
o f individual function or as a key part o f a functional network.
In the SD group the predominantly left-sided temporal lobe atrophy was
associated with a greater impairment o f verbal (relative to visual) recognition
memory, in keeping with the view that verbal and visual memory are subserved by
left- and right-sided temporal lobe structures respectively (Frisk and Milner, 1990;
Smith and Milner, 1981). Despite the severe atrophy o f the left EC and the left
anterior hippocampus in all SD patients, the SD patients were not found to have a
greater impairment o f verbal recognition memory than the AD patients. This raises the
interesting possibility that the relative sparing o f recognition memory in early SD
cases (Graham et al, 2000) may be due to the relative preservation o f the posterior
hippocampus. This possibility is supported by the observation that the SD group had
relatively preserved visual recognition memory with a mean test score above the
defective range, despite the fact that the right anterior hippocampus in the SD group
was as atrophied as in the AD group.

5.5.5

Conclusions

Semantic dementia and Alzheimer’s disease are associated with very different
patterns o f temporal lobe atrophy. In SD, temporal lobe atrophy is primarily anterior
in location and is asymmetrical, with greater left-sided involvement. The atrophy in
AD is symmetrical and principally affects the medial temporal lobe structures. These
characteristic patterns o f atrophy apparent on MR imaging may provide important
supporting information in addition to the clinical picture to aid in the differential
diagnosis o f Alzheimer’s disease.
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5.6

RATES OF GLOBAL AND REGIONAL RATES OF ATROPHY IN
ALZHEIM ER’S DISEASE AND FRONTO-TEMPORAL DEMENTIA

5.6.1

Introduction

Section 5.5 established the different patterns o f temporal lobe atrophy seen in SD and
AD groups on the basis o f cross-sectional data. This study used small numbers o f
subjects and only examined one syndromic variant o f FTLD, that o f semantic
dementia. Although there may be overlap in some o f the clinical features shown by
the FTLD subgroups, they often exhibit markedly different cognitive profiles.
Volumetric analysis o f these FTLD subtypes could potentially help in our
understanding o f the structure/function relationship in these cases. In addition, it
could provide useful information for the differential diagnosis o f both AD and the
different FTLD syndromes.
To date, there is little information on longitudinal rates o f atrophy in subjects
with FTLD. Regional rates o f atrophy may provide better group discrimination than
cross-sectional analysis (Du et al, 2003), which has reduced sensitivity due to the
large normal inter-individual variation in cerebral morphology. However, calculating
rates o f atrophy based on manual segmentation is extremely time-consuming and
error-prone. The use o f more automated techniques provides the opportunity to study
larger numbers o f subjects without significantly increasing operator time. Methods for
automatically segmenting brain sub-structures such as the hippocampus are still in the
earliest stages (see chapters three and six), and need to be fully validated against the
“gold” standard o f volumetric segmentation.
The BBSI is an automated technique for calculating rates o f atrophy over the
whole brain. However, as shown in section 5.5, whole brain atrophy rates are similar
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in SD and AD patients, and consequently do not improve the differential diagnosis. It
is possible that gross differences in the patterns o f regional atrophy in FTLD and AD
could be detected by calculating the BBSI within different brain segments.
The objective o f this study was to investigate BBSI-based global and regional
rates o f brain atrophy in subjects with AD and FTLD. The brain was divided
approximately into anterior and posterior, left and right quadrants in order to
determine the different patterns o f atrophy seen in the two disease groups, as well as
the different FTLD subtypes.

5.6.2

Methods

Subjects
Fifty-four patients with probable AD and 30 patients with FTLD, diagnosed according
to established criteria (see appendix one) were included in this study. The FTLD
patients were subdivided into frontal variant with a frontal behavioural presentation (n
= 17) and temporal variant with a language dysfunction presentation (n = 12) FTLD
cases on the basis o f neuropsychological findings. The other patient had a diagnosis o f
PPA. Although PPA is typically associated with left perisylvian atrophy (Snowden et
al, 1996), it is considered here as a temporal variant o f FTLD in accordance with a
previous study (Edwards-Lee et al, 1997). Twenty-seven age and sex matched control
subjects were included in the study. Subject demographics are shown in Table 5-14.
There was no difference between the AD and FTLD patient groups in terms o f
MMSE score (p=0.11), with the mean (SD) score being 19.6 (5.2) and 21.9 (6.0)
respectively. There was a wide range o f disease severities in both patient groups, as
indicated by the range o f scores on the MMSE (AD: range 11-29; FTLD: range 6-28).
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Table 5-14: Subject demographics fo r controls, AD and FTLD subjects
Mean (SD)

AGE
(YEARS)

SCAN

MMSE

RATES OF BRAIN

INTERVAL

SCORE

ATROPHY

(MONTHS)

(MAX 30)

(%/YEAR)

Controls

59.6

12.7

29.4

0.47

(n=27)

(11.7)

(6.2)

(0.8)

(0.40)

AD

61.3

11.1

19.6*

2.37*

(11.2)

(5 J )

(5.2)

(1.03)

59.3

15.8

21.9*

3.15*

(5.8)

(la c o

(6.0)

(2.08)

(n=54)
FTLD
(n=30)

* Significant difference from controls (p<0.0001)
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Imaging
Each subject underwent serial T1-weighted volumetric MR scans, which were
acquired using the standard parameters described in appendix three.
Whole brain and ventricular volumes were measured using the protocols
described in appendix four. Rates o f whole brain atrophy were calculated using the
BBSI (Freeborough and Fox, 1997). All rates o f atrophy are expressed in terms o f
percentage change in brain volume per year. Thirty two subjects (14 control, 11 AD,
seven FTLD) had three or more scans: in each o f these cases the rate o f atrophy was
calculated for each consecutive registered scan pair and the average o f these values
was taken as the overall rate o f atrophy.
Regional brain analysis was performed using a standard anatomical space
defined by the MNI template (Mazziotta et al, 1995). This template was split into four
sub-volumes. An initial left-right split was made by dividing the whole volume along
a line coincident with the inter-hemispheric fissure. These volumes were each divided
midway along the antero-posterior axis to define Left Anterior (LA), Left Posterior
(LP), Right Anterior (RA) and Right Posterior (RP) quadrants (see Figure 5-9).
The quadrant regions were transformed onto the baseline scan o f each subject
using a six degrees o f freedom registration. A Gaussian smoothing function was
applied to the template registration step to minimise differences between scans.
Quadrant placement was subject to visual inspection to ensure accurate regional
analysis.
BBSI computation was limited to the volume o f interest resulting in four
regional quadrantic BBSI measures o f change, i.e. BBSI la, BBSI lp, BBSI ra, BBSIrp.
These were normalised by the volume o f brain enclosed by the relevant quadrant on
the baseline scan and converted to annual regional rates o f atrophy. Similarly, left and
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right annual rates o f loss were calculated by normalising to total left and total right
hemisphere volume and anterior and posterior rates were normalised to total anterior
or total posterior volume.

Statistical analysis
Data were analysed using STATA. Unpaired two-tailed t tests were used to compare
rates o f atrophy between groups. For the quadrant analysis a Bonferroni correction
was performed to compensate for the multiple comparisons made for each patient
group. The level o f significance was set at p<0.01, corrected for multiple
comparisons.

5.6.3

Results

W hole brain analysis
For validation, the total change reported by the quadrant-masked BBSI was compared
with the standard, whole-brain BBSI and found to be in close agreement. Accuracy o f
quadrant BBSI segmentation was also tested by checking the concordance between
the volume o f the summed baseline quadrant volumes and that o f the whole brain. In
all patients 100% concordance was achieved.
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Figure 5-9: Quadrantic segmentation o f a whole brain volume
The images represent two axial sections from the same scan o f a patient with AD
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Rates o f global brain atrophy are shown in Table 5-14 and Figure 5-10. There
was a significant difference in the rates o f brain atrophy between the control group
(0.47 ± 0.40) and the subjects with AD (2.37 ± 1.03: p<0.0001) and FTLD (3.15 ±
2.08: p<0.0001); the AD and FTLD did not differ from each other (p = 0.16). There
was no significant effect o f gender on the rates o f atrophy in any group (p>0.4), and
no significant effect o f age on atrophy rates in the controls (p=0.12) or the FTLD
group (p=0.58). However, the AD group showed a borderline significant age effect on
the rate o f global atrophy (p=0.052).
Separate analyses revealed that there was a difference in the rate o f atrophy
between the two FTLD subgroups. This is illustrated in Figure 5-11. Whereas the
frontal variant FTLD patients (mean rate 3.7%; SD 2.5%) exhibited a wide range o f
atrophy rates (0.3 - 8.0%), the temporal FTLD patients were more homogeneous, and
in terms o f the mean rate o f atrophy (2.5%; SD 1.0%) as well as the range o f atrophy
rates (0.9 - 4.0%) the temporal FTLD patients were more similar to the AD patients
(mean 2.4%; SD 1.0%; range 0.5 - 4.7%) than the frontal FTLD patients.
The value o f the measurement o f the rate o f whole brain atrophy as a variable
to discriminate between controls and patients was determined by sensitivity and
specificity calculations. For a specificity o f 85%, measurement o f the rate o f atrophy
was found to discriminate between controls and all patients with dementia with a
sensitivity o f 96%; 94% o f subjects were correctly classified. The Receiver Operator
Characteristics (ROC) curves for both disease groups are shown in Figure 5-12. For
the AD group, discrimination from controls was achieved with a specificity o f 89%
and a sensitivity o f 94%, with 93% o f subjects correctly classified. For the FTLD
group, discrimination from controls was obtained with a specificity o f 89% and a
sensitivity o f 83%, with correct classification in 86% o f subjects.
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Figure 5-10: Rates o f global cerebral atrophy in controls and disease groups
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Figure 5-12: Receiver operator characteristics curves fo r rates o f atrophy
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R egional analysis

Regional atrophy rates are reported in Table 5-15. Significance levels shown are
p<0.01, corrected for multiple comparisons. The rates o f atrophy in all quadrants were
significantly higher in each patient group compared with the control population.
Neither the control group, nor the subjects with AD, showed significant leftright or antero-posterior asymmetry in rates o f atrophy. In contrast, very significant
differences were noted for both frontal and temporal FTLD groups. The FTLD group
as a whole, and both subtypes, showed significant antero-posterior asymmetry in both
hemispheres. In frontal FTLD, the atrophy rate was greater in the two anterior
quadrants than in the two posterior quadrants (LA vs LP; p = 0.003; RA vs RP: p =
0.004), but there was no interhemispheric difference anteriorly or posteriorly. In
temporal FTLD the greatest loss o f brain volume occurred in the LA quadrant, with a
marked difference between LA and LP quadrants (p = 0.001). In addition a difference
was noted between the two anterior quadrants (LA vs RA: p = 0.008). There was also
a difference between the left and right posterior quadrants but this did not reach
significance (p = 0.05).
A comparison o f the two patient groups revealed that there were significantly
higher rates o f atrophy in the FTLD group than the subjects with AD in both anterior
quadrants (LA: p = 0.03; RA: p = 0.04) but not the posterior quadrants (LP: p = 0.17;
R P :p = 0.19).
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Table 5-15: Mean (SD) annualised rates o f atrophy in different brain quadrants

LEFT

Controls

AD

FTLD

Frontal

R IG H T

ANT

PO ST

ANT

PO ST

0.3

0.5

0.2

0.4

(0.8)

(0.7)

(0.7)

(OJ)

2.8

2.6

2.4

2.5

(2.4)

(l.(%

(2.0)

(1.4)

4.1*t

2.2

3.4*t

2.0

(2.8)

(1.2)

(2.5)

(1.5)

4.5t

2.2

4.1|

2.4

(3.4)

(1.4)

(3.1)

(1.7)

3.6*t

2.1

2.6*t

1.5

(1.8)

(1.1)

(1.3)

(1.1)

FTLD

Temporal
FTLD

Significant left-right asymmetry

fSignificant anteroposterior asymmetry
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5.6.4

Discussion

This study compares rates o f whole brain and regional atrophy in AD and FTLD. A
marked difference in the annual rates o f whole brain atrophy in patients with AD and
FTLD was noted in comparison with age-matched control subjects. Whole brain
atrophy rates were able to correctly classify 93% o f individuals when subjects with
AD were compared with controls, and 86% in a comparison between controls and
subjects with FTLD. One previous study found that measurement o f left medial
temporal lobe structures (hippocampus, parahippocampal gyrus) correctly classified
92% o f individuals when those with AD were compared with controls (Krasuski et al,
1998). Similarly, measurement of the volume o f the EC resulted in 87% correct
classification o f AD patients (Juottonen et al, 1998).
Whole brain registration analysis therefore bears comparison with techniques
based on regional volumetric measurements. However, whole brain atrophy was
found to have limited application in the differential diagnosis o f AD from FTLD.
There was a large amount o f overlap across these groups. In addition, the FTLD group
was associated with a far greater spread in terms o f the rates o f atrophy, with values
ranging from 0.32% annual loss o f brain volume (less than the mean control value) to
8.01%, which is more than twice the mean for the FTLD group and approximately
70% greater than the greatest rate o f atrophy in the AD group. It remains possible that
rates o f atrophy in the AD and FTLD groups were influenced by differences in
disease severity, although the two patient groups were similar in terms o f their MMSE
scores.
One interesting finding was the observation that the frontal FTLD patients
showed a much larger variation in rates o f atrophy than the temporal variant cases.
This was despite the fact that the frontal FTLD patients were relatively similar in
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terms o f their presenting features, and their clinical progression. By contrast, the
temporal variant FTLD patients were similar to the AD patients in terms o f whole
brain atrophy rates, with mean annual volume losses o f 2.5% and 2.4% o f total brain
volume.
It is unclear why the frontal FTLD patients should have a wider variation in
atrophy rates. One possibility is that the temporal FTLD patients in this study share
the same underlying pathologic process whereas the frontal FTLD cases represent a
variety o f different pathologies. At present it is not known whether the different
histological subtypes o f FTLD are associated with different rates o f disease
progression and the possibility exists that the large variation in the atrophy rates o f the
frontal FTLD patients may reflect different underlying pathologic processes.
However, alternative explanations include the possibility that the frontal FTLD cases
had a wider range o f atrophy rates secondary to a wider range o f disease severity and
that this range in severity was not reflected in their MMSE test scores. Overall it
seems more plausible that these differences in rates o f atrophy relate more to different
rates o f progression o f cellular pathology rather than simply disease duration.
Examination o f the regional distribution o f volume loss revealed striking
differences between the patient groups, with the AD patients showing little regional
variation in atrophy rates, in contrast to the predominantly anterior regional atrophy in
the FTLD group. Further analysis of the two FTLD subgroups demonstrated that there
was no significant left-right asymmetry in the case o f the frontal FTLD patients,
which contrasts with the distribution o f volume loss in the temporal FTLD patients,
which affected primarily the left anterior quadrant. This predominantly left-sided
atrophy seen in the temporal FTLD patients is consistent with data published by
Galton et al (Galton et al, 2001b)
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The automated techniques employed in this study give similar results to those
based on both whole brain and regional volumetric analysis. They have the advantage
o f being highly reproducible as well as significantly reducing operator time. However,
there are limitations to these methods. Firstly, they rely on having two scans separated
by several months at the least: hence, registration analysis cannot offer corroborative
diagnostic evidence at the time o f initial diagnostic enquiry.
Secondly, this analysis is based primarily on clinical diagnosis. The lack o f
histological confirmation o f diagnosis introduces an element o f uncertainty into the
study results. O f the 84 dementia patients in this study, confirmatory pathologic data
are available only in three cases so far.
In this study the MMSE was used as a measure o f disease severity. However,
this assessment has several drawbacks when used to compare AD and FTLD patients,
with

the

semantic

dementia patients

in particular being

disproportionately

disadvantaged on account o f their impaired word comprehension. It may be, therefore,
that there were differences in severity between disease groups which could affect the
rates o f atrophy observed.
In addition, the possible limitations o f the image registration technique need to
be considered. The intra-individual registration technique is relatively robust to
asymmetric atrophic change due to the enormous complexity o f the brain. However,
the registration used to transform quadrant regions from the MNI template onto the
subject scans is less well constrained, as one-to-one correspondence o f structure at the
finest scale is lacking. There is the possibility this matching process may be less
accurate in scans where there has been asymmetric atrophy. Nevertheless, visual
inspection o f all scans limited errors due to the inter-subject registration process.
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5.6.5

Conclusions

This study provides evidence that AD is associated with widespread cortical atrophy
which is relatively evenly distributed between the two cerebral hemispheres. In
contrast, FTLD is characterised by more focal cerebral atrophy, predominantly in the
left anterior structures. There were significant differences between the FTLD
subgroups in terms of rates o f global atrophy, and in the distribution o f regional
atrophy. The frontal FTLD group showed much higher variance in global rates o f
atrophy, and although they showed more significant atrophy in the anterior than the
posterior quadrants, there was little left-right asymmetry. In contrast, the temporal
group had more homogeneity in terms o f rates o f global atrophy and prominent leftright asymmetry in regional atrophy. This automated technique is highly reproducible
and considerably reduces operator time compared with manual volumetric analysis. It
has potential for use both in the differential diagnosis o f AD from FTLD, and the
differentiation o f frontal and temporal variants o f FTLD.
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5.7

CONCLUSIONS

The studies detailed in this chapter have employed manual and semi-automated
techniques to determine regional cerebral volume changes in a variety o f conditions.
Normal aging was found to be associated with significant declines in brain volumes
over the adult age range. This has implications for both the use o f MRI in the
diagnosis o f Alzheimer’s disease and the tracking o f disease progression, as the
effects o f AD pathology are superimposed on underlying low-level progressive brain
atrophy due to aging.
The entorhinal cortex and hippocampus were shown to be preferentially
involved in very early AD. Measures o f these structures may prove useful
diagnostically in early AD; it is in the earliest phase o f the disease that improvements
in diagnosis are most needed. The investigation o f hippocampal asymmetry showed
that, contrary to some previous reports, this is not a useful diagnostic marker, nor a
marker o f disease progression. Instead, there was greatly increased variability in the
volume o f the hippocampus in individuals with AD, perhaps explaining the apparent
loss o f asymmetry in some studies.
Finally, volumetric measures were applied to the differential diagnosis o f AD.
Strikingly different patterns o f atrophy were evident in AD subjects compared with
patients with semantic dementia. SD subjects showed asymmetrical atrophy, with the
left side predominantly affected. In addition there was a noticeable antero-posterior
gradient o f atrophy, with the posterior temporal lobe relatively preserved in SD. In
contrast, AD pathology, as reflected by atrophy, was typically symmetrical and
diffuse. Using semi-automated regional measures o f atrophy in FTLD subgroups,
again a marked antero-posterior gradient was seen. However, the temporal and frontal
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variants o f the disease showed different degrees o f left-right asymmetry, and the
frontal patients typically had more heterogeneous rates o f atrophy.
These techniques are, nevertheless, extremely time consuming and impractical
for large data sets. Consequently there is an increasing demand for automated image
analysis techniques with similar or improved discriminating power. However, it is
vital that these automated techniques are extensively validated against the gold
standard o f volumetric segmentation before they become widely accepted.
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6

VALIDATION
HIPPOCAMPAL

OF

AN

ALGORITHM

SEGMENTATION

USING

FOR

AUTOMATED

REGIONAL

FLUID

REGISTRATION OF SERIAL MR IMAGES

6.1

INTRODUCTION

The previous chapter, together with other volumetric studies, has demonstrated the
use o f manual segmentation o f brain sub-structures to highlight significant differences
between individuals undergoing normal aging and those subjects with dementia (Jack
et al, 1997; Juottonen et al, 1999; Laakso et al, 1998; Xu et al, 2000), even in the
earliest stages o f the disease (Fox et al, 1996). In addition, these measurement have
shown potential in the differential diagnosis o f dementia (Barber et al, 2000; Frisoni
et al, 1999; Galton et al, 2001b). However, this technique requires manual labelling
on several MR slices by an expert operator, and is consequently labour-intensive. In
addition, the error associated with the measurement o f a small structure such as the
hippocampus may have a significant effect on the total volume. In the case o f very
early AD, the differences between subjects with the disease and normal age-matched
controls may be o f a similar magnitude to these measurement errors, thereby reducing
the power to detect early volumetric change. When assessing progression within an
individual, manual measurement on serial scans creates uncorrelated errors which can
lead to even greater uncertainty in measurement o f change. Serial measures could in
theory be made more robust using automated segmentation o f repeat scans. However,
there are a number o f problems in automating these complicated measurements.
As described in chapter three, methods have been developed for automated
hippocampal segmentation (Csemansky et al, 1998; Haller et al, 1996; Shen et al,
2002). Although these techniques have produced results which are comparable with
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manual segmentation, they nevertheless rely on the identification o f a number o f
landmarks. This is both time-consuming and introduces subjectivity. More recently
the ANIMAL model has been developed (Collins et al, 1996), which shows promise
for the automatic identification o f the hippocampus by non-linear mapping o f
individual scans onto a template. However, a study by Tisserand et al (Tisserand et al,
2002) evaluated a number o f automated techniques for hippocampal segmentation,
and found that age-related volumetric changes were highly dependent upon the
segmentation method employed. In order for these techniques to have clinical
application, further validation is required before they can be used for routine
segmentation o f the hippocampus and other brain sub-structures. These crosssectional analyses have also been limited by the large inter-individual variability
which exists. An alternative approach is to use a manual segmentation o f the baseline
scan to drive an automated segmentation o f the same structure on repeat scans from
the same individual.
Rigid-body registration o f serial MRI has been used successfully to detect
(Freeborough et al, 1996b) and quantify (Fox and Freeborough, 1997) global brain
changes in AD. These methods are less robust when applied to smaller structures and
structures which are not fully delineated by brain-CSF boundaries. However, high
accuracy could in principle be achieved by a more suitable method for quantifying
hippocampal change in the individual because change in serial imaging - even with
hippocampal degeneration - is much less than the differences between individuals.
The fluid registration algorithm described in chapter three has potential in
matching these small and irregular structures. This method can localize regional
change using voxel-level deformation fields. In addition, volume change can be
quantified using the Jacobian values, described in chapter three. Fluid registration has
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previously been validated in both AD subjects and controls (Freeborough and Fox,
1998). Using rigidly-aligned serial scans from one individual, fluid registration could
potentially be used to propagate a segmentation from the baseline onto the repeat
image.
In this study fluid registration was applied to automate serial segmentation and
the measurement o f volumetric change in the hippocampus. Firstly, optimal
parameters for the fluid registration were investigated. Secondly the technique was
examined for repeatability and linearity and thirdly it was used to measure simulated
atrophy. Finally, hippocampal regions obtained from fluid registration in a group o f
normal controls and patients with clinically diagnosed Alzheimer’s disease were
compared with expert manual segmentation.

6.2

6.2.1

METHODS

Subjects

Fifteen control subjects and 12 patients diagnosed with probable Alzheimer's disease
according to the criteria outlined in appendix one, underwent two MRI assessments
with a mean (±SD) interval o f 536 (±380) days. The mean age was 58.6 (±11.0) years
in the AD group and 54.1 (±9.8) in the controls. The mean MMSE score was 29.7
(±0.2) out o f 30 in the controls subjects and 21.1 (±1.7) in the AD group.

6.2.2

Image acquisition

T1-weighted images, acquired using the standard imaging parameters described in
appendix three, were used for this analysis.
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6.2.3

Manual H ippocampal segmentation

Hippocampal segmentation was performed on the baseline images as outlined in
appendix four. Manually segmented regions on repeat scans were obtained using a
variation o f the segmentation protocol to minimise error from subjective boundary
placement relative to anatomical landmarks. Here the baseline hippocampal region
was pasted directly onto the rigidly registered repeat scan and manually edited to
accommodate structural change. This ensures that, like the fluid registration, manual
segmentation uses the baseline boundaries as a guide.
Each segmentation was performed blind to the identity o f the subject and to
the results o f other measurements. All the results in this study pertain to the right
hippocampus.

6.2.4

Fluid Matching Algorithm

The fluid algorithm used here is largely as described by Freeborough et al
(Freeborough and Fox, 1998). However, for regional volumetric work more thorough
quantitative validation is necessary. The fluid algorithm was extended for application
to small structures as follows:
(a) Time-step: The time-step was chosen at each iteration to limit the maximum voxel
displacement within the volume.
(b) Interpolation Scheme:

As the fluid registration proceeds, the direction and

magnitude o f the residual forces at each voxel will increasingly depend on the detail
o f the voxel intensity interpolation scheme. Trilinear interpolation was used initially
and sine interpolation was used during the final stages.
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Parameter Choices
(a) viscosity body-force ratio, a
This parameter controls the response o f the fluid to the correlation forces. It must be
high enough that the viscous assumptions o f the model are justified. A single scan
pair from a subject diagnosed with probable AD exhibiting hippocampal change
confirmed by manual segmentation was used to evaluate suitable values for a . The
scans were fluidly registered using a range o f values o f a . The case a = 0.01 was run
a second time to check the stability o f the computation.
(b) timing
To assess what reasonable length o f simulation time is required for convergence and
an acceptable level of matching, four pairs o f control scans and three pairs o f AD
scans were fluidly registered over different total simulation times o f 200, 300 and 400
iterations.

Hippocampal Matching
Repeat scan B was first globally registered with baseline scan A using rigid-body
registration to optimally match over whole brain. Local fluid registration matched a
sub-volume o f B and A, which included the hippocampal region manually defined on
the baseline scan. A cuboid enclosing this region was expanded on all sides by an
8-voxel buffer zone. A further 8-voxel zone on each side had an intensity ramping
function applied so that voxel intensities distal to the hippocampus were gradually
reduced to zero. Finally a further zone o f zero-intensity voxels was added on each side
to satisfy the fluid boundary conditions. This procedure ensured fast registration over
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volumes considerably smaller than whole brain but voxels distal to the hippocampus
would not be matched correctly. Figure 6-la shows a single slice from a coronal T lweighted acquisition labelling the anatomy in the vicinity o f the hippocampus. Fluid
registration o f this scan with a subsequent scan resulted in a vector field o f threedimensional voxel displacements together with voxel-level compression or expansion.
As described in chapter three, colour coding o f these compression and
expansion values can be used to create voxel compression maps for effective
visualisation o f regional change (Figure 6-lb). The volumetric change can be
evaluated in two ways: either simply as a difference in regional volumes between
baseline and repeat scan or by integrating the Jacobian values derived from the
deformation field over the structure o f interest. Small differences between these two
measures may be expected, due issues o f boundary definition; these are outlined
below.

Region Propagation
A procedure for transforming the binary labelling o f the hippocampus on scan A onto
the repeat scan B was required. Each voxel in scan B was sub-divided into n^ points.
The deformation field was interpolated to obtain the displacement o f each point in
scan B (i.e. the vector to its corresponding point in scan A). For each voxel, the
number o f points % which, after displacement, corresponded with a voxel labelled as
hippocampus in scan A was recorded. The voxel in B was labelled as hippocampus if
Uh/n^ > 0 .5 . The resliced region was thresholded to exclude voxels with intensity <
70% mean brain intensity to ensure consistency with the manual segmentation
protocol.
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Figure 6-1: (a) Coronal T1-weighted MRI and b) voxel-compression map o f the
temporal lobe region

TH, temporal horn; A, amygdala; H, hippocampus
The scale shows the percentage voxel volume change.
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Com putational Issues

The fluid registration was applied to images which were resampled to give isotropic
voxel dimensions using sine interpolation. This contrasts with the approach o f Haller
et al (Haller et al, 1996) where the matching was performed on a “zoomed-in”
hippocampus with tri-linear interpolation used to double the number o f pixels in each
direction. The impact o f the latter approach on the matching process is to quadruple
the size o f the displacement field (in two dimensions) with a predictable effect on the
computational load. For this reason, in this study the images were not interpolated
other than to generate cubic voxels, but sine interpolation was used during the final
stages o f the registration.

6.2.5

Validation

M anual segmentation
A simple measure o f intra-observer repeatability can be obtained by comparing the
volumes o f a structure segmented on pairs o f scans acquired over a short space o f
time, using the following formula:

2 * \V \-V 2 \
Fractional volume difference =

(6.1)

However, random segmentation errors can result in a similar reported segmented
volume obtained by labelling a different set o f voxels. A more stringent measure o f
repeatability is the volumes o f voxels which are labelled consistently in the two
segmentations.
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This can be determined using the following formula:

D

VoD

-----------------VoD + VoS

Ç

o =

VoS
VoD + VoS

In words, the voxel difference D is the fraction o f inconsistently labelled voxels and
the voxel similarity S is the fraction o f consistently labelled voxels. VoS (the Volume
o f Similarity) is the volume o f the intersection o f the two regions; VoD (the Volume
o f Difference) is the volume o f the union minus the intersection. For two
segmentations in complete agreement D = 0 and S = 1. For two segmentations in
complete disagreement (i.e. non-overlapping but which could nonetheless have the
same volume) D = 1 and S = 0. For all other region pairs 0 < D < 1. These measures
are similar to those discussed by Andreasen et al (Andreasen et al, 1996).

Intra-scan Repeatability
The results o f careful repeat manual segmentations o f hippocampi were used to
provide a benchmark for intra-scan repeatability. The right hippocampus was
segmented once on each o f 12 baseline scans and twice on 12 registered repeat scans.

Inter-scan Repeatability
Five subjects with a clinical diagnosis o f probable AD had two scans acquired on the
same day (A1 and A2) and a third scan (considered the baseline, B) acquired months
earlier or later. One subject was rejected due to excessive motion artefact. Manual
segmentation o f the four remaining subjects was used to estimate inter-scan
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repeatability. The baseline scans were manually segmented first and used to segment
both o f the two same-day scans. This measures scan-rescan error in the repeat images
and is a more realistic and rigorous test o f reproducibility than same-scan
repeatability.

Fluid Registration
Repeatability

(A l, A2)-> B and B~> (A l, A2)

The four subjects used in the assessment o f manual inter-scan repeatability were also
used to assess repeatability o f the automated fluid segmentation. The hippocampus
manually labelled on scan B was fluidly registered onto repeat scans A l and A2
acquired on the same day. In addition hippocampi manually segmented on scans A l
and A2 were fluidly registered onto B to measure the scan-rescan error in the baseline.

Linear properties

A -^ B-> C vs A

C

Ten subjects with three serial scans were used to test linear properties. The net
hippocampal volume change assessed over two serial pairs o f scans A ^ B -> C and
one serial pair spanning the same interval A->C were compared. Although this test
does not determine segmentation accuracy, it does examine the potential confounding
effect o f scan interval, showing whether the results for change over two consecutive
assessments may, to a first approximation, be added. This is an important test in the
context o f serial scanning where scanning intervals may vary and some scans in a
sequence may not be acquired at all or may prove unusable in a difficult clinical
group.
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Simulated atrophy

A range o f simulated atrophies in the form o f global linear scale changes was applied
to the subject used for investigation o f the viscosity body-force ratio. The volume
change generated by the fluid registration was compared with the known change due
to simulated atrophy.

Clinical group
The fluid registration was assessed using a mixed group o f fifteen normal controls and
twelve affected AD subjects. The volume o f the right hippocampus on the registered
repeat scans was obtained by manual segmentation and by fluid registration to enable
volumetric and labelling comparisons.

6.2.6 Statistical analysis
ST AT A was used to perform a paired t test to detect differences between the two
fluid-based methods for calculation o f volume change.

6.3

RESULTS

6.3.1 Fluid Matching Algorithm: parameter choice
(a) viscosity body-force ratio, a
Figure 6-2 shows the convergence behaviour o f the fluid registration. The graph
shows the volume change o f the hippocampus derived directly from the deformation
field as a function o f simulation time. The percentage change is shown for four
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different values of a. The viscosity curves all approach a maximum value around 300
iterations. The maximum change is consistent across the range o f viscosities to <
0.5% o f hippocampal volume. The case with the largest value o f a (0.03) is slowest to
reach a maximum and that with the smallest value o f a (0.005) is fastest to reach a
maximum. The consistency o f the reported peak change is expected, as the final
deformation should not be a strong function of a . An a value of 0.01 was selected.
There did not seem a significant advantage in choosing either a larger or a smaller
value and using a value of 0.01 allows comparison with prior published work
(Christensen et al, 1996; Freeborough and Fox, 1998). When the case a = 0.01 was
re-run the reported volume changes were identical to the precision o f the output (0.01
ml) over the full range of simulation times.
Figure 6-2: Estimated percentage hippocampal change fo r a single subject depending
on viscosity body-force ratio and number o f iterations
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(h) simulation time

Figure 6-3 shows the reported percentage hippocampal volume change for the seven
subjects at 200, 300 and 400 iterations. The mean [minimum, maximum] percentage
difference in hippocampal volume change (a) between 300 and 200 iterations was
-0.403 [-0.026, 1.284] and (b) between 400 and 300 iterations was -0.063 [-0.260,
0.388]. It was concluded that 300 iterations were adequate to reduce typical intra
subject variations in convergence to less than 0.5% o f the baseline volume. All further
fluid registrations were run with a= 0.01 for 300 iterations.

Figure 6-3: Estimated percentage hippocampal change fo r seven subjects shown as a
function o f number o f iterations o f the flu id registration
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6.3.2

Validation

Manual segmentation
The manual segmentation measured (a) the ability o f an observer to consistently label
a structure on a given image and (b) the ability o f an observer to consistently label a
structure on two different images of the same subject acquired at the same time-point.
The simple fractional volume errors associated with these measurements are
compared with the voxel difference, D in Table 6-1 below. The simple volume
comparisons for same-day repeatability show a mean difference o f 4% o f
hippocampal volume. However, the voxel difference suggests that on average 15% o f
voxels are being labelled inconsistently in the two scans.

Table 6-1: Mean [range] o f simple volume and voxel differences in manual
segmentation o f the hippocampus

MANUAL

Volume Difference, V

Voxel Difference, D

Sam e Scan M easured Twice

0.04 [0.00, 0.16]

0.11 [0.01,0.23]

0.04 [ 0.03, 0.05]

0.15 [0.10, 0.23]

(N=12)
Scan-Rescan (N=4)

W ith a mean manual segmentation error o f approximately 4% o f hippocampal volume
per scan the root mean square error in measuring hippocampal volumetric change by
manual segmentations can be calculated as V(4^%+4^%) ~ 6% o f the hippocampal
volume.
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Fluid R egistration

Repeatability
Table 6-2 shows the fractional scan-rescan volume and labelling differences and
should be compared with Table 6-1. The error in simple volume repeatability for
propagation o f same-day repeat scans onto a baseline image o f 2% is less than that o f
the manual segmentation with a smaller range. In addition, the number o f
inconsistently labelled voxels is no worse than manual segmentation o f the same
scans. The results showing the propagation o f a baseline regions onto two same-day
single repeat scan B ^ (A 1 , A2) also compare well with the manual same-day repeat
scan measurements in Table 6-1. Figure 6-4 plots the percentage volumetric change
for both B ^ (A 1 , A2) and (A l, A2)->B.

Table 6-2: Mean [range] o f simple volume and voxel differences in fluid segmentation
o f the hippocampus
A l and A2 are scans o f the same subject acquired on the same-day. B is acquired at
a significantly earlier or later time.

FLUID

Volume Difference, V

Voxel Difference, D

(Ah A 2 ) ^ B (N=4)

0.02 [0.00, 0.04]

0.12 [0.04, 0.25]

B -> (A h A 2 ) ( N= 4 )

0.05 [0.03, 0.07]

Not Applicable
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Figure 6-4: Fluid registration repeatability

The plot shows the percentage o f hippocampal change obtained from B~^(A1, A2)
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Linear properties
Figure 6-5 below shows the percentage Jacobian volume change comparison of
A ^ B -> C with A ^ C . The mean absolute net volume change round the loop
( A ^ B ^ C ) - ( A ^ C ) was 1.41% (range [0.06%, 4.09%]) o f baseline hippocampal
volume. Although there was a good correlation between values derived from the two
methods, there was a tendency for A ^ C to produce smaller values o f volumetric
change than A ^ B ^ C .

Figure 6-5: Linear properties o f the flu id registration algorithm
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Simulated atrophy

Figure 6-6 below shows the percentage Jacobian volume change as a function of
known (simulated) volume change. The atrophy is modelled as a simple linear global
scale change.

Figure 6-6: A eomparison o f the estimated percentage hippocampal volume change
with the known (simulated) change
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Clinical group

Figure 6-7a shows the relationship between the repeat scan region volumes obtained
by fluid registration compared with manual segmentation. The mean absolute volume
difference was 0.76% with range [0.00%, 3.02%]. There was no significant difference
between the controls and AD group in terms o f volume o f mismatch o f fluid and
manual segmentation (p = 0.92). The voxel differences between regions obtained by
fluid segmentation and manual segmentation had mean 0.10 and range [0.02, 0.20],
which compares well with the figures in Tables 6-1 and 6-2. Figure 6-7b relates the
fractional volume differences between fluid and manual segmentation to the voxel
differences. Five cases stand out as having volumetric differences in excess o f 5%
and/or voxel differences in excess o f 15%. O f these cases, one subject in the AD
group had the largest scan interval in the study o f 1328 days and one AD subject had
the largest recorded hippocampal atrophy o f 11.2%. On visual inspection all subjects
had one or both scans affected by noticeable motion artefact evidenced by “ringing”
o f features in the cerebral cortex and blurring o f temporal lobe structures, including
the hippocampus. Fluid registration would be expected to perform sub-optimally in
such cases, as it cannot distinguish between structural and artefactual change. The rate
o f change o f hippocampal volume as a proportion o f total intracranial volume was
calculated to see if reported rates o f change were affected by the fluid registration.
The rates were not significantly different when compared with manual measurements
either for the fluid-reslice method or the Jacobian sum method when the group were
considered as a whole or when the rates for normal and affected subjects were
compared separately (p > 0.1).
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Figure 6-7: Comparison o f hippocampal volumes at second assessment obtained
using flu id and manual segmentations
(a) Compares hippocampal volume and (b) fractional volume difference between flu id
and manual hippocampal segmentation with the voxel labelling difference
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6.4

DISCUSSION

This chapter describes a non-linear warping algorithm, which determines deformation
fields which satisfy the physical model o f a viscous fluid, to match hippocampi in
Alzheimer’s disease and normal aging, and quantify the change in volume over time.
Hippocampal labelling is a particularly difficult problem, due primarily to the small
size and lack o f definition o f the structure. The hippocampus was deliberately chosen
for this study to assess the limits o f the fluid technique and also as a structure o f
continuing importance to research into dementia. The fact that the fluid registration
performs relatively well on this small and complex structure in a difficult patient
group suggests that larger and/or better-delineated structures may be labelled more
successfully using this technique.
The algorithm has been shown to be a repeatable, additive measure with selfconsistency better than a human rater and has been evaluated against expert manual
segmentation in 27 subjects. The volume and voxel differences achieved by the fluid
matching algorithm are o f a similar order to those reported by Shen et al (Shen et al,
2002). The shortcoming o f this method is that the fluid method can at best only be
shown to be as good as the human rater. The latter, whilst providing the best currently
available hippocampal measurements, cannot be considered a true gold standard,
although with enough subjects systematic differences between methodologies should
be revealed. To compensate it has been shown that, at least for the case o f simple
linear scale changes, the fluid registration consistently tracks known volumetric
change. Fluid registration is well-suited to pick up simulated atrophy, but detecting
real atrophy with a more variable distribution may present more o f a challenge.
Further objective validation and a deeper understanding o f the behaviour o f the fluid
registration in sub-optimal (e.g. noisy or artefactual) images is clearly necessary.
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The practical advantage of fluid registration over manual segmentation for
quantifying hippocampal change is that, given a baseline region, the match to a
registered repeat region is deterministic. In addition, the detail o f the baseline
segmentation does not affect the fluid registration which operates over a larger image
volume chosen to include the structure o f interest. However, detail in the baseline
segmentation will be propagated forward onto the repeat scan so voxels labelled
erroneously on the baseline scan may also be labelled on the repeat scan. The fluidmatching algorithm may perform sub-optimally if there are significant topological
differences between registered scans (e.g. the appearance or resolution o f voids,
lesions or artefacts). This is likely to be a problem with a longer interval between
scans or with a very rapid degenerative process. When there is very large
hippocampal change, manual segmentors may also experience a reduction in
repeatability and accuracy in their technique. In addition, when there are large
changes associated with long scanning intervals in AD, textural changes in the
appearance o f the hippocampus may also exert some influence. Previous work by
Christensen et al (Christensen et al, 1996) suggests that fluid registration can
accommodate extremely large deformations, provided continuity is maintained. It
seems probable that the upper limit o f accurate tracking o f change will in practice be
limited by the assumption o f smooth continuous change.
The most important application o f this technique in dementia is to the current
methodology o f acquiring multiple serial scans to monitor disease progression. Rather
than invest large amounts o f expert operator time to segment a structure on each o f the
scans, the fluid matching algorithm makes it feasible to define the region on the first
scan only and then fluidly propagate it through the serial set. A pre-requisite however,
is consistency and stability o f image acquisition. If a significant topological change
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occurs in the interval between two scans, an additional segmentation could be
performed to restart the fluid after the topological change. A natural progression o f
the technique for tracking serial change is to obtain an automatic baseline
segmentation using an electronic atlas (Collins et al, 1996)
While an automated technique for serial volumetry o f the hippocampus is
needed, a map that localises the maximum and minimum atrophic changes throughout
the 3D extent o f the hippocampus is a highly desirable goal to advance our
understanding of, not only general atrophic processes, but also the specific location o f
the atrophic process. It seems likely that improved MRI acquisition will make
accurate automated labelling o f many brain structures an achievable goal in the near
future.

At present, further work is required to establish the utility o f the fluid

technique in the clinical setting and to address issues o f further validation.

6.5

CONCLUSIONS

This chapter describes a technique for automated segmentation o f the hippocampus on
serial images. Regions generated by fluid propagation o f the baseline segmentation
gave results that were comparable with the gold standard o f manual segmentation.
This technique provides a means for robust longitudinal measures without the need
for operator-intensive segmentations, and may also be applicable to other brain subregions. However, this method still relies on manual delineation o f structures on the
baseline image. Regional segmentation o f large numbers o f brain sub-structures is not
practical, and consequently a priori decisions are required as to which areas are to be
assessed. Whole brain analysis techniques such as SPM, which is assessed in the
following chapter, offer the opportunity to assess all regions in an unbiased manner.
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7

A CRITICAL COMPARISON OF VOXEL-BASED MORPHOMETRY
AND REGION-OF-INTEREST BASED TECHNIQUES

7.1

INTRODUCTION

Automated methods for whole brain analysis allow unbiased assessment o f all
regions, without the need for laborious manual segmentations. In addition, these
techniques should be highly reproducible, and consequently, direct comparisons o f
results between different research centres may be possible. One such tool is statistical
parametric mapping (SPM) (Friston et al, 1995). This package uses robust statistical
techniques to make group comparisons. Although these group comparisons are
currently not applicable to individual diagnoses, they can provide insights into
characteristic patterns o f atrophy in subjects with different types o f dementia, and may
be useful in the assessment o f drug treatment effects.
SPM was initially developed for the investigation o f activation patterns seen
in functional imaging. As discussed in chapter three it has recently been applied to
detect regional differences in grey matter densities using structural imaging, in which
context is referred to as voxel-based morphometry (VBM) (Ashbumer and Friston,
2000). This technique is being used increasingly for the automated analysis o f
structural data. As described earlier, there have been a number o f VBM studies
published, which in some cases produced unexpected results. A number o f studies
reported significant atrophy o f the caudate region in individuals with AD, when
compared with controls (Baron et al, 2001; Frisoni et al, 2002a; Rombouts et al,
2000). A recent volumetric study found reduction o f the caudate volume in
individuals with AD (Barber et al, 2002). However, this was o f a similar order to the
overall brain volume loss, and does not explain why the caudate appears to be
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preferentially affected according to VBM. It is possible that this result is an artefact
produced by the process o f VBM, due to positional shifting o f the ventricles; Janke et
al (Janke et al, 2001) demonstrated tissue displacement surrounding the ventricles.
As discussed in chapter three, another VBM study found misalignment o f the caudate
in patients, which subsequently reduced the accuracy o f grey matter classification
(Gitelman et al, 2001).
In addition, a study by Mummery et al (Mummery et al, 2000) failed to detect
significant hippocampal atrophy in a small group o f patients with SD, despite
volumetric measurements and visual assessment using the same patients indicating the
presence o f strikingly marked hippocampal atrophy (Galton et al, 2001b). This
contrasts with the findings o f Rosen et al (Rosen et al, 2002), who used VBM to
detect significant grey matter reductions bilaterally in the amygdala/hippocampal
region when 12 individuals with SD were compared with 20 normal controls. The
conflicting findings in the VBM studies conducted to date may reflect differences in
the SPM pre-processing steps. In addition, there may be increased variability as a
result o f differences in sample sizes, and possibly heterogeneity in terms o f disease
severity. Small subject numbers may lead to spurious results due to lack o f statistical
power.
One inevitable disadvantage o f automated techniques is that there is the
potential for errors to be overlooked. A fully automated whole brain technique such as
VBM avoids many o f the constraints o f manual analyses, but it incorporates a series
of pre-processing steps that may potentially complicate the simple interpretation o f
regional changes in terms o f grey matter loss. Before this method is accepted it needs
to be validated against well-established image analysis techniques. The current gold
standard is region o f interest (ROI) analysis. Although this technique may also have
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considerable errors associated with it, this method has been used to show significant
differences between disease groups (see chapter five). In addition, these regional
volume losses have been shown to correlate well with the clinical profiles seen in
different disease groups. Consequently this technique is widely used for the
assessment o f regional atrophy. Two previous studies have found good agreement
between volumetric and VBM results (Maguire et al, 2000; Vargha-Khadem F. et al,
1998). Another study compared VBM analysis and stereological measures o f the
hippocampus, and found consistent results (Keller et al, 2002).
This study uses previously measured ROIs from well-characterised groups o f
AD and SD patients (see chapter five). The first aim was to make a direct comparison
o f VBM with the current gold standard, that o f ROI analysis. Secondly, this study
examines characteristic patterns o f atrophy in two distinct disease groups, namely
semantic dementia and Alzheimer’s disease.

7.2

METHODS

7.2.1 Subjects
The patients described in chapter 5.5 were used for this analysis, and the
demographics are shown in Table 7-1.

7.2.2 Imaging
The standard imaging parameters for T1-weighted scan acquisition, described in
appendix three, were used in this study.
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Table 7-1: Subject demographics fo r controls, AD and SD subjects
Mean (±SD). M = Male, R = Right, L = Left

AGE

HANDEDNESS

MMSE SCORE

(YEARS)

R/L

(MAX 30)

Controls

59.7

(5 M ,5 F )

(±6.3)

AD

63.5

( 6 M ,4 F )

(±5.7)

SD

60.1

( 6 M ,4 F )

(±7.6)

29.8
9/1

(±0.4)
21.2

9/1

(±5.0)
21.8

9/1

(±4.9)

MIDAS analysis
Measurements

o f the

whole brain,

TIV,

whole

temporal

lobe,

amygdala,

hippocampus, EC and fusiform, parahippocampal, superior temporal and combined
inferior and middle temporal gyri were performed, as described in appendix four.
With the exception o f the EC and amygdalae, which were grey matter alone, all other
regions included both grey and white matter.

Voxel-based morphometry
Data was analysed using SPM99. The optimised method described by Good et al
(Good et al, 2001) was used for this analysis (see Figure 7-1). This involves the
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following pre-processing steps in order to create smoothed grey and white matter and
CSF maps for statistical analysis:

Spatial normalisation
All subjects were registered into standard space using customised templates. Chapter
three discusses the rationale for creating a customised template, which is to reduce the
bias towards greater registration accuracy in normal controls, compared with subjects
with AD.
A whole brain template was created by spatially normalising all subjects onto
the standard SPM T1 template. The default normalisation parameters were used for all
registrations i.e. a 12 parameter affine transform, followed by non-linear registration
using 12 iterations o f 7*8*7 discrete cosine transforms (DCTs) (see chapter three).
The individual normalised images were smoothed with a kernel o f 8mm full width at
half maximum (FWHM), and the customised template was formed by creating a mean
o f these smoothed normalised images.

Segmentation
The SPM segmentation procedure aims to classify voxels into grey matter, white
matter and CSF. It uses a Bayesian approach, utilising intensity information from
within the scans, as well as prior probability maps. Customised prior probability maps
were constructed by segmenting the normalised images into tissue classes, smoothing
with an 8mm FWHM kernel, and creating a mean image from all individuals. This
was performed in order to facilitate optimal segmentation o f elderly patient and
control MR scans. Segmentations for each individual were visually inspected to assess
the accuracy o f tissue classification.
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M odulation

Modulation was performed on the segmented images. Since spatial normalisation will
result in volume change in order to match an individual onto a template, this step
could potentially remove disease-related volumetric differences that are o f interest.
Consequently, a correction needs to be performed to take this volume change into
account (see chapter eight for a more detailed discussion). This process involves
dividing the grey matter intensity by the Jacobian values from the normalisation step.

Brainmasking
Images were masked to exclude non-brain voxels as far as possible. This was
performed by extracting a binary image o f the brain using the grey and white matter
images created during segmentation, and convolving the brainmask with the
segmented modulated images.

Smoothing
All masked modulated segments were smoothed with a 10mm FWHM isotropic
Gaussian kernel. After smoothing, each voxel represents the local average amount o f
grey (or white) matter in the surrounding region, the size o f which is defined by the
smoothing kernel.
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Figure 7-1: Flow chart showing the pre-processing steps implicit in VBM
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7.2.3

Statistical analyses

Global analysis
SPSS was used to determine significant group differences. ROI and VBM-generated
measures o f whole brain volume were normalised to TIV. Tukey posthoc analysis was
used to compare these volumes for both the AD and the SD groups to controls. VBMgenerated measures o f global grey matter, white matter and CSF were normalised to
the TIV and entered into an analysis o f variance (ANOVA) between the three subject
groups.

Regional analysis
ROI-generated measures were analysed as described in chapter 5.5. Voxel-wise
analyses o f grey and white matter differences throughout the whole brain were
performed using SPM99. T-tests were performed in order to detect both increases and
decreases in grey (or white) matter between groups. To characterise the dependency
o f grey matter changes on the global effect the analysis was run three times using (i)
no global confounding covariate (ii) TIV, to account for differences in head sizes
between subjects, and (iii) total grey (or white) matter (TGWM) to highlight areas
showing grey (or white) matter reductions over and above those seen globally. Age
and sex were included as confounding covariates.
As SPM performs voxel-level t tests throughout the image, there is a high
chance o f obtaining some false positive results. This can be taken into account by
making a correction for multiple comparisons. In order to match the ROI analysis
more closely, the VBM analysis used a prior hypothesis that the temporal lobe
structures are affected in these disease groups. Since only the temporal lobes are being
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compared, a smaller number o f voxel-level t tests are being performed and the
correction for multiple comparisons needs to be adjusted appropriately. A small
volume correction was used for these structures; significance levels were set at
p<0.05, corrected for temporal lobe volume which was chosen arbitrarily as a
rectangle o f dimensions 40mm x 60mm x 40mm, providing a volume o f 0.1 litre.
Significance levels for extra-temporal structures were set at p<0.05 corrected for the
whole brain volume.

7.3

RESULTS

7.3.1

Global differences in whole brain, grey and white matter

Visual inspection o f VBM-based segmentation shows tissue misclassiflcation in the
medial temporal lobes. Despite their theoretical advantage, the inclusion o f
customised prior probability maps appeared to have little effect on these segmentation
errors. Figure 7-2 shows the relatively poor segmentation in an individual with AD.
Underlying the left hippocampus a band o f white matter should be seen. This is not
evident and has been misclassifled as grey matter (indicated by the arrow).

In

addition, the tissue surrounding the lateral ventricles has been misclassifled as grey
matter.
Table 7-2 shows the results o f whole brain, grey and white matter and CSF
comparisons between groups using ROI and VBM analysis. Both methods showed a
significant difference between the controls and each disease group when TIVcorrected brain volumes were compared. There were no significant differences in
TIVs between the groups. There were differences in the absolute and normalised
measurements o f whole brain volume between the fully automated VBM technique
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and the semi-automated MIDAS technique, but only minimal differences in the
ANOVA and posthoc probabilities. VBM analysis o f grey and white matter and CSF
showed significant differences between both disease groups and controls in global
grey matter and CSF, but not white matter. There were no significant differences in
normalised global grey matter, white matter or whole brain volumes between SD and
AD.

7.3.2

Temporal lobe structures

Visual inspection o f the images indicated unequivocal atrophy o f the temporal lobe
structures, particularly the hippocampus and EC, when AD subjects were compared
with controls (see Figure 5-6). This atrophy appears to be symmetrical. Figure 7-3a
demonstrates the VBM-detected atrophy in AD compared with controls, with TIV
included as a covariate. There was a relatively symmetrical and diffuse pattern o f
atrophy. Within the temporal lobes, atrophy was apparent in the hippocampi, middle
and superior temporal gyri. Minimal atrophy o f the EC was evident.
Figure 7-4a shows the effect o f the inclusion o f covariates on the results. The
inclusion o f TIV as a covariate showed a similar pattern o f atrophy to that seen when
no global covariates were included. Atrophy was not as widespread, but certain areas
such as the posterior cingulate, thalami and frontal regions, appeared to show more
significance. The inclusion o f global grey matter as a covariate drastically reduced the
areas o f significant atrophy; most noticeably the temporal lobes were spared, implying
that grey matter losses in this region were in proportion to those seen globally. This
does not accord with the volumetric results which showed disproportionate atrophy o f
the medial temporal lobe structures compared with whole brain atrophy. This
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disparity also applied to structures that were entirely grey matter. For example, the left
and right entorhinal cortices showed reductions of 30 and 40% respectively in AD
subjects compared with controls, whereas global brain volumes were approximately
7% smaller (see Table 5-13).

Figure 7-2: Segmented grey matter images in a patient with AD using a) standard
SPM prior probability maps and b) customised disease and age matched priors
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Table 7-2: VBM and MIDAS-derived RO I measures fo r whole brain and TIV, as well
as VBM estimates o f global grey (GM) and white matter (WM) and CSF
Mean (SD) volumes (in litres)

M ETH O D

CO NTROLS

AD

SD

ANOVA

MIDAS

1.190

1.096

1.064

0.096

Whole

(0.117)

(0.135)

(0.133)

0.003*'2

Brain

84%

78%

78%

1.091

1.022

0.971

(0.106)

(0.123)

(0.110)

79%

74%

74%

1.427

1.411

1.368

(0.182)

(0.182)

(0.148)

1.385

1.384

1.318

(0.136)

(0.166)

(0.164)

0.685

0.610

0.588

0.005

(0.060)

(0.075)

(0.049)

<0.00l''2

49%

44%

45%

0.406

0.412

0.383

0.66

(0.051)

(0.053)

(0.066)

0.38

29%

30%

29%

0.293

0.362

0.347

0.014

(0.038)

(0.050)

(0.059)

<0.001*’^

21%

26%

26%

% T IV

VBM

MIDAS
T IV
VBM

Global G M
% TIV

VBM

Global W M
% TIV

VBM

C SF
% T IV

VBM

0.078
<0.001

0.62

0.56

significant difference between control and AD, p<0.001
^significant difference between control and SD, p< 0.001
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Figure 7-3: VBM-detected grey matter reduction throughout the brain in a) AD and
b) SD patients compared with controls
Significant voxels (T >2) are overlaid on the group mean image
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Figure 7-4: The effect o f covariates on VBM-detected grey matter atrophy in a) AD and b) SD compared with controls

The significant voxels (p<0.001, uncorrected) are overlaid on the group mean group image and show the effect o f modelling global volume. The
images show the results using i) no global covariate ii) TIV and Hi) global grey matter as covariates
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Table 7-3 summarises the VBM and ROI comparisons between the AD group and the
normal controls for the temporal lobe structures. ROI analysis showed significant
(p<0.05) differences between the AD and control groups bilaterally in the middle and
inferior temporal gyri (MITG), hippocampi, amygdalae and entorhinal cortices. After
correction for multiple comparisons, all o f these structures remained significant with
the exception o f the left MITG. Subdivision o f the hippocampus showed that only the
posterior left hippocampus remained significant after correction for multiple
comparisons.

VBM showed significant differences (p<0.03) between controls and subjects
with AD in all temporal lobe structures. However, only the right middle temporal
gyrus (MTG) survived correction for multiple comparisons within the temporal lobe
volume.

The combination o f measurements o f the middle and inferior temporal lobe gyri
in the ROI analysis makes direct comparison with VBM difficult, although one o f the
most significant regions was the right MITG and right MTG in the ROI and VBM
analyses respectively. Overall there was some disparity in the ranking o f significant
regions, with ROI analysis showing highly significant differences in the left and right
amygdalae and entorhinal cortices, which showed comparatively less significance
according to the VBM analysis.
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Table 7-3: Regions o f statistically significant difference between AD subjects and
controls, rated by VBM T score

ROI

VBM

R M T G /M IT G

T score

p value

T score

p value

5.3

0.000*

3.5

0.001*

4.0

0.001*

L hippocam pus (*total volume)
anterior

4.1

0.000

0.6

0.262

m id

4.4

0.000

3.0

0.004

p o sterio r

4.2

0.000

3.4

0.002*

3.4

0.004*

R hippocam pus (*total volume)

STG

=

anterior

4.0

0.000

2.8

0.006

m id

4.3

0.000

1.4

0.085

posterio r

3.1

0.002

1.6

0.064

R fu siform

4.1

0.000

0.7

0.255

L M TG /M IT G

3.8

0.000

2.3

0.018

L S T G (lateral)

3.8

0.000

1.1

0.139

R S T G (lateral)

3.6

0.001

0.5

0.317

L fu siform

3.4

0.001

1.4

0.086

R entorhinal

3.1

0.002

3.4

0.002*

L entorhinal

3.0

0.003

3.4

0.002*

R IT G

3.0

0.003

L IT G

3.0

0.003

L an t tem p p o le

2.2

0.019

R am ygdala

232

0.014

3.6

0.001*

L am ygdala

2.12

0.022

3.9

0.001*

not m easured

Superior Tem poral Gyrus; MITG = M iddle an d Inferior Temporal Gyrus (MIDAS);

M TG = M iddle Tem poral Gyrus,,ITG = Inferior Tem poral Gyrus (VBM)
* total volume: R O I analysis included a m easure o f the w hole hippocam pus
*significant, p < 0 .0 5 , corrected f o r tem poral lobe volum e (VBM) or Bonferroni corrected (ROI)
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Visual inspection o f the images showed severe temporal lobe atrophy in the SD
patients compared with controls (see Figure 5-6), with the left hand side showing the
most prominent damage. Figure 7-3b demonstrates the VBM-detected atrophy, with
TIV as a covariate, in SD subjects compared with controls. The pattern o f atrophy was
noticeably asymmetric, in agreement with the direct visual assessment o f the images.
The atrophy appeared to be focused predominantly in the temporal lobe regions.

Figure 7-4b shows the effect o f covariates on the areas o f significance detected
when SD cases were compared with controls. The pattern o f atrophy was similar, and
the temporal lobe regions remained affected when global grey matter was included as
a covariate, suggesting this atrophy is over and above that seen globally. This is
entirely consistent with the volumetric results shown in Table 5-13.

Table 7-4 summarises the VBM and ROI comparisons between the SD group
and the normal controls for the temporal lobe structures. ROI analysis showed
significant differences (p<0.05) in all structures with the exception o f the left
posterior and right posterior and middle hippocampal regions. The left amygdala was
the structure showing the most significant difference according to both techniques. All
these structures survived correction for multiple comparisons with the exception o f
the left anterior hippocampus, the anterior and whole o f the right hippocampus and
the right fusiform gyrus. VBM also showed significant differences (p<0.002) between
these groups in all temporal lobe structures. All these structures survived correction
for multiple comparisons with the exception o f the right fusiform, right MTG, right
EC, right superior temporal gyrus and right anterior temporal pole. A comparison o f
the SD and AD groups showed a strikingly different pattern o f atrophy.
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Table 7-4: Regions o f statistically significant difference between SD subjects and
controls, rated by VBM T score

VBM

L am ygdala

ROI

T score

p value

T score

p value

13.3

0.000**

13.1

0.000**

5.8

0.000**

L hippocam pus (*total volume)
anterior

12.3

0.000**

1.8

0.047*

m id

10.2

0.000**

3.7

0.001**

posterior

7.7

0.000**

1.6

0.065*

L entorhinal

9.5

0.000**

10.6

0.000**

L fu siform

7.9

0.000**

6.7

0.000**

R am ygdala

7.7

0.000**

8.4

0.000**

L Inferior Tem poral Gyrus

7.1

0.000**

L anterior tem poral p o le

6.44

0.000**

R hippocam pus (*total volume)

not m easured

3.9

0.001

anterior

6.42

0.000**

3.1

0.003

m id

5.41

0.000**

0.8

0.203

posterio r

5.04

0.000**

0.4

0.360

L M TG /M IT G

631

0.000**

10.9

0.000**

L S T G (lateral)

6.2

0.000**

6.1

0.000**

R fu siform

4.5

0.000

2.7

0.007

R M T G /M IT G

4.31

0.000

4.5

0.000*

R entorhinal

4.0

0.000

5.9

0.000*

R S T G (lateral)

3.8

0.000

4.1

0.000**

R ant tem p p o le

3.6

0.001*

not m easured

* total volume: R O I analysis included a measure o f the whole hippocampus
*

significant, p < 0 .0 5 corrected f o r tem poral lobe volume (VBM) or Bonferroni co rrected (ROI)

* significantly m ore atroph y in SD than AD, p < 0 .0 5 corrected
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Both techniques demonstrated that all left sided structures, as well as the right
amygdala and right superior temporal gyrus, showed significantly more atrophy in the
SD than the AD group (p<0.05). There was an anteroposterior gradient o f grey matter
reduction in the left and to a lesser extent right medial temporal lobes, with the
greatest differences in the amygdala, the hippocampal head and then the body o f the
hippocampus.

There were no regions o f increased grey matter in the AD or the SD group
compared with controls.

7.3.3

Extra-temporal grey matter

VBM suggested most significant regions o f grey matter reduction in the thalami,
caudate nuclei, posterior cingulate and parietal lobes in AD subjects compared with
controls (see Figures 7-3 and 7-4). In SD, VBM detected relatively little significant
grey matter reduction outside the temporal lobe regions.

7.3.4

White matter changes

In AD, VBM (with TIV as a covariate) detected relatively little white matter reduction
compared with controls (see Figure 7-5a). There was a symmetric pattern o f white
matter reduction in the subcortical white matter around the insula, the parietal lobes,
the peritrigonal white matter and in the columns o f the fomix. Regionally-specific
white matter reduction (after covarying out global white matter changes) was
observed in the periventricular white matter, especially around the lateral ventricles
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and diffusely within the corpus callosum. VBM detected increases in white matter
diffusely around the lateral and third ventricles.
Figure 7-5b shows white matter reduction in the SD group (shown in blue).
VBM (with TIV as a covariate) detected asymmetric regional reduction in the
temporal white matter, particularly on the left side and asymmetric atrophy o f the
periventricular white matter and corpus callosum, particularly on the left side. Similar
changes were observed after covarying out global white matter changes.

7.3.5

CSF changes

In AD, VBM detected increased CSF in the Sylvian fissures (Figure 7-5a in green),
interhemispheric fissures, lateral ventricles and collateral sulci. In SD, VBM detected
asymmetric (left > right) increased CSF in the Sylvian fissures, collateral sulci,
temporal horn and hippocampal fissure, around the temporal poles, in the body o f the
left lateral ventricle and in the interhemispheric fissure (Figure 7-5b in green).
There were no regions o f significantly decreased CSF in either the AD group
or the SD group compared with controls.
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Figure 7-5: VBM-detected atrophy with TIV as a confounding covariate in a) AD and
b) SD compared with normal controls

Significant voxels (p<0.001, uncorrected) are overlaid on the group mean image.
Grey matter atrophy is depicted in red, white matter atrophy in blue and CSF space
enlargement is depicted in green.
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7.4

DISCUSSION

While ROI volumetric analyses and VBM are not directly comparable, this study
attempts to validate the automated VBM method against reproducible manual
volumetric measurements o f temporal lobe regions, the current gold standard. By
using two disease groups with very different patterns o f regional atrophy, the ability
o f VBM to detect well-characterised atrophy distribution can be assessed.
Both methods have been found to be highly reproducible for measures o f TIV
and whole brain volumes (Freeborough et al, 1997; Good et al, 2001). However, these
volumes were slightly smaller when measured with VBM compared with MIDAS.
Measurements would be expected to vary according to the segmentation technique
employed, with MIDAS using a semi-automated intensity thresholding method, and
VBM using a fully automated algorithm with partial volume corrected labelling based
upon prior probabilities.
There was relatively good agreement between the ROI and VBM data in the
comparison between the SD patients and normal controls. Both methods demonstrated
involvement o f the temporal lobe structures, with the left side being preferentially
affected. The regions most significantly affected were the left amygdala, EC and
MITG. This is consistent with previous volumetric work (Galton et al, 2001b), and a
recent VBM study (Rosen et al, 2002). This temporal lobe atrophy remained even
after covarying for global grey matter, suggesting disproportionate atrophy o f these
regions.
Greater discrepancies were found between the results obtained by VBM and
ROI analysis when comparing AD subjects with controls. Without correction for
multiple comparisons, both techniques found significant atrophy o f the temporal lobe
structures, which accords with both post mortem data (Braak and Braak, 1991),
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volumetric (de Leon et al, 1993; Jack et al, 1992; Jack et al, 1997; Jobst et al, 1992a)
and other VBM studies (Baron et al, 2001; Frisoni et al, 2002a; Rombouts et al,
2000). However, ROI analysis showed most significant atrophy o f the amygdalae,
hippocampi and the entorhinal cortices. These structures were less significantly
affected according to the VBM analysis, and did not survive correction for multiple
comparisons, even when limited to the temporal lobe volume. In addition, the
inclusion o f global grey matter as a covariate suggested that these structures had grey
matter loss which was o f a similar order to that seen globally. This does not reflect the
results o f the ROI analysis, which suggests that these regions are disproportionately
affected in AD. Indeed, even in the earliest stages o f AD, hippocampal and EC
volumes may be reduced by 15 - 20%, compared with whole brain volume reductions
o f the order o f 2% (see chapter five). Although direct comparison o f all structures is
difficult due to the fact that some o f the ROI analysis includes both grey and white
matter, it seems unlikely that this alone can account for the disparity between the two
methods.
The VBM results showing grey matter reductions in the thalami, caudate
nuclei and parietal lobes cannot be compared directly with this ROI analysis, as these
structures were not assessed. Other VBM studies also showed particular involvement
o f the caudate nuclei in AD (Baron et al, 2001; Frisoni et al, 2002a; Rombouts et al,
2000), although this may reflect positional shifts due to ventricular enlargement (see
below).
The discrepancies in the results could potentially be due to a number o f
sources. Firstly, although manual volumetric segmentation is here referred to as the
gold standard, it is not without error. Measurement error can greatly reduce the
sensitivity o f this method to detect group differences. These inaccuracies will have the
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greatest effect on structures with small volumes, such as the hippocampus and, in
particular, the EC, the areas most vulnerable early in AD. Delineation o f both the
hippocampus and the EC involves arbitrary decisions about boundary placement and
areas o f high variability, such as the hippocampal tail and the collateral sulcus, were
excluded to improve reproducibility. Two studies concluded that the variability
associated with measurement o f the EC made it a less practical aid to diagnosis than
the hippocampus (Juottonen et al, 1999; Xu et al, 2000). Nevertheless, numerous
volumetric studies have used measures o f medial temporal lobe structures to show
significant changes in subjects with AD and, perhaps more importantly, these changes
have been shown in very early AD (Fox et al, 1996) and even in individuals with MCI
(Xu et al, 2000).
VBM, as it relies on parametric statistics, will have greatly reduced sensitivity
when there is high variability in grey matter. This may occur either because there are
insufficient subjects in a study, or the group is heterogeneous. In addition, variability
may be introduced by SPM pre-processing, with misregistration or misclassification
o f tissues introducing heterogeneity to the images. It is possible that some o f the
inconsistencies between the studies by Mummery et al (Mummery et al, 1999;
Mummery et al, 2000) and Rosen et al (Rosen et al, 2002) are largely due to the
difference in sample size or inclusion criteria. Although this study did detect medial
temporal lobe atrophy when AD subjects were compared with controls, this result did
not survive correction for multiple comparisons. This was also the case with the study
by Rombouts et al (Rombouts et al, 2000), who studied seven AD subjects. Studies
which have included larger numbers appear to have produced more robust results
which did survive correction for multiple comparisons (Baron et al, 2001; Chetelat et
al, 2002; Frisoni et al, 2002a). It is possible that the greater agreement achieved
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between VBM and ROI analysis in the SD subjects, compared with the AD group is a
result o f the more focal atrophy in the former, resulting in a more homogeneous
pattern o f grey matter reduction.
The numerous pre-processing steps involved in VBM introduce potential
sources o f error. First, systematic differences can arise from misregistration during the
spatial normalisation step. For example, the structural alterations due to the disease
process may reduce the accuracy o f scan alignment. Misregistration is likely to be
more o f a problem in small structures with complex architecture, such as the
hippocampus. The increased variability due to inadequate alignment could greatly
reduce the power o f VBM to detect group differences. The inclusion o f customised
templates should theoretically reduce a bias towards improved spatial normalisation
o f unaffected individuals, but the accuracy o f this step has not yet been systematically
assessed (see chapter eight).
Secondly, the accuracy o f tissue classification may be systematically affected
by the disease process. Pathology may give rise to changes in signal intensity, and a
reduction in grey/white contrast. In addition, regions affected by atrophy may show
more partial volume effects between grey matter and CSF. Misclassification may be
reduced by the use o f high-resolution scans with small voxel size, preferably isotropic
Imm^; in this study the voxels were anisotropic. Customised age- and diseasematched prior probability maps should theoretically improve segmentation, although
these produced only minor improvements compared with the default SPM priors (see
chapter eight for a more detailed discussion).
Thirdly, smoothing will also have an effect on the ability o f VBM to localise
change. Larger kernel sizes will reduce the scan variability, which may increase
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sensitivity to detect group differences, but high levels o f smoothing make it difficult
to attribute change to a small region, such as the hippocampus.
In addition, VBM may misattribute change due to displacement o f voxels. For
example, ventricular enlargement results in shifting o f the periventricular brain tissue
(Janke et al, 2001). VBM showed an increase in white matter surrounding the
ventricles, as well as a decrease in grey matter in the caudate nucleus, and there is the
possibility that these are spurious results caused by this effect. For this reason visual
inspection o f the raw images is always advisable.

7.5

CONCLUSIONS

This study compares an increasingly used automated technique, that o f VBM, with the
best available gold standard for detailed MR analysis, namely ROI measurement.
Using patients with Alzheimer’s disease and semantic dementia, groups with wellcharacterised patterns o f regional atrophy, this study highlights the areas o f
concordance and disagreement between these two methods.
Relatively good agreement is achieved between VBM and ROI analysis in the
more ‘focal’ SD patients. Both methods would be expected to have increased
sensitivity when the scan appearance is homogeneous. The discrepancies between the
two methodologies for the comparison between AD and controls, may also be a
function o f the variability in regional atrophy. The more diffuse atrophy pattern
evident in subjects with AD may result in greater variability. It would appear that ROI
analysis is less sensitive to this increased variability than VBM analysis.
VBM has potential for detecting global and regional differences between
groups. However, there are many sources o f potential error and, as with any fully
automated technique, comparison to the raw scan data is essential. Without a more
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extensive validation, VBM results should be interpreted with caution, and conclusions
drawn from VBM results require a good understanding o f the methods employed in
each individual study. The following chapter describes a detailed analysis o f the pre
processing steps required for VBM, and discusses how some o f these factors may
influence resulting SPMs.
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8

DETECTING

DISEASE-RELATED

VOLUMETRIC

DIFFERENCES

USING VOXEL-BASED MORPHOMETRY: AN INVESTIGATION INTO
THE EFFECT OF PRE-PROCESSING STEPS

8.1

INTRODUCTION

The previous chapter highlighted some o f the discrepancies between findings based
on region o f interest analysis and those produced by the fully automated process o f
VBM. It is clear that both techniques will have reduced sensitivity to detect diseaserelated differences when there is high variability within the sample. Whilst true inter
subject variation can be reduced as far as possible by having large homogeneous
samples, variability may also be introduced by the techniques themselves. ROI
analysis is subject to measurement error, which is likely to have a greater impact on
smaller structures, reducing sensitivity to detect volumetric differences, particularly in
the early stages o f a disease process. The extensive pre-processing required for VBM
analysis may also introduce errors which can lead to increased variability.
Misregistration, or misclassification o f tissue will mean that homologous tissues may
not be aligned, reducing SPMs power to detect grey matter reductions. In addition to
increasing variability, perhaps more importantly, there is the possibility that pre
processing steps may be introducing a systematic bias, which makes determining true
disease-related effects more problematic.
The previous chapter attempted to validate VBM by comparing the appearance
o f statistical parametric maps with ROI analysis, as have a small number o f other
studies (Maguire et al, 2000; Vargha-Khadem F. et al, 1998). One potential problem
with this approach is that inconsistencies in the SPMs could be due to any number o f
the pre-processing steps involved in VBM. Other studies have examined aspects o f
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SPM pre-processing, such as normalisation (Crivello et al, 2001; Davatzikos et al,
2001b; Gitelman et al, 2001; Hellier et al, 2002; Ishii et al, 2001; Missimer et al,
1999; Muzik et al, 2000; Salmond et al, 2002b), segmentation (Chard et al, 2002;
Davatzikos et al, 2001a; Gitelman et al, 2001) and smoothing (Davatzikos et al,
2001a; M issimer et al, 1999; S almond et al, 2002a), and are described below. The aim
o f this study was to investigate each o f these steps in isolation in order to understand
how they might be affecting resulting SPMs, and in particular whether they introduce
variability and systematic errors.

8.1.1

Spatial Normalisation

As discussed in chapter three, spatial normalisation aims to align images from
different subjects to ensure morphological correspondence. Correct inter-subject
alignment is critical if meaningful comparisons are to be made. This is a controversial
area, and a paper by Bookstein (Bookstein, 2001) argues that the voxelwise statistical
comparisons utilised by VBM are not valid whenever spatial normalisation has failed
to accurately register scans. Indeed, the author argues that this is likely to occur in the
majority o f cases. However, Ashbumer and Friston (Ashbumer and Friston, 2001)
disagree, claiming that the areas where Bookstein suggests voxelwise comparisons
will not be valid are more likely to occur outside the brain, and as these are excluded
from the analysis, VBM can be used for group analysis o f approximately aligned
scans.
Ishii et al (Ishii et al, 2001) examined the effect o f two different registration
techniques, SPM and NEUROSTAT, on subsequent SPMs. Using PET data from
controls and AD subjects, they found spatial variance in areas o f disease-related
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hypometabolism with the two different techniques. Using simulated MR images, they
found that SPM resulted in average grey matter mismatches o f 20%, when compared
with NEUROSTAT. Missimer et al (Missimer et al, 1999) examined simulated
activation areas, and found that SPM spatial normalisation introduced errors into the
localisation o f these regions. Two studies found that high-dimensional inter-subject
registration provided more accurate co-localisation o f simulated activation foci than
the nonlinear matching provided by SPM (Crivello et al, 2001; Davatzikos et al,
2001b). In addition, Davatzikos et al (Davatzikos et al, 2001b) found that there was
spatial variance in the registration accuracy, with, for example, the cingulate gyrus
being more accurately aligned that the hippocampus. The higher registration
accuracies achieved with high-dimensional elastic warping in this study were
translated into better activation sensitivity when SPMs were compared. Crivello et al
(Crivello et al, 2001) demonstrated that registration inaccuracy had the greatest
impact on subsequent SPMs when higher resolution images were used.
Within the SPM package, spatial normalisation is typically achieved by
registering the scan from each individual onto the MNI template image (Mazziotta et
al, 1995), which is in approximate Talairach space (Talairach and Toumoux, 1988).
Systematic differences may be introduced if there is a difference in normalisation
accuracy between the two groups being studied (Bookstein, 2001). One study
examining epilepsy in children using SPM analysis o f PET images found that there
was considerable inaccuracy in spatial normalisation when young subjects were
mapped onto the default template (Muzik et al, 2000). Normalisation errors were
found to be age-dependent, and the authors concluded that the artefacts seen in the
subsequent SPM analysis precluded the application o f this technique to subjects in the
under-six age group.
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Systematic differences introduced in the normalisation step may also influence
subsequent processes. Gitelman et al (Gitelman et al, 2001) found spatial
normalisation errors in individuals with HSE, when compared with controls, which
resulted in misclassification o f grey matter. This was most noticeable in the caudate
region, due to displacement o f grey matter resulting from ventricular enlargement.
They concluded that the apparent caudate atrophy seen on the resulting SPMs could
have been due to this displacement effect.
Spatial normalisation inaccuracy is likely to be a particular problem when
there is extensive atrophy due to neurodegeneration. Whilst there is a theoretical
argument for the use o f a customised template, this has only been investigated in one
study. This work by Salmond et al (Salmond et al, 2002b) examined the accuracy o f
normalisation in the medial temporal lobe in children with hippocampal atrophy, and
found no significant improvement when a subject-specific template was used.
However, the gross brain pathology typical o f the dementias may present more o f a
challenge in the accurate co-localisation o f brain structures.
In addition to the selection o f an appropriate template image, many other
parameters within the SPM normalisation routine can be varied, which may have a
significant impact on the resulting SPMs. There is a trade-off between ensuring
accurate alignment o f individuals, and eliminating the inter-individual differences
which may be o f interest. Following an initial affine transformation, SPM uses a non
linear matching technique which relies on a series o f discrete cosine transforms
(DCTs) (see chapter three). The number o f DCTs, and the number o f iterations the
algorithm is run for can be varied. Increasing the degree o f non-linear matching
should theoretically reduce the differences between individuals and the template
image. One study found that 7*8*7 DCTs gave a more accurate matching, and
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consequently greater areas o f significant activation, when compared with a lower
degree o f non-linear warping (Davatzikos et al, 2001b). However, a recent validation
study found that, contrary to expectations, co-localisation o f structures was less
accurate with higher degrees o f non-linear warping (Salmond et al, 2002b). Increasing
the number o f iterations would also be expected to improve the match between an
individual scan and the template image, but is computationally expensive. The
régularisation term, which penalises solutions which are not smooth, can also be
varied.
A number o f different approaches to assessment o f registration accuracy have
been described. Some have used visual assessment o f normalised images (Gitelman et
al, 2001; Muzik et al, 2000). Other authors have attempted to quantify misregistration
and these techniques have largely relied on the identification o f homologous
landmarks such as points (Salmond et al, 2002b) or cortical surfaces (Hellier et al,
2002) on the scans being aligned. However, this is operator intensive, and relies on
the subjective placing o f landmarks. In addition, it does not assess accuracy over the
whole brain, only at the selected landmarks. Crivello et al (Crivello et al, 2001)
assessed a variety o f registration techniques by comparing the tissue classifications
they generated with a ‘gold standard’ o f segmentations based on the human brain atlas
template (Roland et al, 1994). Whilst this approach has the advantage that it gives an
estimate o f accuracy throughout the brain, it is also dependent upon the accuracy o f
the segmentation algorithm. This study uses a volume o f mismatch measure as an
assessment o f registration accuracy throughout the brain, in order to assess
misalignment, and in particular to highlight systematic differences between controls
and subjects with Alzheimer’s disease.
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8.1.2

Segmentation

SPM segmentation aims to correctly classify the brain into CSF and grey and white
matter compartments. The SPM algorithm uses a Bayesian approach where tissue
classification is based on intensity within the image, and prior probability maps which
indicate the expected spatial distribution for each tissue type. The inclusion o f an
intensity non-uniformity correction (Ashbumer and Friston, 2000) and an extraction
step to exclude non-brain voxels (Good et al, 2001) appear to improve tissue
classification slightly. Two studies found SPM tissue classification based on scanrescan to be highly reproducible (Chard et al, 2002; Good et al, 2001). However,
Ashbumer and Friston (Ashbumer and Friston, 2000) demonstrated that errors in
segmentation could be introduced when there is an inaccuracy in registration, which
results in misalignment with the prior probability maps. Davatzikos et al (Davatzikos
et al, 2001a) found segmentation inaccuracies at the default resolution within SPM
(voxel size: 2 x 2 x 2mm), but these were reduced when the higher resolution o f the
original images was used. This work has not addressed the issue o f whether there is a
difference in segmentation accuracy between disease groups. One study demonstrated
a systematic bias in segmentation accuracy, due to misalignment o f scans in a group
o f patients with HSE (Gitelman et al, 2001). The use o f customised prior probability
maps, based on both normal controls, and those with a neurodegenerative condition
should theoretically produce improved results. Burton et al (Burton et al, 2002) report
subtle differences in segmentation when customised priors were used for subjects
with AD and DLB. This was also evident from the previous chapter, although visual
inspection did not reveal a great improvement in tissue classification. This study
aimed to further investigate the accuracy o f tissue segmentation in control and disease
states using default and customised prior probability maps.
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8.1.3

Modulation

Modulation aims to correct for volume change during the spatial normalisation step
(Ashbumer and Friston, 2000). For example, volume differences due to disease may
be lost when an individual is matched onto a larger, non-atrophic template image.
W ithout a modulation step, a brain which had atrophy which affected grey and white
matter equally would appear, after the spatial normalisation, to be identical to a
normal brain. In order to recover that atrophy, intensities within the image are divided
by the Jacobian values from the registration. Regions which have undergone extensive
expansion will consequently show reduced intensities, reflecting a reduction in the
density o f brain tissue.

8.1.4

Smoothing

Following segmentation and modulation, the tissue o f interest (usually grey matter) is
smoothed, so that each voxel is replaced by a weighted average o f neighbouring
voxels. This is required firstly to satisfy the assumptions o f SPM which relies on data
following a Gaussian distribution, and also to reduce inter-subject variability. High
levels o f smoothing may improve the ability o f VBM to detect grey matter differences
between groups by reducing variance, but the ability to localise change is inevitably
compromised. Previously published studies have used smoothing kernel values
ranging from 4 (Maguire et al, 2000) to 12mm (Baron et al, 2001; Mummery et al,
2000) FWHM kernel. Salmond et al (Salmond et al, 2002a) investigated the validity
o f SPM assumptions at varying levels o f smoothing. They found that a smoothing
kernel o f 4mm FWHM was sufficient to satisfy the conditions o f normality, but that
smoothing to higher degrees, such as 12mm decreased the occurrence o f false positive
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results. M issmer et al (Missimer et al, 1999) used simulated activation areas to
examine the effect o f smoothing on cluster sizes. They found that cluster size
increased with larger degrees o f smoothing, but that there was some merging o f
distinct areas when kernels as large as 20mm were used. Davatzikos et al (Davatzikos
et al, 2001a) examined simulated atrophy and found that the optimal smoothing
kernel was 13mm for the default SPM resolution, but 9mm when high-dimensional
matching was used. The optimum smoothing kernel is likely to differ considerably
between comparatively low-resolution functional imaging and high-resolution
structural imaging.

8.1.5

Detection o f Brain A trophy

Investigating the effect o f diseases such as AD on grey matter densities in subjects is
problematic, as the true differences are not known. Comparison with established
techniques such as volumetric analysis is possible, although these methods may also
involve measurement errors, as described earlier. An alternative is to use scans where
the differences are known. For example, comparison o f scans acquired on the same
day would be expected to show no volumetric differences, but could be used to give
an indication o f the noise associated with the acquisition o f two separate scans. Scans
with simulated atrophy can be used to determine VBMs ability to detect volumetric
differences with a known regional distribution. This study used same-day scans to
investigate whether normalisation introduced spurious differences between images.
Simulated atrophy scans were used to determine how accurately modulation recovers
volumetric differences which are removed during the normalisation process.
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Smoothing kernels were investigated by examining SPMs resulting from scans with
simulated atrophy, and consequently a known distribution o f regional differences.

8.2

METHODS

8.2.1

Subjects

Ten cognitively normal elderly controls and ten subjects with probable AD, diagnosed
according to the criteria outlined in appendix one, were included in this study. All
subjects were enrolled in the MIRIAD project (see chapter four) and underwent a full
history, neurological examination, MMSE and detailed neuropsychology. All subjects
underwent two same-day scans at baseline assessment, and a single scan after an
interval o f one year. The mean (± SD) ages for the controls and AD subjects were
74.9 (12.7) and 70.3 (7.0) respectively. The mean (± SD) MMSE score was 29.3 (0.7)
for the controls and 19.3 (3.3) for the individuals with AD.

8.2.2

M R l Acquisition and Processing

T1-weighted scans were acquired using the MIRIAD protocol, described in appendix
three. Same-day baseline and one year images were transferred to a Sun Enterprise
250 workstation for analysis. Brains were outlined using the semi-automated
technique within MIDAS (Freeborough et al, 1997). Both the second baseline scan
(B^) and the one year repeat scan (R) were registered onto the first baseline image
(B’) using a nine degrees of freedom registration algorithm (Freeborough et al,
1996b). Scans were then analysed using SPM99.
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Figure 8-1: Flow chart showing investigations into VBM pre-processing steps
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8.2.3

Spatial normalisation

Effect of customised templates
Scans from the control and the AD subjects were normalised using the default SPM
parameters i.e. a 12 parameter affine transformation, followed by 7*8*7 DCTs, with
12 iterations and medium régularisation. The registered images were resliced to give
isotropic voxels o f 1.5mm.
A customised template was generated by spatially normalising all scans to the
standard SPM T1 template, as described in the previous chapter. All original scans
were then re-normalised to this customised template using the default parameters,
with resliced images o f 1.5mm isotropic voxels. Normalisation was repeated using
4*5*4 instead o f 7*8*7 DCTs.
The

volume

o f mismatch

was

calculated

as

follows:

after

spatial

normalisation, individual scan intensities were normalised to the mean intensity o f the
template image to allow meaningful comparisons to be made.

Difference images

were generated for each subject compared with the template, and the volume o f
mismatch was calculated as the number o f voxels showing a difference in intensity o f
greater than 20%, as described by Freeborough et al (Freeborough et al, 1996b). A
mask was applied to exclude non-brain voxels from the analysis. The degree o f
mismatch was used to compare normalisation using the default and the customised
templates.
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Effect o f norm alisation param eters

Scans were spatially normalised onto the customised template. The following
parameters were varied in order to investigate their effect:
Number o f iterations. Using 7*8*7 DCTs and medium régularisation, spatial
normalisation was repeated using 5 ,8 , 12 and 16 iterations.
Number

o f DCTs.

Using

12 iterations

and medium

régularisation,

spatial

normalisation was performed with affine only, 4*5*4, 7*8*7 and 10*11*10 DCTs.
Degree o f régularisation. Using 7*8*7 DCTs and 12 iterations, spatial normalisation
was repeated using small (0.0001), medium (0.01) and large (1.0) degrees o f
régularisation.

The measure o f mismatch between the template and individual scans was calculated
as described above for each spatial normalisation process.

W ithin-subject registration
Normalisation was further investigated using serial scans from single individuals,
which had already been accurately registered using the nine degrees o f freedom
registration within MIDAS. Firstly, the effect o f normalisation on same-day scans (B^
and B^) was examined. Baseline scans had been previously registered into standard
space using the default normalisation parameters and a customised template. B^ scans
were then registered by a) applying the same normalisation parameters as were used
in the B^ normalisation process and b) independent normalisation using default
normalisation parameters and a customised template. Volumes o f mismatch between
the baseline and same-day scans were generated for both normalisation processes.
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Normalisation o f baseline (B*) and repeat scans (R) from the same individual,
with an interval o f one year, was then evaluated. Repeat scans were registered within
SPM using a) applied parameters from the baseline normalisation b) 6 degrees o f
freedom c) affine only and d) non-linear registration with a range o f DCTs, with 12
iterations and medium régularisation. This was completed for two control and two
Alzheimer’s disease subjects. The volume o f mismatch between baseline and repeat
scans was generated for each o f these normalisation procedures.
For all further investigations the images were normalised to the customised
template using the default SPM normalisation parameters.

8.2.4

Segmentation

Customised prior probability maps were created by segmenting normalised images, as
described in chapter seven. Following segmentation, grey matter images were masked
to exclude non-brain tissue using two different methods: brainmasks were created
using the brain extraction tool within SPM (Good et al, 2001) and the MIDAS brain
segmentation method (Freeborough et al, 1997). Segmentations based on the default
and customised prior probability maps were assessed visually, together with those
produced by the two brainmasking methods.
The volume o f mismatch between segmentations based on the default and
customised prior probability maps (without masking) was calculated for controls and
AD subjects.
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8.2.5

Modulation

Atrophy was simulated by applying a uniform 3% reduction (volume loss that is
typical for AD patients with a scan interval o f one year) to the ten control baseline
scans, to generate a new simulated ‘repeat’ scan, S. Scans

and S are already in

register with each other, and therefore differences just represent a scaling change. It
would be expected that scaling differences between the scans be removed during the
process o f spatial normalisation. Modulation aims to compensate for the volume
changes occurring during this step, and consequently should recover any differences
between the scans.
The baseline scan was normalised using the default parameters and a
customised template. The atrophic scan, S was then registered by a) applying the same
normalisation parameters as were used in the baseline normalisation and b)
independently normalising using the default parameters and customised template. All
normalised scans were then segmented using customised priors, followed by
extraction o f non-brain voxels using the MIDAS brainmask. Following segmentation,
the baseline and the independently normalised images were modulated using the
Jacobian values from the relevant normalisation process. Grey matter difference
images were created comparing:
a) B ’ and S, after the application o f the same normalisation parameters. As these
scans were already in register, this comparison would be expected to show the
differences due to the simulated atrophy only.
b) B^ and S, after independent normalisation. It is assumed that the normalisation
process will reduce the volumetric differences between the two scans.
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c)

and S after independent normalisation and modulation with the Jacobian
values. Perfect modulation would be expected to recover the volumetric
differences seen in a)

The difference images were visually inspected to assess the effect o f modulation. In
addition, SPMs were generated for each o f the above situations by comparing the
baseline and simulated repeat scans using a paired t test.

8.2.6

Smoothing

Smoothing was investigated using the simulated atrophy scans. Both B' and S scans
had been registered onto the customised template using the same normalisation
parameters. A mean image was created from the difference between B^ and S scans
for each individual. SPMs were generated comparing the B^ and S scans after no
smoothing and smoothing with 4mm, 8mm, 10mm and 12mm FWHM kernels. The
pattern o f atrophy seen in the SPMs was compared with the mean difference image.

8.2.7

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was performed using ST AT A. Regression analysis was used to
determine

significant differences between normalisation parameters.

A term

describing the interaction between the normalisation process and subject condition
was used to test for a systematic bias between registration accuracy in controls and
AD subjects.
SPMs were generated using paired t tests within SPM99 to compare baseline
and subsequent scans. A significance level o f p<0.00001, uncorrected for multiple
comparisons was set for all analyses.
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8.3

8.3.1

RESULTS

Spatial normalisation

Effect of customised templates
Figure 8-2 shows the volume o f mismatch in controls and subjects with AD using the
default (based on normal subjects) and customised (based on AD and control subjects
in the study) templates, with 7*8*7 DCTs, 12 iterations and medium régularisation.
There was a significant increase in the degree o f mismatch in the controls when the
customised template was used (p=0.016); this effect was not seen in the AD subjects
(p=0.27). The degree o f mismatch between the template and individual images was
significantly greater in the subjects with AD than in the controls when the default
template was used (p=0.01); this difference was no longer significant when the
customised template was used for normalisation (p=0.6). The interaction term was
significant, suggesting that using customised templates reduced the systematic bias in
normalisation accuracy between controls and AD subjects (p=0.005). The same effect
was seen when 4*5*4 DCTs were used (p=0.006).

Effect of normalisation parameters
Number o f iterations
Figure 8-3 shows the effect o f increasing iterations on the volume o f mismatch. In
both controls (p=0.007) and AD subjects (p=0.013) there was a small but significant
reduction in the volume o f mismatch when the number o f iterations was increased
from 5 to 8. Subsequent increases had no significant effect on the degree o f mismatch
(p>0.45). There was no significant interaction between condition and increasing the
number o f iterations (p>0.5).
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Figure 8-2: Volume o f mismatch in controls and AD subjects using A) the default
template and B) a customised template
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Figure 8-3: Volume o f mismatch in controls and AD subjects depending on iterations
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Number o f DCTs

Figure 8-4 shows the effect of increasing the number of DCTs on the volume of
mismatch measure. For both subject groups there was a significant decrease in the
volume of mismatch when non-linear was compared with affine only registration
(p<0.001). Both subject groups showed a significant decrease in volume of mismatch
when the number of DCTs were increased from 4*5*4 to 7*8*7 (p<0.001), but a
significant increase when the number of DCTs were increased further to 10*11*10
(p<0.001). There was no significant interaction between condition and number of
DCTs (p>0.3).

Figure 8-4: Volume o f mismatch in control and AD subjects depending on number o f
DCTs
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Degree o f régularisation

Figure 8-5 shows the effect of increasing the degree of régularisation on the volume
of mismatch measure. There was a significant decline in the volume of mismatch
when the degree of régularisation was increased from small to medium (p<0.001).
Visual inspection showed marked misregistration of images when small degrees of
régularisation were used (see Figure 8-6a). There was a statistically significant
increase in the volume of mismatch when the régularisation was increased to high
(p=0.001). There was no significant interaction between condition and régularisation
(p>0.09).

Figure 8-5: Volume o f mismatch in control and AD subjects using A) little (0.0001) B)
medium (0.01) and C) large (1.0) degrees o f régularisation
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Figure 8-6: Normalised images after a) little b) medium and c) large degrees o f
régularisation
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Within-subject registration

Figure 8-7 shows the volume of mismatch when using applied normalisation
parameters (i.e. using the known, precise normalisation derived from within-subject
registration) and independent normalisation on same-day scans. There was no
systematic difference between AD subjects and controls in terms of normalisation
accuracy for either normalisation method (p>0.4). For both subject groups there was a
significant increase in normalisation inaccuracy when scans were normalised
independently, compared with when the same normalisation parameters were used for
both scans (p<0.04).

Figure 8-7: Volume o f mismatch in control and AD subjects using A) applied
normalisation parameters and B) independent normalisation o f same-day scans
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Figure 8-8 shows the effect of SPM normalisation on pre-registered images for a
control and AD subject, over an interval of one year. Using applied normalisation
parameters, the volume of mismatch between the baseline and repeat scan was
minimal in the control, reflecting little volume loss over this period. By contrast, the
AD subject showed a substantial volume of mismatch due to atrophy. When a 6dof
registration was applied to each scan there was a slight increase in the volume of
mismatch, but this increased steeply when an affine normalisation was applied. The
inclusion of non-linear matching reduced the volume of mismatch slightly, although it
remained many times greater than that seen in the original pre-registered images for
the control, and twice that seen in the AD subject.

Figure 8-8: Within-subject registration in a control and AD subject showing volume
o f mismatch using a) applied normalisation parameters (denoted by circle) b) 6dof
(square) c) affine (triangle) and d) non-linear registration with a range o f DCTs
(diamond)
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8.3.2

Segmentation

Visual inspection o f the images showed that there were segmentation errors using
both the default and the customised prior probability maps. Both methods incorrectly
identified grey matter surrounding the ventricles, although this effect was slightly
reduced when customised priors were used (see Figure 8-9); this effect was present in
both subject groups. Segmentation using the default priors in a few subjects (AD and
controls) failed to identify grey matter at both the inferior and superior extremes o f
the brain (see Figure 8-10). Both segmentation procedures gave some incorrect
inclusion o f non-brain voxels, although this problem appeared to be worse when the
customised priors were used, and in AD subjects compared with normal controls.
However, both brainmasking techniques appeared to reduce the number o f non-brain
voxels included in the grey matter segmentations, with virtually all being removed
using the MIDAS brainmask (see Figure 8-11).
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Figure 8-9: Incorrect classification o f grcy matter in a control subject

a) shows segmentation using the default and b) the customised prior probability maps

V
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Figure 8-10: Failure to classify grey matter at i) the superior and ii) the inferior extremes o f the brain in two different control subjects
a) shows the normalised image b) segmentation using the default and c) the customised prior probability maps
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Figure 8-11: Effect o f brainmasking on segmentation with customised priors in an individual with AD
a) shows initial segmentation b) SPM brainmasking and c) MIDAS brainmasking
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Using the volume o f mismatch between segmentations based on the default and
customised priors, there was no significant difference between controls and AD
subjects (p = 0.76).

8.3.3

Modulation

Figure 8-12a shows the grey matter difference image based on scans from a single
individual using the same normalisation parameters. Differences can clearly be seen at
the outer surface o f the brain. Most o f these differences are removed when the scans
are compared after independent normalisation (Figure 8-12b). Modulated images are
shown in Figure 8-13c. This process appears to recover some o f the differences lost in
the normalisation process, although there is a noticeable difference in the distribution
o f atrophy when compared with Figure 8-12a.
Figure 8-13a shows the SPM generated by a paired t test comparing grey
matter in baseline and simulated repeat scans. ‘Atrophy’ can be seen at the boundary
between brain and CSF. This effect was removed when independently normalised
scans were compared (Figure 8-13b). Figure 8-13c shows the effect o f modulating the
baseline and simulated repeat scan. As suggested by the difference image in Figure
8-13c, the distribution o f atrophy is more widespread than can be seen in the initial
comparison.
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Figure 8-12: Modulation effects on grey matter difference images from a single individual based on baseline and simulated repeat images
a) shows images with the same normalisation parameters b) independently normalised ummodulated images and c) independently normalised
modulated images
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Figure 8-13: SPMs showing the effect o f modulation on group differences

a) shows images with the same normalisation parameters b) independently normalised ummodulated images and c) independently
normalised modulated images, with a smoothing kernel o f 8mm FWHM (p<0.00001, uncorrected)
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8.3.4

Smoothing

Figure 8-14 shows a mean grey matter difference image and Figure 8-15 shows the
difference in SPMs with a range of smoothing kernels, when the baseline and
simulated repeat scans were compared, following normalisation with the same
parameters. Very little atrophy was evident when no smoothing or smoothing with a
4mm kernel was used. The SPM from the images smoothed with an 8mm kernel
shows a distribution of atrophy that is more consistent with the difference images
below. The pattern o f atrophy seen after smoothing with a 10mm or 12mm kemel
appears to extend beyond where the original differences can be seen, spreading into
areas o f the scalp.

Figure 8-14: Mean grey matter difference image based on baseline and simulated
repeat scans, with the same normalisation parameters
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Figure 8-15: SPMs generated by different levels o f smoothing

a) shows no smoothing, b) 4mm c) 8mm d) 10mm and e) 12 mm FWHM smoothing (p<0.00001, uncorrected)
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8.4

DISCUSSION

This study provides a detailed assessment o f the pre-processing steps involved in
VBM analysis. The discussion between Bookstein (Bookstein, 2001) and Ashbumer
and Friston (Ashbumer and Friston, 2001) has highlighted the importance o f
considering the accuracy o f spatial normalisation when interpreting VBM results. In
particular, Bookstein examines the possibility o f systematic differences being
introduced by this pre-processing step. This study has demonstrated that registration
accuracy can be greatly affected by the normalisation procedure selected. The volume
o f mismatch was noticeably different between controls and the patient group when the
default template (based on healthy controls) was employed, which is consistent with
previous VBM studies (Gitelman et al, 2001; Muzik et al, 2000). Despite the fact that
a customised template actually increased the volume o f mismatch in controls,
crucially it removed the systematic difference in registration mismatch between the
two subject groups. This would suggest that it is vital to include customised templates
when attempting to highlight differences between controls and disease states, so that
change can be attributed to the disease process rather than differences in registration
accuracy. The study by Salmond et al (Salmond et al, 2002b) found that the effect o f
a customised template was dependent upon the number o f non-linear iterations, with
customised templates having no effect when 4*5*4 non-linear basis functions were
used; our results do not concur with this, as a similar effect was noted when using
either 4*5*4 or 7*8*7 non-linear basis functions. It is possible that this discrepancy is
due to the fact that this study used resultant SPMs to determine the template effect,
which may not necessarily be reflecting normalisation accuracy. Although they used
landmark co-localisation as an additional measure, this was only performed on the
normal controls, and consequently would not and could not detect a systematic bias in
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registration accuracy. It is also possible that a customised template had little effect on
their subject group, due to the localised nature o f the atrophy, making them
potentially less vulnerable to misregistration than subjects with widespread global
atrophy.
This study provides some insight into the effect o f SPM registration
parameters on normalisation accuracy. Varying these parameters appeared to have no
effect on the interaction term i.e. there was no systematic bias between controls and
subjects with AD. There was no evidence to suggest a significant increase in
registration accuracy by changing from the default SPM parameters, and adopting
these values has the benefit o f allowing more meaningful comparisons between
studies. However, the optimum set o f parameters will vary on the dataset and on the
questions being answered. This study provides an extensive, but not comprehensive
investigation into the spatial normalisation process within SPM, comparing results
from 13 o f the many possible different analyses. The interaction between these
parameters was not investigated, and would require many more analyses to be carried
out in order to fully understand their impact on the accuracy o f anatomical co
localisation.
Despite improved registration with the customised template, it is clear that the
SPM normalisation process introduces some differences between pre-registered scans
from the same individual. SPM normalisation was developed primarily for inter
subject registration, where registration errors are less obvious and may not be so
important. Typically individual images are smaller than the template image, and so
there will always be a tendency for SPM to scale up individual images during
registration to account for this volumetric difference. This process may result in the
introduction o f differences between scans which have already been aligned. The most
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recent release o f SPM is due to correct this problem (personal communication, John
Ashbumer). Other studies have advocated the use o f high-dimensional mapping to
further reduce registration errors (Crivello et al, 2001), but these are computationally
expensive.
There did not appear to be a systematic difference between controls and AD
subjects in segmentation accuracy when results based on the customised and default
prior probability maps were compared. However, in both groups it appeared that
customised templates reduced the problems o f (a) misclassiflcation o f grey matter
surrounding the ventricles, as well as (b) correctly including grey matter at the inferior
and superior extremes o f the brain, which were excluded when the default priors were
used. There was a tendency for more non-brain voxels to be included in the grey
matter segmentation when customised templates were used, but the application o f a
brainmask greatly reduced this problem. The brainmask created by the semi
automated MIDAS process appeared to correct this more accurately than that
generated by the fully automated SPM program. This may reflect the greater accuracy
o f brain/nonbrain separation available in the more labour-intensive MIDAS brain
extraction.
Using simulated atrophy, this study showed that modulation does recover
some o f the volumetric differences that are removed as a result o f the normalisation
process. However, the distribution o f atrophy was noticeably different to that seen on
the original images. It is also possible that head size may be a confounding factor,
which is not accounted for by modulation. The inclusion o f TIV in the model may
reduce the effect o f this potential confound. There have been no other studies
investigating the effect o f modulation on VBMs ability to detect volumetric change,
and further work to understand fully its effect is required.
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The results described here suggest that smoothing is essential for VBM to
detect volumetric differences in grey matter. The work by Salmond et al (Salmond et
al, 2002a), suggested that the assumptions o f SPM were invalid when smoothing
kernels o f less than 4mm FWHM were used. This study found increased areas o f
atrophy with increasing size o f smoothing kernels, which concurs with one previous
study investigating the effect o f smoothing on simulated activation areas (M issimer et
al, 1999). Based on the images used in this study, the optimum smoothing kem el for
reproducing the atrophy pattern evident in the original images would appear to be
8mm FWHM, as larger degrees o f smoothing appeared to involve areas outside the
brain, including scalp. This is in agreement with the findings o f a previous stmctural
MRI study (Davatzikos et al, 2001a), which concluded that a smoothing kem el o f
9mm was optimum for detecting simulated atrophy with VBM when high
dimensional matching was used. It is possible that a more sophisticated approach to
smoothing, such as the adaptive filtering technique described by Davatzikos et al
(Davatzikos et al, 2001b), which limits smoothing to within anatomical boundaries,
would reduce this problem. It is likely that the optimum smoothing kem el will be
highly dependent upon the resolution o f the images.
The use o f scans with simulated atrophy in this study made it possible to
investigate more accurately the effects o f modulation and smoothing because there
was a clearly identifiable pattem o f atrophy. It should be comparatively easy to detect
atrophy based on the application o f a uniform reduction across the brain because o f
the high degree o f homogeneity. However, there was still spatial variance in the
pattem o f atrophy which was probably to be due to inter-individual differences in
brain morphology, as well as differences introduced in the normalisation process.
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One possible limitation of the volume o f mismatch approach is that this
measure may show a greater degree o f accuracy when intensities are closely matched,
but this may not necessarily represent the alignment o f homologous points. However,
unlike landmark-based assessments it takes into account matching over the whole
brain in an unbiased manner and is less labour-intensive and less operator-dependent.

8.5

CONCLUSIONS

This study provides a detailed investigation into the pre-processing steps necessary
for standard voxel-based morphometric analysis. There was strong evidence that the
use o f a default template based on healthy controls introduced a systematic bias in
registration accuracy between controls and AD subjects, which could produce
spurious group differences in resulting SPMs. Customised templates, based on both
subject groups would appear to be essential at least when studying differences
between subjects with neurodegenerative conditions and controls.
There was little evidence that deviations from the default normalisation
parameters created significant improvements in registration accuracy, and there did
not appear to be a systematic bias between the two subject groups. However, it was
clear that the SPM normalisation process did introduce some errors in spatial
alignment in pre-registered within-subject scans.
Many o f the segmentation errors produced by the default priors appeared to be
reduced when customised prior probability maps were used. The application o f a
brainmask was effective at removing non-brain tissue, with the individualised
brainmask generated by MIDAS generally providing better results than those seen
with the SPM mask.
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The process o f modulation did appear to recover some o f the volumetric
differences eliminated during spatial normalisation, but it created an unexpected
distribution o f atrophy. Further work is required to understand the effect o f
modulation more fully.
Smoothing was essential for VBM to detect volumetric differences based on
scans with simulated atrophy. The optimum smoothing kemel for this data appeared
to be 8mm FWHM, but it is expected that this will vary according to the study and
type o f data included.
What is clear is that the pre-processing steps can have a profound effect upon
the final analysis, and therefore conclusions drawn from SPM analysis. Numerous
degrees o f freedom are available to the investigator, both from pre-processing, and
within SPM. There is therefore a danger in that a technique designed to offer an
unbiased assessment o f difference may be m n and re-mn until the results accord with
what the investigator was expecting to find. Clearly, a greater understanding o f all the
steps involved in this technique will help avoid this potential post hoc bias.
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9

DETECTING

DISEASE-RELATED

VOLUMETRIC

DIFFERENCES

WITH SPM USING SERIAL IMAGING

9.1

INTRODUCTION

As discussed in the previous two chapters, the sensitivity o f SPM is greatly affected
by variability within images, whether that is due to true inter-individual differences in
morphology, or variability resulting from image acquisition or processing. Chapter
eight addressed the issue o f the influence o f pre-processing steps on resulting SPMs,
and highlighted some areas where inconsistencies might be introduced. Variability
might be further reduced by the use o f serial imaging, as the changes within
individuals over time might be expected to be more consistent than the cross-sectional
volumetric differences between subjects.
Other studies have examined longitudinal change using a statistical approach.
Thompson et al (Thompson et al, 2001b) applied the technique o f cortical mapping to
examine grey matter changes in adolescent schizophrenic patients. A high
dimensional elastic model was used to identify shape and grey matter changes over
time within the individual, and statistical analysis o f these differences revealed
acceleration o f grey matter loss when patients were compared with controls. Recently,
this group have applied the same technique to highlight the changing pattem o f
cortical atrophy in subjects with AD (Thompson et al, 2003). Davatzikos et al
(Davatzikos et al, 2001a) used a high-dimensional elastic mapping technique known
as RAVENS (regional analysis o f volumes examined in normalised space) to
investigate simulated atrophy. They directly compared the results generated by this
technique with those obtained by VBM, and concluded that the RAVENS
methodology had a greater ability to localise the regions o f known atrophy. However,
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unlike VBM, this technique does require some manual identification o f sulcal curves
to constrain the elastic warping.
This study investigates the ability o f SPM to identify both cross-sectional and
longitudinal change in subjects with sporadic AD compared with controls. A
traditional VBM approach was used to compare controls and disease subjects at
baseline and follow-up assessments. Longitudinal changes were then investigated
firstly by directly comparing the grey matter at the two timepoints, and then using
fluid registration to give a measure o f change over time which can be interrogated
using SPM.

9.2

9.2.1

METHODS

Subjects

Fourteen (7 male) cognitively normal elderly controls and twenty-three (9 male)
subjects with probable AD, diagnosed according to the criteria outlined in appendix
one, were included in this study. All subjects were enrolled in the MIRIAD project
(see chapter four) and underwent a full history, neurological examination, MMSE and
detailed neuropsychology. All subjects underwent a baseline and a repeat scan after an
interval o f one year (mean (SD) interval 363 (1.4) days for controls and 361 (6.0) days
for AD subjects) . The mean (SD) ages for the controls and AD subjects were 69.3
(6.3) and 69.4 (6.8) respectively. The mean (SD) MMSE score was 29.5 (0.8) for the
controls and 19.2 (3.6) for the individuals with AD.
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9.2.2

M RI Acquisition and MIDAS pre-processing

T1-weighted scans were acquired using the MIRIAD protocol, described in appendix
three. Baseline and repeat images were transferred to a Sun Enterprise 250
workstation for analysis. Brains were outlined using the semi-automated technique
within MIDAS (Freeborough et al, 1997) and the repeat scans were registered onto
the baseline images using a nine degrees o f freedom registration algorithm
(Freeborough et al, 1996b).
Following the rigid-body alignment, a fluid registration was run for each
individual, as described in chapter three. This generated a voxel-level deformation
field over the whole image. The Jacobian values produced by this model provided
estimates o f voxel-level volume change. An image was created using the logs o f these
Jacobian values at each voxel.

9.2.3

SPM pre-processing

Baseline, registered repeat, and Jacobian images were transferred to SPM99 for
analysis. The baseline and repeat images were spatially normalised to a customised
template using the default SPM parameters i.e. a 12 parameter affine transformation,
followed by 12 iterations o f 7*8*7 DCTs with medium régularisation. Registered
images were re-sliced to give isotropic voxels o f 1.5mm. All images were segmented
into CSF, grey and white matter using customised prior probability maps, as described
in the previous chapters. The grey and white matter images were then convolved with
individualised MEDAS brainmasks to exclude non-brain tissue as far as possible. They
were then modulated using the Jacobian values from the appropriate SPM
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normalisation. All modulated masked grey matter images were smoothed with an
8mm FWHM kemel.
Jacobian images were transformed into standard space by applying the
normalisation parameters generated by spatial normalisation o f the baseline images.
These images contain measures o f contraction and expansion immediately adjacent to
one another. The smoothing necessary for the validity o f SPM analysis will result in
cancellation errors, so that those regions at the interface between contraction and
expansion are less likely to be detected. This cancellation effect may be reduced by
separating the Jacobian images into constituent regions, and performing smoothing on
these regions separately. Three methods o f separation were investigated:
a) Brain and nonbrain. The individual MIDAS region was used as a brainmask, and a
non-brainmask was generated by subtracting this mask from a TIV image. Jacobian
images were convolved with these regions to give an estimate o f contraction and
expansion within brain and non-brain.
b) Grey matter, white matter and CSF. The tissue classifications generated by
segmentation o f the baseline images were used to create masks to be convolved with
the Jacobian images. As SPM segmentation generates probabilities at each voxel,
these images were converted to binary masks prior to convolution.
c) Contraction and expansion. Images were separated based on Jacobian values alone,
producing voxel expansion (Jacobian values > 1.0), and voxel contraction (Jacobian
values < 1.0) images. These images were convolved with a TIV mask, which
excluded scalp as far as possible. These images are referred to as upper- and lowerthresholded Jacobian images.
All Jacobian images were smoothed with an 8mm FWHM kemel.
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Statistical analysis
Cross-sectional analysis
A single subject condition and covariate model was used to compare smoothed
modulated masked grey matter in controls and subjects with AD using
a) baseline and
b) repeat scans.

Longitudinal analysis
Grey matter comparisons
A paired t test was used to compare smoothed modulated masked grey matter images
from baseline and registered repeat scans in
a) controls and
b) individuals with AD.
Fluid comparisons
A single subject condition and covariate model was used to compare controls and
subjects with AD using
a) Brain and non-brainmasked Jacobian images
b) Grey and white matter and CSF-masked Jacobian images
c) Lower- and upper-thresholded Jacobian images.

For all analyses, a threshold o f p<0.00001, uncorrected for multiple comparisons was
used. A further analysis o f p<0.001 was used for masked Jacobian images. In
addition, changes still evident after correction for multiple comparisons at the p<0.05
level were examined.
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9.3

9.3.1

RESULTS

Cross-sectional analysis

Baseline and repeat assessments showed very similar patterns o f grey matter atrophy,
but volumetric differences between controls and subjects with AD were greater at the
second timepoint (compare Figure 9-la and b).

Grey matter reductions could be

detected in the hippocampus and temporal lobes. This was bilateral, although the left
appeared to be more severely affected than the right band side. On the left band side
there was involvement o f the lateral portions o f the temporal lobe, but atrophy was
generally limited to the medial temporal lobes on the right band side. There was
significant atrophy o f the posterior portions o f the brain, focused in the cingulate.
Small regions o f the frontal lobes were affected. There appeared to be some change
within the ventricles and the Sylvian fissure, and the regions immediately surrounding
these CSF spaces such as the caudate and insula. After correction for multiple
comparisons at the p<0.05 level there was some atrophy in the temporal lobes and left
perisylvian regions, and some additional frontal involvement at the repeat assessment.
There were no regions o f significantly higher grey matter densities in AD subjects
compared with controls.
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Figure 9-1: Regions o f statistically significant difference between controls and AD subjects at a) baseline and b) repeat assessment

All images show an SPM overlaid on a mean customised template with an analysis threshold o f p<0.00001, uncorrected fo r multiple
comparisons
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9.3.2

Longitudinal analysis

Grey matter comparisons
Comparing the grey matter at baseline with the repeat assessment showed very little
change in the control subjects over time (see Figure 9-2a). There was slight change in
the ventricles and the Sylvian fissure, and small regions o f significant atrophy
scattered in the frontal and occipital lobes. After correction for multiple comparisons,
only one small region remained in the occipital lobe. There were no regions showing a
significant increase in grey matter density over the period o f assessment.
In contrast, the AD group showed considerable atrophy over the assessment
period (Figure 9-2b). Grey matter differences were generally limited to the brain/CSF
interface, with apparent losses around the ventricles. Sylvian fissures and the temporal
horn. There was some volume reduction in the frontal regions o f the brain, and the
posterior cingulate. After correction for multiple comparisons, grey matter differences
were still evident in the perisylvian region and the area surrounding the lateral
ventricles. The medial temporal lobes still showed significant atrophy, as well as the
lateral temporal regions on the left hand side. One region o f significantly increased
grey matter density in AD subjects compared with controls was apparent in the right
frontal area.

Jacobian comparisons
Regions o f contraction
When the smoothed brainmasked Jacobian images from the AD subjects were
compared with those from the controls, there was very little in the way o f statistically
significant areas o f difference at the p<0.00001 level (Figure 9-3a). This was limited
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to small regions o f contraction in the left temporal lobe and the posterior cingulate.
When the analysis threshold was less stringent (p<0.001), more extensive atrophy
could be seen bilaterally in the temporal lobes, as well as more widespread change in
the cingulate and precuneus (Figure 9-3b). This change did not survive correction for
multiple comparisons. W ithin the non-brainmasked Jacobian images there were no
statistically significantly different regions o f contraction.
A very similar pattem o f atrophy was seen when the AD subjects were
compared with the controls, using grey-matter masked images. Small regions o f
atrophy could be detected bilaterally in the temporal lobes at the p<0.00001
significance level (Figure 9-4a). At the p<0.001 level, more extensive bilateral
temporal lobe atrophy was evident, and there was involvement o f the posterior portion
o f the cingulate gyrus and precuneus (Figure 9-4b). These changes did not survive
correction for multiple comparisons at the p<0.05 level.
There was one small region o f contraction within white matter, which was
restricted to the white matter o f the right parahippocampal gyrus (see Figure 9-5). No
significant regions remained after correction for multiple comparisons. There were no
regions o f contraction within the CSF-masked Jacobian images.
In the lower-thresholded Jacobian (contraction) images, there was significant
contraction throughout the temporal lobes, particularly the inferior and lateral portions
when AD subjects were compared with controls (Figure 9-6). Significant atrophy o f
the medial temporal lobes could be seen anteriorly, including the amygdala. There
was involvement o f the posterior cingulate and the precuneus, but very little frontal
change. This pattem o f atrophy was similar to that seen using the grey matter and
whole brainmasks, at the less stringent threshold o f p<0.001. These difference
survived correction for multiple comparisons, with significant contraction seen in the
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cingulate and bilaterally in the medial temporal lobes. There were no regions o f
significant contraction within the upper-thresholded Jacobian images.
The regions o f significant contraction shown in Figure 9-6 are consistent with
the pattem expected from Figure 9-1. A comparison o f 9 -la and 9 -lb shows
increasing regions o f statistically significant grey matter reduction in the inferior and
lateral parts o f the temporal lobe, as well as increasing atrophy on the left hand side.
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Figure 9-2: Regions o f statistically significant change at repeat assessment compared with baseline in a) controls and b) subjects with AD at the
p<0.00001 level, uncorrected fo r multiple comparisons
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Figure 9-3: Regions o f statistically significant contraction between controls and AD subjects in brain using a threshold o f a) 0.00001 and b) 0.001
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Figure 9-4: Regions o f statistically significant contraction between controls and AD subjects in grey matter using a threshold o f a) 0.00001
and b) 0.001
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Figure 9-5: Regions o f statistically significant contraction between controls and AD subjects in white matter (p<0.00001)
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Figure 9-6: Regions o f statistically significant contraction between controls and AD subjects in lower-thresholded Jacobian images
(p<0M00l).
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Regions o f expansion

There were no regions o f significant expansion within the brainmasked, grey and
white matter masked and lower-thresholded Jacobian images. In the non-brainmasked
Jacobian images there was significant expansion evident throughout the CSF spaces
including the lateral ventricles and a small region in the left Sylvian fissures (Figure
9-7a). In the CSF-masked fluid images similar expansion was seen throughout the
lateral ventricles (Figure 9-7b). Similar, but more extensive expansion was evident
when AD subjects were compared with controls using the upper-thresholded Jacobian
images (Figure 9-7c). These changes remained after correction for multiple
comparisons at the p<0.05 level.
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Figure 9-7: Regions o f statistically significant (p<0.00001) contraction between controls and AD subjects in a) non-brain b) CSF-masked and c)
upper- thresholded Jacobian images
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9.4

DISCUSSION

This study examined the application o f SPM to detect both cross-sectional and
longitudinal differences in a group o f sporadic AD subjects compared with controls.
The cross-sectional comparisons showed significant regions o f grey matter reduction
in the temporal lobes, caudate, insula and posterior cingulate, in agreement with
several other VBM studies (Baron et al, 2001; Frisoni et al, 2002a; Rombouts et al,
2000). This study found more temporal lobe atrophy than that seen in chapter seven,
but less severe involvement o f the caudate region. As expected, the atrophy was more
severe at the second assessment. There appeared to be quite widespread grey matter
reductions throughout other cortical regions, which contrasts with the more focal
patterns seen in some other studies (Baron et al, 2001; Frisoni et al, 2002a; Rombouts
et al, 2000). These discrepancies may be due in part to the less severe thresholds used
in this study, and also the heterogeneous nature o f the sample group. This AD group
included a range o f disease severities, with varying clinical presentations. In addition
there also appeared to be grey matter change within the ventricles. It is important to
consider that these results are overlaid onto a mean template image, and so exact
anatomical localisation is not possible. However, the ventricular change is similar to
the pattern found by Rombouts et al (Rombouts et al, 2000), which was attributed to
atrophy o f the head o f the caudate. It is possible that this apparent atrophy is actually
reflecting positional shifts in grey matter due to ventricular expansion, which is
consistent with other work (Gitelman et al, 2001; Janke et al, 2001).
Comparisons o f grey matter density at the two assessments revealed little
volumetric reduction in the controls, as expected. The small amount o f change in the
ventricles may again be reflecting shifting grey matter, which is consistent with the
slight ventricular expansion seen in normal aging (Resnick et al, 2000) (see chapter
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five). The more extensive grey matter reduction evident in the AD subjects is
consistent with the higher rates o f atrophy expected in this group. It is interesting to
note that volumetric differences appear to be localised around the brain/CSF interface.
This is similar to the pattern seen in chapter eight, after SPM analysis o f simulated
atrophy. However, this contrasts with the study by Davatzikos et al (Davatzikos et al,
2001a), who similarly used a paired t test to compare volumes at two different
timepoints, after simulating regional atrophy. They found significant regions o f
difference distributed throughout the gyri with simulated atrophy. It is possible that
this is due to the differences in normalisation procedure employed in these two
different studies, with Davatzikos et al using a high-dimensional intra-individual
matching technique, compared with the SPM normalisation used in this study. As
discussed in the previous chapter, independent normalisation o f two previously
aligned images using SPM can introduce errors in morphological matching.
The examination o f results using a high-dimensional matching algorithm such
as fluid registration revealed a more widespread distribution o f atrophy, consistent
with the results shown by Davatzikos et al (Davatzikos et al, 2001a). This technique
is capable o f localising regional change within the individual over time (Fox et al,
2001; Freeborough and Fox, 1998) (see chapter six). However, normalisation into a
standard spatial framework is a pre-requisite for automated group comparisons.
Unlike independent normalisation o f serial scans from one individual, registration o f
fluid images onto a template aims to reduce inter-individual differences without
confounding the intra-individual differences under investigation.
Statistical analysis o f Jacobian values generated by the fluid registration
revealed significant regions o f contraction when AD subjects were compared with
controls. When the lower-thresholded (contraction) Jacobian images were compared
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there was widespread bilateral temporal lobe atrophy and involvement o f the posterior
cingulate, which is in agreement with numerous volumetric studies (Callen et al,
2001; Jack et al, 1992; Jack et al, 1998; Killiany et al, 2000; Laakso et al, 1995) (sec
chapter five). The medial temporal lobes were most affected anteriorly at the level o f
the amygdala. However, there was little hippocampal involvement. There is clear
evidence for hippocampal volume reductions in individuals with AD. There is some
suggestion that rates o f atrophy in these structures may be higher in the earliest stages
o f the disease (Jack et al, 2000) (see chapter ten for a more detailed discussion). The
lack o f significance in rates o f hippocampal atrophy shown here may either be
reflecting a true reduction in rate o f atrophy, or increased variability in this region. In
all comparisons atrophy was more prominent on the left hand side, which is consistent
with other cross-sectional (Thompson et al, 2001a) and longitudinal studies
(Thompson et al, 2003).
When the grey matter and whole brainmasks were used, small regions o f
atrophy could be detected in the temporal lobes. This atrophy was more evident at the
less stringent threshold o f p<0.001, and was consistent with the pattern seen in the
lower-thresholded Jacobian images at the p<0.00001 level. The similarity between the
patterns o f atrophy seen using these two different masking techniques suggests that
grey matter volume reduction is accounting for the majority o f brain atrophy. The
very small degree o f white matter atrophy is also consistent with this suggestion. The
apparent lack o f sensitivity o f these two comparisons to detect well-characterised
temporal lobe atrophy may be due to increased variability in the images. This may be
due to misclassification o f tissue, which is likely to introduce errors into the masking
process. This will be a particular problem at the interface between grey matter and
CSF, where there is likely to be adjacent contraction and expansion voxels. If both are
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included this will inevitably lead to cancellation during smoothing, thereby reducing
SPMs ability to detect real volumetric change.
Significant expansion could be seen in the lateral ventricles when controls
were compared with the AD subject group. This pattern was similar using each o f the
masks, although the upper-thresholded Jacobian images showed the most extensive
expansion. However, there was little expansion in the Sylvian fissure and other CSF
spaces. These results suggest a) that ventricular expansion accounts for the greater
proportion o f CSF space expansion and/or b) this ventricular expansion is more
consistent in position than the sulcal widening. The consistency between the results
obtained by each method suggests reduced variability compared to the contraction
images. This may again be due to consistent anatomical localisation, or it is also
possible that the CSF masks are more accurate, as the separation o f brain and CSF is
potentially easier than separation o f grey and white matter. In addition, there may be
more consistency in the fluid images themselves in terms o f regions o f expansion.
The sample o f AD subjects used in this study was made up o f elderly
individuals with sporadic disease. Although all subjects underwent very detailed
clinical investigations, inevitably they represent a heterogeneous group with an
uncertain diagnosis. At present no subjects have post mortem confirmation o f AD.
Previous studies described in this thesis have examined changes in AD groups
comprising predominantly early-onset familial cases. This approach has the advantage
that there can be more certainty about diagnosis, with many subjects having a positive
genetic test or post mortem confirmation, and there is less likely to be co-morbidity,
so they are likely to represent a more pure form o f the disease. However, these cases
are extremely rare, and the sporadic group included in this study are likely to
represent more accurately individuals attending memory clinics, and consequently
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those likely to be included in clinical drug trials. Further work using sub-group
analysis based on clinical presentation may provide a useful insight into the regional
patterns o f atrophy associated with a particular type o f AD.

9.5

CONCLUSIONS

This study examined the patterns o f atrophy in sporadic AD patients when SPM was
applied to cross-sectional and longitudinal data. Cross-sectional analysis illustrated
significant atrophy in the temporal, frontal and cingulate regions, which was
consistent but more severe at second assessment. Longitudinal analysis o f grey matter
differences at the two timepoints revealed significant progression o f atrophy
throughout the brain, but mainly focused around the brain/CSF boundary. SPM
analysis o f fluidly-registered images appeared to localise more accurately brain
atrophy, showing significant contraction in the temporal lobes and posterior cingulate,
accompanied by expansion o f CSF spaces. However, the method o f separation o f
these Jacobian images greatly affected the results obtained, probably due to tissue
classification inaccuracy and cancellation errors caused when regions o f contraction
and expansion adjacent to one another are smoothed. By combining the power o f
high-dimensional intra-individual fluid registration with robust group statistics
provided by SPM, this technique was able identify regional changes over time, which
gives an insight into patterns o f atrophy in typical sporadic AD, and may prove a
useful tool in group analysis for clinical trials.
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10.1 INTRODUCTION
The previous chapter demonstrated the power o f serial scans to highlight change over
time in individuals with AD when compared with healthy controls. Examination o f
fluidly-registered images appeared to localise atrophy accurately, and produced
patterns consistent with other volumetric data. The separate analysis o f contraction
and expansion images appeared to reduce inaccuracies which might be due to tissue
misclassification and cancellation during smoothing.
As discussed in chapter nine, the sporadic AD group examined had a
heterogeneous clinical presentation, and might be expected to show similar
heterogeneity in terms o f patterns o f cortical atrophy. SPM shows regions o f
consistent change within a group, and consequently variability in regional atrophy
will reduce the power to detect volumetric change. Separate analysis o f homogeneous
AD sub-groups might reveal different atrophy patterns in these different disease
states.
This study aimed to examine longitudinal changes in regional atrophy using a
robust statistical analysis technique, SPM. Fluid registration was used to localize
longitudinal changes within individuals, and subsequently SPM was applied to
determine consistent changes within groups. By comparing regional volume changes
in presymptomatic, mild and moderate AD patients with matched control subjects,
patterns of atrophy at different stages o f the disease could be assessed.
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10.2 METHODS

10.2.1 Subjects

All patients underwent comprehensive diagnostic evaluation, including clinical
assessment (with a history taken from a close informant), detailed neuropsychology
and standard screening blood tests.

By the end o f the study, all patients fulfilled

consensus criteria for probable AD (see appendix one). As part o f the research study,
all subjects underwent at least two volumetric M RI and MMSE assessments. Subject
details are shown in Table 10-1.
Three groups o f AD subjects were examined: patients with mild AD, moderate
AD, and presymptomatic individuals. The presymptomatic patients were all from
kindreds with autosomal dominant early-onset FAD involved in the ongoing
longitudinal research project at the Dementia Research Group (see chapter four).
During this study, four initially asymptomatic individuals exhibited early symptoms
o f AD and eventually fulfilled the NINCDS-ADRDA criteria for diagnosis o f the
disease (see appendix one). In this group the earliest available scans were compared
with the first scans after the onset o f symptoms. The period covered by the scan
interval was typically one to two years prior to fulfilling criteria for AD. Clinical
details (Fox et al, 1998) and qualitative assessments o f individual patterns o f atrophy
(Fox et al, 2001) have been described previously.
In addition, twenty-two subjects who had already fulfilled criteria for AD at
the time o f first scan were investigated. Using the MMSE score at first scan these
subjects were divided into 10 mild (MMSE 20-27/30) and 12 moderate cases (MMSE
8-19/30); there were 5 familial cases in each subgroup. A qualitative assessment o f
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Table 10-1: Subject demographics fo r controls, presymptomatic, mild and moderate AD subjects
Mean (±SD )
PR ESY M PTO M A T IC

C O N TR O L G RO U P 1

M ILD

M O D ERA TE

CONTROL GROUP 2

(2M, 2F)

(4M, 4F)

(5M, 5F)

(6M, 6F)

(6M, 6F)

Age (Years)

43.3 (±6.1)

40.6 (± 5.3)

61.9 (±11.8)

58.3 (± 9.0)

59.2 (±11.5)

Interval (Days)

560 (±173)

517 (±169)

368 (± 82)

398 (± 184)

394 (± 152)

Baseline M M SE

29.0 (±1.4)

29.6 (± 0.5)

24.0 (± 1.8)

13.8 (±3.0)

29.6 (± 0.7)
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regional atrophy has previously been published on 13 o f these patients (seven with
mild AD, six with moderate AD) (Fox et al, 2001).

Groups were compared with

appropriately age-matched controls (presymptomatic AD: control group 1; mild-tomoderate AD: control group 2).

10.2.2 Image acquisition and pre-processing
Standard imaging parameters as described in appendix three were used. The brain was
outlined using a semi-automated technique (Freeborough et al, 1997) and a nine
degrees o f freedom registration was performed to align the repeat scan onto the
baseline image (Freeborough et al, 1996b).

10.2.3 Fluid Registration: detecting change within individuals over time.
The fluid registration model has been described by Freeborough and Fox
(Freeborough and Fox, 1998). Using the rigidly-aligned repeat scan as a starting
point, a deformation field was generated throughout the image. As described in
chapter nine, two images were created, one for voxel expansion (Jacobian values >
1.0), and one for voxel contraction (Jacobian values < 1.0).

10.2.4 Statistical analysis: detecting differences between groups
Analysis was performed using SPM99. The images were spatially normalised to a
customised template in standard stereotactic space (Talairach and Toumoux, 1988)
(see chapter seven), after which they were convolved with a mask to exclude scalp,
and smoothed with an isotropic Gaussian kernel o f 8mm FWHM. A single subject
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condition and covariate model was used for analysis. The log o f the time interval
between scans was used as a covariate, and age and sex were included as nuisance
variables. An explicit mask was used to ensure that all brain voxels were included in
the analysis. Significance levels were set at p<0.001, uncorrected for multiple
comparisons.

10.3 RESULTS

10.3.1 Regions o f expansion
The analysis revealed significant expansion o f the lateral ventricles in all three
disease groups compared with controls, which increased with increasing clinical
evidence o f the disease (Figure 10-1). In the mildly affected group there were
significant rates o f expansion in the temporal horns and third ventricle (Figure 10-lb),
whilst in the moderately affected patients there was also clear expansion in
perihippocampal spaces and both Sylvian fissures compared with controls (Figure 1fi
le).

10.3.2 Regions o f contraction
Contraction images in the presymptomatic group revealed strikingly increased rates o f
volume loss in each hippocampus and precuneus compared with controls. There was
also a small area o f significantly increased volume loss within the anterior frontal lobe
cortices (Figure 10-2a). Contraction images from the mildly affected group showed
significantly increased rates o f volume loss not only to be occurring in the
hippocampi, precuneus and anterior frontal lobe cortices, but also in the inferior and
lateral parts o f the temporal lobes, and the posterior part o f the cingulate gyrus (Figure
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10-2b). At the same significance level (p<0.001), the moderately affected group no
longer showed significant rates o f hippocampal atrophy compared with controls. In
this group, large portions o f the inferior and lateral temporal lobe structures, the
posterior cingulate gyrus, precuneus and both anterior cerebral cortices showed
significantly increased rates o f atrophy (Figure 10-2c).

The areas o f increasing

volume loss became more extensive as the disease progressed. In all three patient
groups the left cerebral hemisphere appeared more extensively involved than the
right. The cerebellum did not change significantly in any o f the groups.

Figures 10-1 and 10-2 on the follow ing pages show regions o f statistically significant
(p<0.001) differences in rates o f change in each AD group compared with controls.
The overlays are displayed on an averaged customised M RI template with the same
sagittal, coronal and axial sections shown to facilitate comparison across groups.
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Figure 10-1: Statistical parametric maps fo r expansion images in a) presymptomatic b) mild and c) moderate AD compared to controls.
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Figure 10-2: Statistical parametric maps for contraction images in a) presymptomatic b) mild and c) moderate AD
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10.4 DISCUSSION

This study reports the first statistical assessment o f disease progression in Alzheimer's
disease based upon fluid-registered longitudinal MRI. These results suggest that the
sites showing the most significant rates o f atrophy alter as the disease advances, and
that, at least in familial Alzheimer’s disease, regional atrophy is already occurring
prior to the onset o f symptoms.
The regions showing the most significant expansion and contraction are
entirely consistent with the results seen by visual inspection o f the VCMs. The finding
of significantly increased rates o f expansion o f CSF spaces is consistent with previous
volumetric studies (DeCarli et al, 1992; Shear et al, 1995), and the results from
chapter nine examining sporadic AD subjects. As expansion o f CSF spaces correlates
with total brain volume loss, it is reasonable to conclude that these results demonstrate
increasing rates o f global atrophy with advancing disease. The presence o f
significantly enlarging CSF spaces in presymptomatic individuals is consistent with
the results from chapter five, and a previous volumetric study, which illustrated
increased rates o f global atrophy in preclinical AD subjects (Fox et al, 1999b).
This technique has demonstrated changes in the localisation o f most active
areas o f volume loss as the disease progresses. Presymptomatic individuals and mildly
affected patients showed significant rates o f volume loss in each hippocampus, which
concords with a previous very selective volumetric analysis (Fox et al, 1996), and the
findings o f chapter five. By contrast, in subjects with moderately severe disease, the
focus o f greatest rates o f atrophy appears to have moved away from the medial
temporal lobe structures to the inferior and lateral temporal lobe cortices. This change
o f focus is likely to reflect atrophy rates accelerating in the temporal neocortex.
Apparent relative decline in the rate o f atrophy o f the hippocampus may be due to the
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fact that prominent early atrophy in a small structure is likely to lead to a reduction in
the rate o f atrophy of that structure as the disease progresses. Indeed several crosssectional M RI studies have shown that hippocampal and EC volumes are already
severely reduced by the time patients are mildly affected (Bobinski et al, 1999; Jack et
al, 1997; Juottonen et al, 1999; Lehericy et al, 1994; Xu et al, 2000). These findings
are also consistent with a longitudinal volumetric study by Jack et al, who reported
that patients with minimal cognitive impairment who subsequently developed AD had
higher rates o f hippocampal atrophy than patients with established AD (Jack et al,
2000). Accelerating atrophy o f the temporal neocortical areas may also result in a
reduced sensitivity to detect significant change in the hippocampus. This is discussed
in greater detail below.
The study also suggests that significant rates o f atrophy are already present in
some neocortical areas from the very earliest symptomatic stages o f the disease.
Significantly increased atrophy o f the precuneus could be detected at the symptom
onset o f the disease. In established but still mild AD, areas showing most significant
change were the precuneus and adjacent posterior part o f the cingulate gyrus. The
moderately affected subject group showed more widely distributed increased rates o f
atrophy throughout the posterior region o f the medial parietal lobes. There was an
increase in the regions showing significantly greater rates o f atrophy, implying
acceleration o f global atrophy. Using conventional volumetric M RI techniques,
atrophy o f the cingulate has been demonstrated (Callen et al, 2001; Killiany et al,
2000). Atrophy o f the precuneus has not been shown using this technique. This may
reflect the difficulties in manually defining the boundaries o f these structures. These
results concur with the finding o f atrophy in the posterior cingulate gyrus and
precuneus in cross-sectional VBM studies (Baron et al, 2001; Frisoni et al, 2002a)
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(see chapter seven). Reduced metabolism in the posterior cingulate gyrus in early AD
has been reported in functional studies (Minoshima et al, 1997). Furthermore, PET
studies in individuals at genetic risk o f AD showed consistent reductions in glucose
metabolism in the parietal and temporal lobes (Kennedy et al, 1995; Reiman et al,
1996; Small et al, 2000), and in anterior frontal lobe cortices (Reiman et al, 1996).
These findings concur with the atrophy progression detected in this study.
Longitudinal neuropsychological studies report that memory loss precedes
widespread cognitive decline in early AD (Fox et al, 1998; Linn et al, 1995). There is
increasing evidence that posterior medial parietal lobe structures, particularly the
precuneus, and the posterior cingulate also have roles in successful memory retrieval.
Functional studies have implicated the precuneus in episodic memory retrieval
(Krause et al, 2001), in linking new information to prior knowledge (Maguire et al,
1999), and in autobiographical memory retrieval (Maddock et al, 2001). The posterior
cingulate also has strong reciprocal connections with both the entorhinal and
parahippocampal cortices (Maddock et al, 2001). It may be, therefore, that atrophy o f
the precuneus and posterior cingulate contribute to some o f the memory deficits in
early AD. Other cognitive deficits either accompany or rapidly follow the early
symptoms o f forgetfulness. In particular, word finding and calculation difficulties are
very early features, as are subtle changes in confidence, spontaneity and orientation.
These deficits may also be a consequence o f early atrophy in neocortical areas.
This study suggested that structural changes were bilateral at all stages.
However, there appeared to be slight preferential atrophy o f the left hemisphere
compared with the right, which concurs with previous MRI (Thompson et al, 2001a;
Thompson et al, 2003) and biochemical studies (Rossor et al, 1982). This may be due
to true excess vulnerability o f the left hemisphere to the disease process.
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Alternatively this may reflect the fact that subtle early dysfunction in the dominant
temporal lobe, by producing early speech deficits, comes to the attention o f patient or
clinician at an earlier stage. Consistent with clinical observations, neuropathological
studies (Braak and Braak, 1997a), cross-sectional (Baron et al, 2001; Thompson et al,
2001a) and longitudinal (Thompson et al, 2003) whole brain analyses, this study
found that atrophy rates were neither significantly increased in the primary sensory or
m otor cortices, nor in the cerebellum.
A strength o f the study is the fact that presymptomatic subjects were followed
from prior to symptom onset through to the development o f multiple cognitive
deficits, and the clear fulfilment o f diagnosis o f probable AD according to established
criteria. Overall, the patients studied were generally younger than many AD cohorts.
W hilst this means that these findings may not necessarily apply to older patients, it
does limit the possibility that co-morbidity (such as cerebrovascular disease) may be
influencing the results. A direct comparison between the results obtained in this study
and those seen in chapter nine is not possible due to differences in sample size and
composition; this study uses small homogeneous AD groups, compared with the
larger heterogeneous group o f sporadic patients described earlier. Less stringent
thresholds are used here, as SPM is less likely to detect subtle volumetric differences
in small sample groups. This increased sensitivity is created at the cost o f increased
risk o f detecting false positive results. Nevertheless, the pattern o f atrophy in the
sporadic disease subjects is very similar to that seen in the moderate disease subjects,
and given very similar pathological findings in these AD groups, it is likely that they
both exhibit a similar progression o f neuropathology.
Possible sources o f error may be related to the analysis techniques. The SPM
protocol aims to compare the same anatomical regions between groups.

Any
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variability between individuals reduces the sensitivity o f a statistical technique
designed to detect consistent group changes. One potential source o f such increased
variability is that as atrophy progresses, there may be increasing variability in both the
shape o f a particular structure (e.g. the hippocampus) and its anatomical position
relative to neighbouring structures. Small, irregularly shaped structures, with large
surface area to volume ratios, are also more likely to be affected by inaccuracies due
to smoothing. For these reasons, large, relatively anatomically invariant structures
(e.g. the lateral ventricles) are more likely to show statistically significant change than
smaller structures with more variable positions (e.g. perihippocampal spaces).

10.5 CONCLUSIONS
This study has examined presymptomatic, mild and moderate AD subjects, thereby
illustrating the progression o f the disease from its earliest stages to the time when it is
well established. Using SPM analysis o f fluid-registered longitudinal scans it was
possible to detect increasing global atrophy, and changing patterns o f regional
atrophy, as the disease progressed. Measures o f hippocampal change may be most
useful in the earliest stages o f the disease.

However, the precuneus and posterior

cingulate, which show significant, consistent and increasing rates o f atrophy with
increasing severity, may prove to be useful indices o f progression throughout the
course o f the disease.

The fluid model provides a measure o f change within an

individual, reducing the problem o f inter-subject variability inherent in group
comparisons. SPM allows automated comparison between groups o f individuals,
without the need for a priori judgements as to which regions should be assessed. The
novel combination o f these techniques described here may thus provide insights into
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disease progression in AD and related disorders, and may be useful for tracking
progression in clinical trials o f new therapies.
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11 CONCLUSIONS

11.1 ASSESSMENT OF IMAGE ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES
This thesis investigated the application o f MRI analysis tools to the diagnosis and
understanding o f Alzheimer’s disease and other dementias. The techniques can be
seen as hierarchical, ranging from simple manual measures, which have an obvious
and close correspondence to the appearance o f the scans, to the more automated
techniques. These more automated methods generally involve a series o f intermediate
steps, which inevitably result in the final analysis being further removed from the
original imaging data, and open to less secure interpretation.

Traditional manual volumetry is the current gold standard for detailed image
analysis. This technique has been used widely to highlight the reduction in regional
brain volumes associated with neurodegenerative conditions. However, it is dependent
upon the use o f experienced operators. W hilst this input ensures that results are
closely related to the scan appearance and relatively easy to interpret, it has the
disadvantage that it is extremely labour-intensive. In addition, measurement errors can
reduce sensitivity, particularly in small structures such as the hippocampus. This may
be a particular problem in the earliest stages o f the disease when there are only small
amounts o f localised change. Inevitably, subjective decisions about the placement o f
boundaries are required. The use o f pasting o f regions from baseline to repeat scans
may reduce the errors associated with this boundary definition, and the technique o f
mirror-image volumetry may reduce any potential laterality bias.

The use o f fluid propagation o f a baseline region onto a repeat scan from the
same individual has been shown to be a robust technique, producing results consistent
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with those obtained by careful manual segmentation. This tool could potentially be
used to propagate a single baseline region onto any number o f repeat scans, thereby
reducing operator time. However, visual inspection o f the results is recommended, as
the fluid registration algorithm may not perform optimally with poor quality scans,
such as those with movement or artefacts, or when there are excessive amounts o f
volumetric change. This technique has potential for volumetric analysis in clinical
trials, particularly if an automated template-based segmentation on the baseline image
were to be validated. Further work is needed to assess the clinical utility o f this
technique using larger sample sizes, and also its applicability to other brain sub
structures.

Volumetric techniques, due to the constraints o f operator time, tend to focus
on a small number o f regions, which requires a priori decisions about which areas are
to be assessed. Whole brain techniques have the advantage that they can search all
regions in an unbiased way. The BBSI is a well-validated technique which quantifies
volumetric change at the brain/CSF boundary (Freeborough and Fox, 1997). BBSIdetermined rates o f atrophy have been shown to be significantly different in controls
and subjects with neurodegeneration, such as AD and FTLD. As well as being useful
diagnostically, this technique has the ability to track disease progression in terms o f
total brain volume losses, and is currently being used as an outcome measure in a
number o f worldwide clinical trials. However, this measure is not specific to AD, with
other disease groups such as FTLD showing similar rates o f whole brain atrophy. The
development o f an automated technique to quantify the BBSI in different brain
quadrants provides approximate estimates o f the regional distribution o f brain
atrophy, which has potential in the differential diagnosis o f dementia.
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Fluid registration has been used to localise regional volume change within
subjects over time. Such localisation is, however, difficult to validate precisely.
Nevertheless, VCMs generated by fluid registration show patterns o f regional atrophy
that are consistent with volumetric and post mortem data, and highlighted
presymptomatic change in individuals with AD (Fox et al, 2001) and with FTLD
(Janssen et al, 2002). However, these provide a qualitative, rather than a quantitative
assessment, and consequently interpretation can be subjective.

Statistical methods, such as SPM, have the power to provide whole brain
analysis using robust mathematical techniques. VBM has been used to show grey
matter differences between controls and disease subjects, but this technique is greatly
affected by variability. Increased variability can be caused by heterogeneity in the
sample and errors introduced by the considerable pre-processing required. For
example, the normalisation necessary to ensure that all subjects are in the same spatial
framework can introduce errors. In particular, when templates based on healthy
controls are used for this normalisation process, there may be a systematic bias in the
accuracy o f spatial alignment between controls and individuals with AD. This may
mean that volumetric differences detected by SPM analysis are not due to true disease
effects, but instead are a result o f misalignment o f scans in AD subjects. Customised
templates, based on both healthy controls and AD patients appear to reduce this
systematic bias. In addition, tissue classification may be inaccurate, and this process
may also be affected by misregistration. Furthermore a pathological process such as
AD may change the signal characteristics o f a particular tissue class or the contrast
between classes. Consequently, volume loss may be misattributed to a particular
tissue. Smoothing is necessary for the validity o f SPM and can reduce variation.
However, this is achieved at the cost o f decreased ability to localise change.
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The use o f serial scans may further reduce the confounding effect o f
variability, as volume change within an individual over time is generally more
consistent than cross-sectional inter-subject differences. Examination o f grey matter
changes over time is possible using SPM, but this technique is still limited by the
accuracy o f the tissue classification algorithm. SPM analysis o f contraction and
expansion measures generated by fluid registration does not rely on segmentation, and
allows statistical analysis o f intra-subject measures o f change. However, the fluid
registration is driven by tissue contrast, so changes in signal characteristics due to
disease progression may affect the Jacobian values. Separation o f these values is
needed because o f cancellation errors during smoothing. It was found that those
techniques relying on segmentation appeared to be less accurate than separation o f the
Jacobian values. Segmentation inaccuracy and cancellation errors would be expected
to result in greater variability, thereby reducing the sensitivity o f SPM to detect
significant differences in rates o f volumetric change. Future work could assess more
sophisticated techniques for separation, for example, incorporating information firom
the probability maps, rather than just binary images generated by SPM classification.
This technique uses group analysis, and consequently is not applicable to individual
diagnosis. However, it may prove useful in increasing our understanding o f the
natural history o f the disease, and has potential for detecting treatment effects in
clinical trials.

11.2 CLINICAL FINDINGS
Chapter five describes the application o f tradition manual and semi-automated
techniques to establish global and regional volumetric differences in a variety o f
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conditions. First, brain volume changes associated with increasing age were
investigated, which is essential if one is to discriminate disease-related changes from
those associated with normal aging. A decline in whole brain, temporal lobe and
hippocampal volumes, together with an expansion o f the lateral ventricles was
associated with increasing age.

A comparison o f rates o f atrophy in normal controls and individuals with
presymptomatic AD showed significant differences in global and regional atrophy.
Evidence from this study suggested that increased rates o f atrophy might be occurring
three to four years prior to the onset o f symptoms. However, due to the rarity o f
presymptomatic cases, this study involved small patient numbers, and a larger sample
size could give a more robust estimate o f atrophy rates, and the time at which volume
reduction starts to accelerate. It is also important to consider that the AD subjects
under investigation were early-onset familial cases, and consequently the control
group was younger than would be required for a study o f the more typical sporadic
form o f the disease. Given the age-associated brain volume reductions previously
described, it is possible that separation o f elderly controls firom presymptomatic
sporadic disease subjects, such as those with MCI, could be more problematic.
Alzheimer’s disease has been described as a ‘hippocampal dementia’ (Ball et
al, 1985), and while it has been accepted that hippocampal losses are a prominent
imaging and pathological feature o f AD, there has also been some suggestion in the
literature that the disease causes a reduction in, or even reversal o f the natural rightgreater-than-left asymmetry present in the normal population. Using mirror-image
volumetry this thesis describes finding a small but non-significant right-greater-thanleft asymmetry in healthy control subjects. Rather than AD causing a consistent
reversal o f asymmetry, the disease resulted in greatly increased variability in
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estimates o f asymmetry, which might account for the wide variety o f values reported
by different studies. Based on this small sample, it was concluded that hippocampal
asymmetry reduction was not a reliable marker o f disease onset or o f progression in
AD.

These techniques were then applied to the differential diagnosis o f dementia,
based on both cross-sectional and longitudinal data. Significant differences in crosssectional volumes between AD subjects and individuals with SD were found, with SD
subjects typically showing preferential atrophy o f the anterior and left sided regions o f
the brain, whilst AD resulted in diffuse, symmetrical volume reductions. Quadrant
ESI analysis proved to be effective not only at discriminating between AD and FTLD
subjects, but also between FTLD subgroups; the firontal FTLD group showed higher
variance in global rates o f atrophy, but less left-right asymmetry than the temporal
variant patient group. However, the overlap between groups limits the value o f this
technique when applied to diagnosis in a single case.

Using cross-sectional VBM, SD patients were found to have very focal, left
sided temporal lobe atrophy, particularly in the anterior regions such as the amygdala,
when compared with healthy controls. This is consistent with the volumetric data
described in chapter five, as well as other published work (Galton et al, 2001b).

SPM analysis o f fluidly-registered serial images was used to examine regions
o f atrophy in sporadic AD patients compared with normal controls. There were
significant regions o f contraction in the temporal lobes and posterior cingulate,
accompanied by expansion o f CSF spaces. This is also consistent with the volumetric
data from chapter five as well as other cross-sectional VBM studies (Baron et al,
2001; Frisoni et al, 2002a; Rombouts et al, 2000). The same analysis was applied to
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subgroups o f AD at different stages o f the disease. This revealed a changing pattern o f
atrophy as the disease progressed from the presymptomatic to the advanced stages.
Atrophy appeared to be focussed in the medial temporal lobe structures in the earliest
stages o f the disease, but this focus shifted to the inferior and lateral portions o f the
temporal lobe as the disease advanced. There was increasing involvement o f the
precuneus and cingulate gyrus with advancing disease. These results are consistent
with imaging and pathological data, and suggest that this technique may provide a
useful tool for revealing the evolution o f regional atrophy with advancing disease. The
inclusion o f more affected at-risk individuals may provide more robust findings about
regions o f consistent early change. In addition, future work should involve a direct
comparison between sporadic and familial AD subjects in order to identify possible
differences in the patterns o f regional atrophy in these two disease groups.

11.3 SUMMARY
This thesis examines a range o f image analysis techniques applied to the study o f
Alzheimer’s disease and other degenerative conditions. Whilst volumetric analysis is
a valuable tool for identifying early change in AD and for the differential diagnosis o f
dementia, it is extremely time-consuming and subject to measurement errors which
make it impractical for widespread use in clinical trials. Propagation o f hippocampal
regions onto serial scans using a fluid registration method may reduce this
measurement error, as well as reducing operator time. However, this technique still
relies on manual delineation on the baseline region, and requires a priori decisions to
be made as to which regions are to be assessed. Unbiased analysis techniques, such as
SPM, provide the opportunity to assess all brain regions in large numbers o f scans.
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However, this thesis has highlighted some o f the problems associated with this
approach, and so a full consideration o f all analysis steps is required for study design.
SPM analysis o f longitudinal data, based on high-dimensional intra-subject fluid
registration may provide a useful technique for monitoring disease progression and
group analysis o f drug treatment effects. However, these group analysis techniques
currently have little application in terms o f individual diagnoses. In these cases, a
more traditional volumetric analysis approach may be more appropriate.

As new automated techniques are developed and applied it is essential that
they undergo careful study in order to both understand what the techniques do and
validate them. Sophistication o f analysis often leads to increasing distance between
the raw scans and their analysis. The issues highlighted in this thesis reinforce the
importance o f always interpreting these analyses alongside the original data and an
understanding o f how the analysis was produced. If these precautions are observed
there is great potential for image analysis to contribute to our understanding and
management o f these important degenerative diseases.
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Published peer-reviewed papers based on results described in this thesis are detailed
below. I am indebted to all the individuals involved in these publications, whose
contributions are detailed below.

1. Scahill RI, Frost C, Jenkins R, Whitwell JW, Rossor MN and Fox NC. A
longitudinal study o f brain volume changes in normal aging using serial registered
Archives o f Neurology (In press). (See chapter 5.2)
Healthy control subjects were recruited and assessed by N ick Fox. Volumetric
measurements were carried out by Rhian Jenkins (whole brain, temporal lobes),
Jenny Whitwell (TIV) and m yself (whole brain, hippocampi). Statistical advice was
provided by Chris Frost. I was responsible fo r analysis and drafting o f the paper,
which was revised by Chris Frost, Nick Fox and Martin Rossor.

2. Schott JM, Fox NC, Frost C, Scahill RI, Janssen JC, Chan D, Jenkins R and Rossor
MN. Cerebral atrophy in early familial Alzheimer’s disease: assessing the onset o f
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APPENDIX ONE: DIAGNOSTIC CRITERIA
Diagnosis was made on the basis o f the criteria detailed below. Assessments were
performed by clinicians involved in the Specialist Cognitive Disorders Clinic.

DEMENTIA
Criteria given by the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual o f Mental Disorders (4^’’
Edition) (DSM-IV) (American Psychiatric Association, 1994):
I. The development o f multiple cognitive deficits manifested by both:
a) Memory impairment (impaired ability to learn new information or to recall
previously learned information)
b) One (or more) o f the following cognitive disturbances are required for diagnosis:
(i)
(ii)

Aphasia (language disturbance)
Apraxia (impaired ability to carry out motor activities despite intact
motor function)

(iii)

Agnosia (failure to recognize or identify objects despite intact sensory
function)

(iv)

Disturbance in executive functioning (i.e., planning, organizing,
sequencing, abstracting)

II. The cognitive deficits in Criteria la and Ib each cause significant impairment in
social or occupational functioning and represent a significant decline from a previous
level o f functioning

III. The deficits do not occur exclusively during the course o f a delirium
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Dementia if:
All criteria (I, II and III) are answered with “yes”
(Note that only one o f the features listed under Ib has to be present)

ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE
Criteria given by the National Institute o f Neurological and Communicative Disorders
and the Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Disorders Association (NINCDS-ADRDA)
(McKhann et al, 1984):

PROBABLE ALZHEIM ER’S DISEASE
I. The diagnosis o f PROBABLE Alzheimer’s disease is supported by:
a) Dementia established by clinical examination and documented by the Mini-Mental
Test; Blessed Dementia Scale, or some similar examination, and confirmed by
neuropsychological tests
b) Deficits in two or more areas o f cognition
c) Progressive worsening o f memory and other cognitive functions
d) No disturbance o f consciousness
e) Onset between ages 40 and 90, most often after age 65
f) Absence o f systemic disorders or other brain diseases that in and o f themselves
could account for the progressive deficits in memory and cognition

II. The diagnosis o f PROBABLE Alzheimer's disease is supported by:
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a) Progressive deterioration o f specific cognitive functions such as language (aphasia),
motor skills (apraxia), and perceptions (agnosia)
b) Impaired activities o f daily living and altered patterns o f behaviour
c) Family history o f similar disorders, particularly if confirmed neuropathologically
d) Normal lumbar puncture as evaluated by standard techniques
e) Normal pattern or non-specific changes in EEG, such as increased slow-wave
activity
f) Evidence o f cerebral atrophy on CT with progression documented by serial
observation

III. Other clinical features consistent with the diagnosis o f PROBABLE Alzheim er's
disease:
a) Plateaus in the course o f progression o f the illness
b) Associated symptoms o f depression, insomnia, incontinence, delusions, illusions,
hallucinations, catastrophic verbal, emotional, or physical outbursts, sexual disorders,
and weight loss
c) Other neurologic abnormalities in some patients, especially with more advanced
disease and including motor signs such as increased muscle tone, myoclonus, or gait
disorder
d) Seizures in advanced disease
e) CT normal for age

IV. Features that make the diagnosis o f PROBABLE Alzheimer's disease uncertain or
unlikely:
a) Sudden, apoplectic onset
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b) Focal neurologie findings such as hemiparesis, sensory loss, visual field deficits,
and incoordination early in the course o f the illness
c) Seizures or gait disturbances at the onset or very early in the course o f the illness

Probable Alzheimer's disease if:
- all criteria I are answered with “yes”

POSSIBLE ALZHEIM ER'S DISEASE
- may be made on the basis o f the dementia syndrome, in the absence o f other
neurologic, psychiatric, or systemic disorders sufficient to cause dementia, in the
presence o f variations in the onset, in the presentation, or in the clinical course
- may be made in the presence o f a second systemic or brain disorder sufficient to
produce dementia, which is not considered to be the cause o f the dementia
- should be used in research studies when a single, gradually progressive severe
cognitive deficit is identified in the absence o f other identifiable cause

Possible Alzheim er's disease if:
- criteria above are appropriate

DEFINITE ALZHEIM ER’S DISEASE
Definite AD refers to histopathologically confirmed disease. The methods by which
pathologists should make this diagnosis are described in Mirra et al (Mirra et al,
1991; Mirra et al, 1993). Histopathological methods (and AD criteria) are imperfect
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and continue to be refined but in essence depend on demonstrating sufficient agerelated densities o f neurofibrillary tangles and amyloid plaques (Newell et al, 1999).
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FRONTOTEMPORAL LOBAR DEGENERATION
Criteria given by Neary et al (Neary et al, 1998)
L Core diagnostic features
a) Insidious onset and gradual progression
b) Early decline in social interpersonal conduct
c) Early impairment in regulation of personal conduct
d) Early emotional blunting
e) Early loss o f insight

II. Supportive diagnostic features
a) Behavioural disorder
(i)

Decline in personal hygiene and grooming

(ii)

Mental rigidity and inflexibility

(iii)

Distractibility and impersistence

(iv)

Hyperorality and dietary changes

(v)

Perseverative and stereotyped behaviour

(vi)

Utilization behaviour

b) Speech and Language
(i) Altered speech output
Aspontaneity and economy o f speech
Press o f speech
(ii) Stereotypy o f speech
(iii) Echolalia
(iv) Perseveration
(v) Mutism
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c) Physical signs
(i)

Early primitive reflexes

(ii)

Early incontinence

(iii)

Akinesia, rigidity, and tremor

(iv)

Low and labile blood pressure

d) Investigations
(i)

Neuropsychology: significant impairment on frontal lobe tests in the
absence o f severe amnesia, aphasia, or perceptuospatial disorder

(ii)

Electroencephalography: normal on conventional EEG despite clinically
evident dementia

(iii)

Brain imaging (structural and/or functional): predominant frontal and/or
anterior temporal abnormality
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Extension list for Frontotemporal Dementia, Progressive Nonfluent Aphasia, and
Semantic Dementia

III. Supportive Features
a) Onset before 65: positive family history o f similar disorder in first-degree relative
b) Bulbar palsy, muscular weakness and wasting, fasciculations (associated motor
neuron disease present in a minority o f patients)

IV. Diagnostic exclusion features
a) Historical and clinical
(i)

Aprupt onset with ictal events

(ii)

Head trauma related to onset

(iii)

Early, severe amnesia

(iv)

Spatial disorientation

(v)

Festinant speech with loss o f train o f thought

(vi)

Myoclonus

(vii)

Corticospinal weakness

(viii) Cerebellar ataxia
(ix)

Choreoathetosis

b) Investigation
(i)

Brain imaging: predominant postcentral structural or functional
deficit, multifocal lesions on CT or MRI

(ii)

Laboratory tests indicating brain involvement or inflammatory
disorder such as MS,

syphilis, AIDS

and herpes

simplex

encephalitis.
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V. Relative diagnostic exclusion features
a) Typical history o f chronic alcoholism
b) Sustained hypertension
c) History o f vascular disease (such as angina, claudication).

FTLD if:
- all core diagnostic features for FTLD (I a-e) are answered with “yes”
AND
none o f the exclusion criteria under IV is answered with “yes”
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DEMENTIA WITH LEWY BODIES
Criteria given by McKeith et al (McKeith et al, 1996)

1.

Central feature required for a diagnosis o f DLB

a) Progressive cognitive decline
b) Cognitive decline interferes with normal social or occupational function.

2.

Core features

a) Fluctuating cognition with pronounced variations in attention and alertness
b) Recurrent visual hallucinations that are typically well formed and detailed
c) Spontaneous motor features o f parkinsonism

3. A diagnosis o f DLB is less likely in the presence o f
a) Stroke disease, evident as focal neurologic signs or on brain imaging
b) Evidence on physical examination and investigation o f any physical illness or other
brain disorder sufficient to account for the clinical picture.

Possible Lewy Body Dementia if:
- both criteria 1 are answered with “yes”
AND
- none o f criteria 3 are answered with “yes”
AND
- at least one o f the core features 2 are answered with “yes”

Probable Lewy Body Dementia if:
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- both criteria 1 are answered with “yes”
AND
- none o f criteria 3 are answered with “yes”
AND
- two o f the core features 2 are answered with “yes’
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VASCULAR DEMENTIA
Criteria given by the National Institute o f Neurological Disorders and Stroke Association Internationale pour la Recherché et L ’Enseignement en Neurosciences
(NINDS-AIREN) (Roman et al, 1993)

I. Criteria for the clinical diagnosis o f PROBABLE vascular dementia include all o f
the following:
a) Dementia defined by cognitive decline from a previously higher level o f
functioning and manifested by impairment o f memory and o f two or more cognitive
domains (orientation, attention, language, visuospatial functions, executive functions,
motor control, and praxis), preferably established by clinical examination and
documented by neuropsychological testing; deficits should be severe enough to
interfere with activities o f daily living not due to physical effects o f stroke alone.
Exclusion criteria:
psychosis,

severe

cases with disturbance o f consciousness, delirium,

aphasia,

or

major

sensorimotor

impairment

precluding

neuropsychological testing. Also excluded are systemic disorders or other brain
diseases (such as AD) that in and o f themselves could account for deficits in memory
and cognition.
b) Cerebrovascular disease (CVD), defined by the presence o f focal signs on
neurologic examination, such as hemiparesis, lower facial weakness, Babinski sign,
sensory deficit, hemianopia, and dysarthria consistent with stroke (with or without
history o f stroke), and evidence o f relevant CVD by brain imaging (CT or MRI)
including multiple large-vessel infarcts or a single strategically placed infarct (angular
gyrus, thalamus, basal forebrain, or PCA or ACA territories), as well as multiple basal
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ganglia and white matter lacunes or extensive periventricular white matter lesions, or
combinations thereof.
c) A relationship between the above two disorders, manifested or inferred by the
presence o f one or more o f the following:
(i)

onset o f dementia within three 3 months following a recognized stroke

(ii)

abrupt deterioration in cognitive functions; or fluctuating, stepwise
progression o f cognitive deficits.

II. Clinical features consistent with the diagnosis o f PROBABLE vascular dementia
include the following:
a) Early presence o f a gait disturbance (small-step gait or marche à petits pas, or
magnetic, apraxic-ataxic or parkinsonian gait)
b) History o f unsteadiness and frequent, unprovoked falls
c) Early urinary frequency, urgency, and other urinary symptoms not explained by
urologie disease
d) Pseudobulbar palsy
e) Personality and mood changes, abulia, depression, emotional incontinence, or other
subcortical deficits including psychomotor retardation and abnormal executive
function.

III. Features that make the diagnosis o f vascular dementia uncertain or unlikely
include
a) Early onset o f memory deficit and progressive worsening o f memory and other
cognitive functions such as language (transcortical sensory aphasia), motor skills
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(apraxia), and perception (agnosia), in the absence o f corresponding focal lesions on
brain imaging;
b) Absence o f focal neurologic signs, other than cognitive disturbance; and
c) Absence o f cerebrovascular lesions on brain CT or MRI.
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MCI
Criteria given by Petersen et al (Petersen et al, 1999)
a) Memory complaint
b) Normal activities o f daily living
c) Normal general cognitive function
d) Abnormal memory for age, and
e) Not demented
f) Absence o f psychiatric symptoms
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APPENDIX TW O: M INI M ENTAL STATE EXAM INATION
Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) described by Folstein et al (Folstein et al,
1975)
; Mini Mental Status Examination
I Task

Scoring

Instructions

; Date

One point each for year, season,
"Tell me the date?" Ask for omitted items.

Orientation

One point each for state, county,

; Place
"Where are you?" Ask for omitted items.

5

town, building, and floor or room

Orientation

_Register 3 Name three objects slowly and clearly. Ask One point for each item correctly
' Objects

5

date, day o f week, and month

the patient to repeat them.

3

repeated

Ask the patient to count backwards from 100
■Serial

One point for each correct answer
by 7. Stop after five answers. (Or ask them to

5

(or letter)

; Sevens
spell "world" backwards.)
; Recall

3 Ask

: Objects

the

patient

to

recall

the

objects One point for each item correctly

mentioned above.

3

remembered

Point to your watch and ask the patient "what
One point for each correct answer

' Naming

2

is this?" Repeat with a pencil.

......... .

................ ........ J

' Repeating
Ask the patient to say "no ifs, ands, or huts."

One point if successful on first try

1

;! a Phrase
..................

Give the patient a plain piece o f paper and,

- Verbal
say "Take this paper in your right hand, fold One point for each correct action

3

' Commands
it in half, and put it on the floor."
yWritten

Show the patient a piece o f paper with

iCommands

"CLOSE YOUR EYES" printed on it.

If Writing

One point if the patient's eyes close

1

One point if sentence has a subject, j
Ask the patient to write a sentence.

1

a verb, and makes sense

r"
/
f Drawing

Ask the patient to copy a

\y

1pair

of

intersecting; One point if the figure has ten

1

pentagons onto a piece corners and two intersecting lines
of
Scoring

paper.
30
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APPENDIX THREE: IMAGE ACQUISITION PROTOCOLS

Standard imaging protocol
Scans were performed by the staff at St M ary’s Hospital, Paddington and the Queen
Square Imaging Centre. Acquisition parameters were: time to repeat, 35ms; time to
echo, 5ms; flip angle 35°, field o f view 24x24 cm, and matrix size 256*128.

MIRIAD protocol
Scans were acquired by Dave MacManus o f the NMR group. Queen Square. The
following parameters were used for acquisition: time to repeat, 15ms; time to echo,
5.4ms; flip angle 15°, field o f view 24x24 cm, matrix size 256*256, producing 124
contiguous 1.5mm slices.
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APPENDIX FOUR: VOLUMETRIC ANALYSIS
Volumetric analysis was performed using the MIDAS software, following the
protocols detailed below. All segmentations were performed on T1-weighted images.
Reproducibility error was estimated as the mean absolute percentage difference
between repeat segmentations on the same scan.

Whole brain
Whole brain segmentation was performed using a protocol described in detail by
Freeborough et al (Freeborough et al, 1997).

This is a semi-automated algorithm

which identifies voxels within the brain using interactive thresholding. Brain tissue
was then isolated from the surrounding tissue such as scalp and dura using a series o f
erosions and dilations (see Figure A4 1). All segmentations were performed by
myself, Rhian Jenkins and Jennifer Whitwell. Inter-rater reproducibility was 0.42%
and intra-rater reproducibility was 0.36%.

Total Intracranial Volume
Total Intracranial Volume (TIV) was delineated using a protocol described by
Whitwell et al (Whitwell et al, 2001). A lower threshold o f 33% o f the mean
intracranial signal intensity was set to outline the outer border o f dura, with manual
editing where necessary. The inferior boundary was set as the lowest slice in which
cerebellar tissue was present. An area measurement was performed on every tenth
axial slice, and a volume estimate was obtained using linear interpolation. This is
illustrated in Figure A4 2. All volumetric measurements were performed by Jennifer
Whitwell, and intra-rater reproducibility was 0.23%.
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Lateral ventricles

The lateral ventricles were measured using an upper threshold o f 60% o f mean brain
intensity to exclude brain tissue (Figure A4 3). All segmentations were performed by
myself and Rhian Jenkins and inter-rater and intra-rater reproducibility errors were
0.36% and 0.25% respectively.

Hippocampus
See Figure A4 4.

The hippocampus was

delineated by reference to the

neuroanatomical atlas by Duvemoy (Duvemoy, 1998). The caudalmost measurement
o f the hippocampus was taken at the level o f the crus o f the fornix. The rostral
boundary o f the hippocampus was at its junction with the amygdala. Superiorly,
medially and laterally the hippocampus was bounded by the ambient cistern and
temporal horn o f the lateral ventricle, and interiorly by the subjacent white matter o f
the subiculum. This measure included the dentate gyrus, the hippocampus proper and
the alveus. The hippocampal tail was excluded in order to achieve satisfactory
reproducibility o f segmentation, as recommended by Watson et al (Watson et al,
1992). All segmentations were performed by m yself and intra-rater reproducibility
error was 3%.

Temporal lobe
See Figure A4 5. A consistent threshold o f 60% o f the mean brain intensity was
applied to separate the brain tissue from the surrounding CSF. The boundary between
the temporal lobe and the remainder o f the brain was defined by drawing a line across
the temporal stem from the inferomedial extreme o f the Sylvian fissure to the most
superior point o f the temporal lobe on the medial side o f the stem. Segmentations
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were performed by myself, Rhian Jenkins and Alex Rosser. Intra- and inter-rater
reproducibility error was 3%.

Amygdala
See Figure A4 6. Amygdala segmentation was performed using a modification o f a
previously published protocol (Sheline et al, 1998). The rostral limit corresponds to
the rostral extreme o f the temporal stem. Caudally the amygdala was defined using
the border with the lateral ventricle and the alveus, ending when the alveus
disappears.

Superiorly the boundary was set anteriorly by a line connecting the

inferior point o f the lateral fissure to the lateralmost point o f the paramedian cistemae,
and posteriorly by the superior and lateral borders o f the optic tract. Infero-laterally
the amygdala was bounded by white matter and medially by the ambient cistern. All
amygdala segmentations were performed by Jenny Whitwell, and the intra-rater
reproducibility error was 4%.

Entorhinal Cortex (EC)
See Figure A4 7. EC segmentation was undertaken using a modified version o f the
protocol o f Insausti and colleagues (Insausti et al, 1998). White matter was not
included in this measurement. Rostrally the EC extended as far as the rostral extreme
o f the sulcus semiannularis and caudally as far as the caudal end o f the gyrus
infialimbicus. Superiorly the EC was bounded by the white matter separating it from
the amygdala (rostrally) and the hippocampus (caudally). Inferomedially the EC was
bounded by the ambient cistern and laterally the EC was measured as far as the medial
lip o f the collateral sulcus. The portion o f the EC that extended along the medial bank
o f the collateral sulcus was not included because o f the inter-individual variation in
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the position o f the lateral border o f the EC. A similar approach has been used by other
groups (Killiany et al, 2000; Xu et al, 2000). All segmentations were performed by
Dennis Chan and intra-rater reproducibility error was 5%.

Parahippocampal gyrus (PHG)
See Figure A4 8. The PHG was measured along its length corresponding to the
rostrocaudal length o f the hippocampus. The white matter layer was included in these
measurements. The superomedial border was the interface between the white matter
layer and the overlying hippocampus, and superolaterally the boundary was the
junction o f the white matter layer with the inferior edge o f the choroid fissure.
Inferomedially the gyrus was bounded by the ambient cistern and inferolaterally by
the collateral sulcus. All segmentations were performed by m yself and intra-rater
reproducibility error was 6%.

Superior temporal gyrus (STG)
See Figure A4 9. The STG was bounded superiorly by the Sylvian fissure and
inferiorly by the superior temporal sulcus. All segmentations were performed by Alex
Rossor and intra-rater reproducibility error was 5%.

Middle and inferior temporal gyrus (MITG)
See Figure A4 10. The MITG were bounded superolaterally by the superior temporal
sulcus and inferomedially by the lateral occipitotemporal sulcus. The middle and
inferior temporal gyri were measured together as the border between the two gyri is
often indistinct. All segmentations were performed by Alex Rossor and intra-rater
reproducibility error was 5%.
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Fusiform gyrus
See Figure A4 11. The fusiform gyrus was bounded superolaterally by the lateral
occipitotemporal sulcus and inferomedially by the collateral sulcus. All segmentations
were performed by Alex Rossor and the intra-rater reproducibility error was 5%.
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Figure A l 1: Whole brain segmentation in coronal view

a) shows intensity thresholding and b) brain delineation following erosions and
dilations
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Figure A l 2: TIV segmentation in sagittal view
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Figure A l 3: Ventricular segmentation in a) sagittal and b) coronal views

4
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Figure A l 4: Hippocampal segmentation
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Figure A l 5: Temporal lobe segmentation
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Figure A l 6: Segmentation o f the amygdala
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Figure A l 7: Segmentation o f the entorhinal cortex
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Figure A l 8: Segmentation o f the parahippocampal gyrus
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Figure A l 9: Segmentation o f the superior temporal gyrus
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Figure A l 10: Segmentation o f the middle and inferior temporal gyri
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Figure A l 11: Segmentation o f the fusiform gyrus
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GLO SSA RY

AD: Alzheimer’s disease
A PO E: Apolipoprotein gene
A FP: Amyloid precursor protein
AVI: Asymmetry volume index
BBSI: Brain boundary shift integral
CSF: Cerebrospinal fluid
C T: Computed tomography
D CT : Discrete cosine transform
DLB: Dementia with Lewy bodies
EC : Entorhinal cortex
E E G : Electroencephalogram
FAD: Familial Alzheimer’s disease
fM R I: Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging
FTLD :

Fronto-temporal lobar degeneration, referring to the spectrum o f diseases

including fronto-temporal dementia, semantic dementia and primary progressive
aphasia. The terminology covering these conditions is not always clear, and some
authors use the term FTD to refer to the whole group, and others only to the frontal
variant o f this disorder.
FTD: Fronto-temporal dementia. This refers to the frontal variant o f FTLD.
FW H M : Full width at half maximum
HSE: Herpes Simplex Encephalitis
M C I: Mild cognitive impairment
M IDAS: Medical Information Display and Analysis System
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M IRIA D : Minimal Interval Resonance Imaging in AD
M ITG : Middle and inferior temporal gyri
M M SE: Mini Mental State Examination
M R I: Magnetic Resonance Imaging
M RS: Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy
M TL: Medial temporal lobe
N FT: Neurofibrillary tangle
PET: Positron Emission Tomography
PFA: Primary progressive aphasia, a sub-type o f FTLD
PSP: Progressive supranuclear palsy
P S l: Presenilin 1 gene
PS2: Presenilin 2 gene
RE: Radiofrequency
RIU : Ratio image uniformity i.e. standard deviation o f a ratio image
R O I: Region o f interest
SAD: Sporadic Alzheimer’s disease
SD: Semantic dementia, a subtype o f FTLD
SNR: Signal-to-noise ratio
SP E C T : Single photon emission computed tomography
SPM:

Statistical parametric mapping, the software package used for statistical

analysis o f structural and functional images
SSD: Sum o f squared intensity differences between two scans
STG: Superior temporal gyrus
TE: Time to echo i.e. time between transmission o f RE pulse and collection o f signal
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TIV: Total intracranial volume - a measure o f total capacity within the skull, used as
a maximum estimate o f pre-morbid brain volume
TR: Time to repeat i.e. time between RF pulses
VBM: Voxel-based morphometry, the application o f SPM to highlight grey matter
differences between groups, based on structural MRIs.
VCM : Voxel-compression mapping
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